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ABSTRACT 

Exploring many-body physics with ultracokl atoms 

Lindsay Jane LeBlanc, Doctor of Philosophy, 201.1 

Graduate Department of Pliysies, University of Toronto 

The1 emergence of many-body physical phenomena from the quautmn mechanical prop

erties of atoms can be studied using ultraeold alkali gases. The ability to manipulate 

both. Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) and degenerate Fermi gases (DFGs) with designer 

potential energy landscapes, variable1 interaction strengths and out-of-equilibrium initial 

conditions provides (lie opportunity to investigate collective behaviour under diverse con

ditions. 

With an appropriately chosen wavelength, optical standing waves provide a lattice po

tential for one target species while ignoring another spectator species. A "tune-in" scheme 

provides an especially strong potential lor the target and works best for Li-Na, Li-K, and 

K-Na mixtures, while a "tune-out" scheme zeros the potential for the spectator, and is pre

ferred for Li-Cs, K-Rb. Rb-Cs, Iv-Cs, and •i!)K-'°K mixtures. Species-selective lattices pro

vide unique environments for studying many-body behaviour by allowing for a phonon-like 

background, providing for effective mass tuning, and presenting opportunit ies for increasing 

the phase-space density of one species. 

Ferromagnetism is manifest in a two-component D.FG when the energetically preferred 

many-body configuration segregates components. Within the local density approximation 

(LDA), the characteristic energies and the three-body loss rate of the system all give an 

observable signature of the crossover to this ferromagnetic state in a trapped DFG when 

interactions are increased beyond /.•/•'«(0) = 1.84. Numerical simulations of an extension 



to the LDA tliiii account, for magnetization gradients show (hat a hedgehog spin texture 

emerges as the lowest energy configuration in the ferromagnetic regime. Explorations of 

strong interact ions in l0Iv constitute the first- steps towards t he realization of ferromagnetism 

in a trapped l0K gas. 

The many-body dynamics of a lS7Rb BEG in a double well potential are driven by 

spatial phase gradients and depend on the character of the junction. The amplitude and 

frequency characteristics of the transport across a tunable barrier show a crossover between 

two paradigms of superfluidity: Josephson plasma oscillations emerge for high barriers, 

where1 transport is via tunnelling, while1 hydrodyinuiiic behaviour dominates for lower bar

riers. The phase dependence of the many-body dynamics is also evident in the observation 

of macroscopic quantum self trapping. Gross-Pitaevskii calculations facilitate1 the interpre

tation of system dynamics, but do not describe1 the e)bsen-veel damping. 
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PREFACE 

The1 work presented in tliis tliesis is the culmination of six .years of experimental and 

theoretical work performed at the Toronto Ultracold Atoms Lab. I have had the opportunity 

to work with many different people on a variety of projects. The following specifies the 

specific publications arising from the1 work discussed in each chapter, and acknowledges the 

contributions of my collaborators to work presented in this thesis. 

CLIAPTEK 2: A VERSATILE BEC-DFG MACHINE 

Chapter 2 discusses the apparatus used for the experiments in this thesis. Much of the 

original work building the apparatus was done by Sctli Aubin, Stefan Myrslcog and Marcius 

Extavour. Thorstcn Schunnn and Marcius Extavour were1 responsible for the construction 

of the electronics used to produce the radio-frequency dressed potentials. Publications 

describing this work, as well as the early results from this apparatus, include: 

• S. Aubin c.t al., Trapping Formionic 10K and Bosonic 8'Rb 011 a Chip, J. Low Temp. 
Pliys. 140, 377 (2005). 

• S. Aubin, S. Myrskog. M. Extavour, L. LeBlanc, D. McKay, A. Stummer, and J. II. 
Thywissen, Rapid sympathetic cooling to Fermi degcneracy 011 a chip, Nat. Pliys. 2, 
384 (200G). 

• M. H. T. Extavour, L. J. LeBlanc, T. Scliumm, B. Cieslak, S. Myrskog. A. Stummer, 
S. Aubin, and J. II. Thywissen, Dual-specics quantum dcgcncracy of40K and 87Rb 011 
an atom chip. At. Phys. 20, 241 (2006). 

CHAPTER 3: SPECIES-SPECIFIC OPTICAL LATTICES 

Chapter 3 was work done in collaboration with Joseph Thywissen, who is especially 

responsible for the discussion of effective mass tuning. This chapter is primarily a reprint 

of work published in Physical Review A. Modifications to this work include some notation 

changes to conform with other chapters in this thesis (e.g., all potential energies U -*• V), 

and the1 addition of references to work that has been published in the interim. The section 
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"III.D Lattice confinement effects" (following what is §3.3.3 in this Chapter) has been 

omitted. In that section, we neglected the effects of dipole fluctuat ions, which can contribute 

significantly to the heating of ultracold atoms in a lattice [I]. A recent publication discusses 

the "blue-detuned advantage" we were considering in the context of the quantum motions 

of the atoms [2], and we refer to this work for a better understanding of the effects. Section 

3.2.2 has also been revised to include the counter-rotating terms in the heating rate, which 

in turn modifies the calculated heating rates for those cases where the laser wavelength is 

far-detuned from the atomic transition in question. 

• L. .J. LeBlauc and ,J. Ii. Thywissen, Species-specilic optical lattices, Pliys. Rev. A 
75, 053612 (2007). 

CHAPTER 4: ULTRACOLD KKRROMAGNUTISM 

The theoretical work described in Chapter 4 arose from discussions with Arun Paramekanti 

and Joseph Thywissen regarding possible observable signatures of itinerant ferromagnetism 

in a trapped ultracold Fermi gas. The analytics discussed in this chapter were originally 

derived by Arun Paramekanti. The work presented was §4.2 and §4.3 published in Physical 

Review A. Some of the notation has been changed from this previous publication to conform 

to the notations established in this thesis. 

• L. J. LeBlanc, J. Ii. Thywissen, A. A. Burkov, and A. Paramekanti, Repulsive Fermi 
gas in a harmonic trap: Ferromagnetism and spin textures. Pliys. Rev. A 80, 013607 
(2009). 

CHAPTER 5: BEC DYNAMICS IN A DOUBLE WELL 

The experiments of Chapter 5 would not have met with same success without the ground

work laid by Marcius Extavour and Jason McKeever in understanding the process of creating 

a double well potential with our atom chip. The data presented in this chapter was col

lected with the help of Alma Bardon. The formulation and calculation of the hydrodynamie 

"spring constant"' approximation was done by Joseph Thywissen. The code for the numer

ical calculations of the GPE in §5.3 used to determine the trap parameters and to set the 

axes was written by Joseph Thywissen, the first calculations determining the beyond-

rotating wave approximation and the decaying MQXT state were done by Jason McKeever, 

and the three-dimensional GPE simulations and interpretations in §5.4 was performed by 

Francesco Piazza and Augusto Snierzi of the University of Trento. The calculation using a 

WKB-typc approximation for the tunnelling was suggested by Eugene Demler. The work 



ascribed in §5.4 lias been submitted for publication. 

• L. J. LcBIaue, A. B. Bardon. ,J. MeKeever, M. H. T. Extavour. D. .Jervis, J. H 
Thywisson, F. Piazza, and A. Smcrzi, Dynamics of a tunable supcrRuid junction 
AvXiv: 1006.3550 (2010) (submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett). 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In pursuit of the unknown, physics finds itself exploring ever deepen- into length and 

energy scales extending away from those1 of human experience. As an understanding of the 

behaviour of matter at three extremes is developed, it can be a challenge to connect the 

principles responsible for behaviour on one scale with those 011 tlio next. These connections, 

however, increase our understanding of the fundamental properties of the universe and bring 

closer to human understanding those phenomena which seem to defy common sense. 

The field of atomic physics has proven itself valuable in the exploration of physical 

phenomena 011 many scales. In the infancy of this field, the emerging understanding of 

atomic structure was coupled to the development of quantum mechanics, such that the 

understanding of one informed the other, and principles such, as the quantization of energy 

and the existence of spin angular momentum emerged from the partnership. Measurements 

of the distinct spectral features of an atom can be carried out for atoms over many length 

scales from exploring the details of atomic structure in the laboratory, to using absorption 

characteristics of the Earth's atmosphere to determine its composition, to ascertaining the 

behaviour of astronomical objects through the shifts of well-known spectral features. 

In recent years, atomic physics has proven itself an ideal venue in which to probe the 

smallest known energy scales. Upon establishing techniques to render temperature-driven 

motion negligible [3, 4], the quantum statistics and iiidistiguishability inherent to an atom 

become evident as an ultracold gas attains quantum degeneracy as a Bo. Einstein conden

sate (BEC) [5] or a degenerate Fermi gas (DFG) [G] for bosons or feniuons, respectively. 

With the freezing-out, of thermal degrees of freedom, the direct and exchange interactions 

of the atoms set the dominant energy scales, and the atoms 110 longer act as individuals. By 

studying the transitions from individual to collective behaviour, these atomic systems re
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veal connections between the quantum mechanics of individual particles and the many-body 

behaviour of macroscopic systems. 

Tlic study of many-body physics provides insight into the emergence of macroscopic 

phenomena ranging from familiar examples like the structure of solids and origins of mag

netism. to more exotic examples like superconductivity. In general, the microscopic degrees 

of freedom (the individual motions or state of atoms, for example) can be ignored and a 

new macroscopic "order parameter" emerges as the important degree of freedom for the 

problem. The identification of this order parameter can be made through experimental 

observation of a system without knowledge of its microscopics. as is the case in systems 

like high-temperature superconductors where superconductivity is clearly observed, but the 

underlying macroscopic description of its origin remains an open question. While it is not 

necessary to understand the origin of such behaviour before exploiting it as a technology, one 

can imagine1 that identifying the required microscopic properties leading to this behaviour 

would enable much broader applications of such technologies. 

The precision and versatility of atomic experiments provide many advantages for study

ing many-body phenomena. Well known internal transitions of the atom permit selective 

addressability and detection, interactions with electromagnetic fields make possible designer 

potential energy landscapes, Bose or Fermi statistics dictate their relationships with their 

neighbours, tunable interactions allow an exploration of various coupling regimes, and weak 

interactions with external deeoliercnce mechanisms allow for long-lived quantum mechan

ical integrity. Atoms can be used as a set of versatile building blocks, and experiments 

can be designed to mimic other physical systems whose behaviour is governed by the same 

fundament al principles. 

A variety of analogues to condensed-matter systems have been explored by introducing 

quantum degenerate gases into customized environments, including, for example, the Mott-

iusulator transition [7], the Touks-Giradeau gas [8], superfluidity of fermioiiic pairs [9, 10], 

and Anderson localization [11]. By demonstrating a correspondence between atomic and 

condensed matter systems, these1 experiments lay the foundations for the use of ultracold 

gases to explore many-body physics. Increasing the complexity of the interactions and 

environments experienced by the atoms will allow these experiments to approach a regime 

in which the underlying physics is incalculable. In particular, systems of fermioiiic atoms 

could be arranged to mimic systems in which Fermi statistics, and their requirement of 

antisymmetrization of the wavcfiuietion, render insufficient the computational resources 

needed to model systems of reasonable particle number. The atomic system could then be 
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thought of as a "quantum simulator" [12] a calculating machine that comes to its results 

by taking a quantum mechanical system, allowing it evolve in a controlled environment, 

and reaping the results from measurements of the final state. Several proposals have1 been 

developed suggesting models that could be implemented by ultraeold gases as analogues 

to condensed matter problems, including, for example, the emergence of high-temperature 

d-wavc superconductivity from a Fermi-Iiubbard model [13] or exotic forms of magnetism 

[14]. 

This thesis discusses three1 main advances in the development of the use of ultraeold 

gases for the study of many-body physics. First, a technique for creating customized and 

selective potential energy landscapes for mixtures of two or more species of atom. This type 

of potential would could provide a means to tune the effect mass of one species, provide a 

plionon-like background to atoms trapped in an optical lattice, or allow a mechanism for 

a isothermal phase-space increase. Second, a proposal for the study of itinerant ferromag-

netism among ultraeold fermions is discussed, and the first steps towards its implementation 

in fermionic 10Iv are described. The microscopic origins of this many-body behaviour are 

not well understood, and these experiments may provide insight into this problem. Third, 

the collective transport behaviour of bosonic 8'Rb in a double well potential is explored. 

The character of the transport is explored as a function of the coupling between wells, and 

both perfect-fluid hydrodynamics and Joseplison-jmiction behaviour are found, indicating 

the limits in which the macroscopic description associated with each of these is appropriate 

for the system. 

OUTLINE 

o Chapter 2 describes the apparatus for which techniques are developed and on which 

the experiments are performed. This versatile machine produces quantum degenerate 

samples of both bosons and fermions using the efficiency and flexibility of an atom chip. 

Two methods for manipulation the potential energy landscape are discussed. Optical 

fields are used as external forces and confinement potentials, and radio-frequency fields 

are used to manipulate the potential energy surfaces into double-well potentials through 

internal state manipulations of the atoms. 

o Chapter 3 describes a technique that allows for the creation of a lattice-like environment 
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for 0110 spocios of atom while inducing no external potential 011 another species. This 

technique exploits the differences in atomic structure between species to customize an 

environment in which to study the many-body properties of a mixture of atomic species. 

This method could prove useful as a moans to tune the effective mass of one species, to 

provide a plionon background to atoms trapped in a lattice potential, or to implement 

a mechanism for isothermal phase-space increase. 

o Chapter 4 describes the emergence of many-body collective behaviour of ultracold 

fermions under the influence of strong repulsive interactions, and how this behaviour 

mimics itinerant ferromagiictism among electrons in metals. Mean-field calculations 

suggest that measurements of the total energy will indicate the crossover to ferromag-

netism for trapped gases, and extensions to a local-density approximation indicate that 

configurations displaying spin textures could reduce the total energy of the system. The1 

first steps towards the experimental realization of this system in l()K are reported here. 

o Chapter 5 describes the quantum mechanical transport of a ultracold bosons in a 

double well potential. Using a tunable barrier, the character of the transport is studied 

as the density in the region connecting the wells is varied from finite to vanishingly small 

values, where the classical density is zero and tunnelling is responsible for transport. 

We study both tlio population and phase evolution of this system under various initial 

conditions and find that the many-body behaviour can be described as liydrodynamic in 

the strong-coupling limit and as a Joseplison junction for weak coupling. 



CHAPTER 2 

A VERSATILE BEC-DFG MACHINE 

One of the primary advantages to studying many-body physics in ultracold gases is the 

versatility with which atomic systems can bo controlled. Well established methods to ad

dress an atom's internal and external degrees of freedom are used to cool a system to the 

quant-tun degenerate regime, to manipulate it upon arrival there, and to measure its final 

state upon completion of an experiment. 

The "'Chip Experiment" apparatus at the University of Toronto Ultracold Atoms Lab 

serves as either the real or presumed setting for the1 experimental and theoretical work 

described in this thesis. This experimental apparatus was designed as general-purpose 

BEC-DFG machine, using an atom chip for efficiently cooling 8'Rb and 10K to quantum 

degeneracy. It has been used to pursue a variety of scientific questions throughout its young 

life, and will continue to do so as it matures. 

This chapter describes the general operation of this machine in §2.1, deferring a recent 

thesis [15] for most details. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 describe two of the newer tools used to 

manipulate the ultracold gases created by this apparatus: optical traps and radio-frequency 

dressed potentials, respectively. Details regarding the construction and operation of these 

tools are discussed in those sections. 

2.1 A VERSATILE BEC-DFG MACHINE: BASIC PRINCIPLES 

The design of this apparatus was carefully planned to provide a versatile platform from 

which to launch experiments using a srRb Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC). a I0K degen

erate Fermi gas (DFG), or both. Using an atom chip for fast and efficient evaporation. 
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FIGURE 2.1: Apparatus schematics. Left: Experimental apparatus from afar. Red MOT beams. 
5 cm in diameter intersect in the middle of the glass-box vacuum chamber. Parallel external magnetic 
coils provide the quadrupole field for MOT and magnetic: trapping, while the large top coil is used 
for magnetic transport of the atoms to the atom chip, seen inside the glass vacuum chamber. Right: 
Close up of atom chip, inside vacuum chamber. Also shown is the crossed ODT, skimming the 
surface of the atom chip. MOT beams have been turned off in this view. 

this simple one-chamber experiment provides fast c,ycle times and reasonable atom num

bers with a minimum of technical complication. Details of the operation of the apparatus 

are presented elsewhere (see Refs. [16-18] and especially [15]), but a brief description of the 

machine is given here. 

The main elements of the apparatus are sketched in Fig. 2.1. A Pyrcx box acts as the 

single vacuum chamber, in which the six magneto-optical trap (MOT) beams intersect. The 

atom chip is suspended by a copper scaffold 5 cm above the MOT beam intersection point. 

External magnetic coils provide the magnetic field gradients needed for the MOT, magnetic 

trap, and magnetic transport. 

2.1.1 GENERIC SEQUENCE FOR BEC/DFG 

The standard route to quantum degeneracy, either as a BEG of 87Rb or a DFG of l0K , 

proceeds as follows: 

o MOT. The magneto-optical trap (MOT) is formed at the intersection of six counterprop-

agating beams, with 5 cm diameter and fa —26 MHz detmiing from the |F = 2, m/.- = 
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2) -j. |F' = 3,m,.v = 3) and |F = 9/2, m/.- = 9/2) |F' = 11/2, m,.v = 11/2) cy

cling transition resonances in 87Rb and U)K , respectively. For a 87Rb BEG alone, the 
87Rb MOT time ranges from 1 to 5 s. For a DFG or a mixture, the ll)K MOT is started 

first, and is run for up to 20 s, after which the 8'Rb MOT light is turned on together with 

lt)K light, and the overlapping beams generate simultaneous MOTs. Due to excited-state 

collisional loss, we minimize the time during which both MOTs run at the same1 time. 

Typical atom numbers at the conclusion of this step are, for 87Rb and 10Iv respectively, 

^Hb.iMOT = 2 x 109 and Nkmot = 4 x 107. 

o Optical molasses. An ''optical molasses" step is used to further cool the 8'Rb , exploiting 

sub-Doppler cooling mechanisms in the absence of magnetic fields. The 87Rb temperature 

is reduced from TRb,MOT ~ 130 llK to molasses ~ 30 iiK. 

o Optical pumping. To optimize the magnetic trapping in subsequent steps, the atoms 

are spin-polarized into the low-field-seeking stretched states of the ground states |F = 

2, ?n/,' = 2) for 87Rb and |F = 9/2, trip = 9/2) for "10K . We use a+ polarized light on 

the F = 2 -¥ F' = 2 (F = 9/2 -> F' = 9/2) transition for 8'Rb (l0K) to promote then 

shelve the atoms in these dark states. 

o Magnetic trapping and transfer. Using the same coils as were used for the MOT, 

a quadrupole magnetic field is turned on suddenly with a gradient that will trap only 

the strctclicd-statc atoms against the force of gravity. After compressing the gas by 

increasing the confinement of the trap, the magnetic field minimum is shifted 5 cm 

vertically toward the chip surface by changing the current of the "transfer coil." We find 

a transfer efficiency to the magnetic trap (measured for 8'Rb ) of iVRb.Birap/Arltb,MOT ~ 

40%. 

o Atom chip trapping. Once the atoms are near the surface of the chip, the "chip trap" 

is activated, by flowing current through both the ''Z-wire1' on the chip and external bias 

coils providing uniform magnetic fields. The atoms are trapped in a highly elongated 

cigar-shaped trap. The transfer efficiency from the magnetic trap to the chip trap is 

iVRb,chip/-^iib.Btrap ~ 4%. We believe that free evaporation is responsible for some of the 

loss in this process, resulting in the colder atoms being preferentially transferred, which 

is to our advantage. The compression of the chip trap increases the temperature, which 

we estimate to be TRI,, chip ~ 300 iiK. 
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o Evaporative and sympathetic cooling. A radio-frequency (rf) current is fed through 

an auxiliary chip wire, parallel to the long axis of the cloud, providing near-field rf ra

diation which couples adjacent mj.- states in the magnetic trap. Sweeping tlus frequency 

from high to low, the hottest atoms lS'Rb arc1 ejected from the trap and those left behind 

rethermalize to lower temperatures. If l0K is present, collisions between species bring 

them to an equal temperature, allowing the l0K to be sympathetically cooled as 8'Rb is 

evaporated. With appropriate sweep rates, the phase space densities increase and quan

tum degeneracy is achieved. Typical atom numbers are 2VR.I,)HIOC! = 2 X 105 for a quasi-

pure 87Rb BEG (when produced alone), and = 4 x 101 for IK/IK = 0.09 ± 0.04 

for l0K DFGs, where Ty is the Fermi temperature. 

o Experiment. At this point in the sequence, either a BEG or DFG is available to be 

manipulated in whatever way will answer the question of the clay. 

o Imaging. Absorption imaging is used to determine both the number and momentum 

distribution of the cold atoms. Typically, the atoms are released from their trapping 

potential and allowed some time of flight (TOF) before imaging. A 100 jis pulse of light 

resonant to the cycling transition is incident on the atoms, whose1 intensity is chosen such 

that the absorption of the light by the atoms remains in the low-saturation-parameter 

limit (See Appendix B). The resulting shadow image is recorded on a CCD camera after 

passing through imaging optics. Alter the atoms are removed from the field of view, 

either by letting them fall farther or shelving them in a dark state, a second reference 

image is recorded on the CCD. The amount of light absorbed and its position on the 

camera give information about both the total number and momentum distribution of 

the atom clouds. 

A QUANTUM GAS FOR EVRRYONE 

At the "Experiment" point in the sequence, either a BEC. DFG, or a mixture of the two 

is available for study. In most cases, additional steps are taken to create a more interesting 

or exotic environment for the quantum gas. In the work presented here, we consider a 

number of situations: Chapter 3 considers (theoretically) the case of applying optical lattices 

to a mixture of atomic species, taking into special consideration the l0K -<s'Rb mixture1 

available in this experiment; Chapter 4 considers transferring a DFG of ,0K to an all-optical 

trap, applying strong magnetic field to access a Feslibach resonance, where strong repulsive 
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interactions can lead to collective behaviour: and Chapter 5 considers deformations of the 

magnetic trap via rf dressing fields, to study the dynamics of a s'Rb BEC in a double well. 

The apparatus is constructed to allow switching between these configurations with a change 

of commands from the sequencing computer, lending it a high degree of versatility. 

2.2 OPTICAL FORCES: TRAPS AND LEVITATION 

The1 use of optical forces is a standard tool for the manipulation of ultracold atomic 

gases [19]. Laser light whose intensity is spatially dependent, often as foeussed beams or 

standing waves, will create a potential energy surface for the gas. In addition to the unique 

geometries these potentials make available, schemes using all-optical trapping permit the 

trapping of weak-field seeking st ates and tunability of magnetic field, which arc unavailable 

in magnetic trapping schemes. With this freedom, the tunability of interaction strength 

enters as an additional control parameter, as the Feshbach resonance [20] can be exploited. 

In this apparatus, we combine the advantages of the atom chip technology with those 

offered by all-optical traps. The potential energy for the far-detuned traps we use is dis

cussed in §2.2.1, the limitations associated with combining an optical trap with an atom 

chip are discussed in §2.2.2 and the application of this optical force as a levitation field is 

discussed in §2.2.3. 

2.2.1 OPTICAL TRAPPING POTENTIAL 

The origin of the optical forces we consider here is the ac-Stark shift, the second-order 

pcrturbativc energy shift due arising from the interaction of an oscillating electric field with 

an atom, through the tlipole operator. With spatiallv-varying optical fields, atoms will 

experience spatially-dependent optical forces, which can be used to trap the atoms in what 

are sometimes called optical dipole traps (ODTs). For optical frequencies far detuned from 

any optical transitions, the far-off-resonant trap (FORT) provides a potential energy [19] 

where F is the natural linewidth of the atomic transition, /(r) is the local intensity, u,\) = 

2irc/\ is the frequency of the dominant transition. A is the wavelength. A = w/, — ivq is 

the detuning of the laser light from the dominant optical transition, A+ = u.7, +^'0 is the 

(2.1) 
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counter-rotating term (wlxicli becomes important only at largo dotxuiiugs). and a.1/, is I ho 

frequency of the optical field used for trapping. 

In this work, wo use single foeussod beams to effect the optical potentials that manipulate1 

the atoms. With the assumption of Gaussian beam optics, we consider generic coordinates 

r = (n, r-2, r:i). We take the direction of propagation along r% and assume cylindrical 

symmetry where the radial coordinate #12 = \Jr'j + rr, is valid. In this case, the intensity 

is Gaussian 

2P (  2(on  -  eU 2 \  
I{ev2-  ''3 = ,0/,. \ exp r} . (--2) 

TTW-{n  i )  V w 0  J 

where P is the total power in the beam, (^.0) is the location of the beam focus. «>o is 

the beam waist at 7-3 = 0, whore the waist is. in general, w(ra) = «'oy/l + {r^/rn)'2, and 

/'R = TTW.'q/A is the Rayloigh range of the beam. The combination of Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2 gives 

a bill expression for the potential in terms of measurable quantities P and w. 

The Gaussian shape of the potential is approximately harmonic at the trap centre, and 

effective trap frequencies can be related to the beam waist and power [19]. The two trap 

frequencies are 

_ 4Vop,(0) 
u, 12 — r,— (i.oa) 

(2.3b) 
R 

The optical potentials used in this apparatus arc generated from 1064 11m laser light, 

from either the 500 111W solid state (Nd:YAG fc Nd:YV04) CiystaLasor (CL-1064-500) or a 

10 W ytterbium fibre laser from IPG (YLR-10-1064-LP). At this wavelength, the detuning is 

sufficiently far off-resonance to avoid largo heating rates, and to make valid the far-detuned 

approximations discussed above tor both lS'Rb (A = 780 11111) and ll)K (A = 767 11111). Both 

lasers pass through power-controlling AOMs before entering fibre optics that act both as 

spatial filters and means to transport the light from one location to the next. The output 

power from the fibre is actively stabilized via feedback to the AOM. 

2.2.2 CROSSED-BEAM OPTICAL TRAP NEAR AN ATOM CHIP 

To bring a trapping beam near the surface of an atom chip, the size of the focus will bo 

limited by the clipping of the beam at the edges of the chip. For a beam of a given spot 

size. «'(), the distance from the chip surface, Cirap will be restricted depending 011 the width 
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FLGURF. 2.2: Optical trapping near a surface. The schematic shows the geometiv of a focussecl 
beam skimming the surface of an atom chip. The beam waist wo is limited by the distance from 
the chip Ctrap and the horizontal length from the1 edge of the trap to the1 trap position, The 
plot shows a measurement of the waist size (light squares, left axis) and power throughput (dark 
diamonds, right axis) for a 1064 11111 beam focusscd at various distances Ctrap from the surface of a 
16 mm long surface. The beam is degraded as the beam approaches closer than 200 pm to the chip. 

of the chip. .rChip. Figure 2.2 shows the geometry of this situation. A rough estimate for 

tlie minimum distance from the chip, can be found by assuming that the beam must 

at all times allow one beam waist to bo transmitted past the edge of the chip. In this case. 

where A is the wavelength of the trapping light. In this experiment, where A = 1064 urn. 

J'cliip = 8 mm. and «'o « 16 pm. this expression gives clrap > 170 pm. Figure 2.2 shows a 

measurement of tlie spot size and through-power of a beam foeussed at various distances 

from a 16 mm long surface. The spot size begins to increase at ztrap ~ 200 pm from tlie chip, 

which is close to the estimate. This degradation of the beam is due to the high-momentum 

wavevectors being removed at the edge of the chip. 

In tliis apparatus, we trap the atoms ~ 200 pm from the surface of the chip. At this 

distance, we can use1 beams with, wq > 16 pm. We use two foeussed 1064 mil beams 

to manipulate tlie atoms, alone or separately. These are shown schematically in Fig. 2.1 

(inset): Fig. 2.3 shows the layout of the optical elements used to create these traps. The two 

beams, known as "ODT1" and "ODT2" cross at the location of that atoms. ODT1 (along 

y) with a waist of wq « 18 pm and ODT2 (along .r) with u\) « 35 pm. 
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FKU 'RH 2.3: Crossed-bosun ODT layout, including imaging axes (view from above). Blue box 
shows vacuum cell, with yellow atom chip inside. Mirror (AI). lenses (/), 1064 inn notch filters 
(F). dichroic mirrors (D'l: transmits 767/780 11111, reflects 1064 inn) aixd (D2: transmits 1064 xxxu, 
reflects 767/780 mix), and beam dumps (black X) shown. Solid red lines show the two paths for 
the ODTs: ODT1 is the more-tight ly foe visaed beam, passing through the atoms in the ly-dircction; 
ODT2 is the broader beam, passing through the atoms in the .r-direclion. Dashed black lines show 
the paths of the imaging beams: "radial imaging" copropagatiug with ODTl along the /y-direction 
and "axial imaging" counterpropagatiug with ODT2 along ,r. Note that the lexxs used for focussing 
ODT2 (/ -- 75 mm, closest to vacuum cell) is also used for imagixig. 

Atoms can be transferred with near-unity efficiency from the magnetic trap to either 

trap individually, or to a crossed ODT1+ODT2 trap. The1 general procedure for transfer is 

to turn on the ODTs slowly (~ 100 ms) while the magnetic trap is present, turning off the 

magnetic traps with an equivaleixt time-scale once the ODT is fully oix. 

2.2.3 OPTICAL LEVITATION FORCES FOR CANCELLINC: CJRAVITY 

In some circumstances, we find that the potential energy gradient due to gravity nega

tively affects the shape of the trapping potential. While this is usually not a problem in 
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Uu1 tightly-con lined atom chip traps usc'd in our experiments, we found that the shapes of 

rf-dressed adiabatie potentials were more1 sensitive (see §2.3 for more details). To counteract 

this effect , we position the weakly-focussed O.DT2 above the location of the atoms, in order 

to place the linear slope of the potential at the position of the atoms. By adjusting the 

power of this beam, we can exactly cancel the effect of gravity. 

To determine the positioning of the beam that will best- cancel gravity, we employ a 

procedure thai exerts a pulsed force on the atoms. The position of greatest linearity in a 

Gaussian beam, where Q[-2 — = "'o/2- is also the point of largest gradient in the potential. 

Since the force exerted by this potential (F{r) = —Vl'(r)) is greatest at this point, we seek 

the position of the beam where we can exert the greatest force on the atoms. After creating 

a small BEO in (lie atom chip trap, we turn off the magnetic trap and immediately pulse on 

the optical beam ODT2 for a short time, before the atoms have1 moved significantly. The 

position of ()1)T2 is scanned vertically (in c). and upon measuring the average1 distance 

of the atoms after some time of flight,, we can find the position of the ODT at which the 

the atoms have fallen the least, corresponding to the position of greatest upward force. 

Figure 2.4 shows one such measurement. 

After calibrating the position, we position ODT2 at the optimal location, and determine 

the minimum power required for levitation of the atoms upon release from the magnetic 

trap. We employ ODT2 at this power and position to mitigate the effects of gravity. 

2.3 CHIP-BASED R,F DOUBLE-WELL POTENTIALS 

The use of radio frequency (rf) radiation to deform magnetic potential energy surfaces 

began in earnest as a tool for forced evaporative1 cooling. The effective potential seen by the 

atoms is modified by the coupling between the oscillating rf magnetic fields and the static 

potential of the magnetic trap, which can be used more generally to deform the geometry 

of magnetic potentials [21, 22]. 

The* proximity of the atoms to the rf antennae on a, atom chip allows for strong coupling 

between (lie rf radiation and the atoms, which, with polarization considerations, can be 

used to create double1 well potentials [23]. Like* the work described in Refs. [23 25], Ave use 

this fechniciue to deform a single well into a double we'll, carefully controlling the barrier 

height and distance1 between the minima of the two wells with the frequency and amplitude1 

of the rf fields. 
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FICH 'UK 2.-1: Optical levitation calibration. The inset- shows the force profile expect ed for a Gaussian 
beam, with the grey region highlighting the regime for the data in this plot. Upon being released 
from a trap, an atom cloud is subjected to a force from t he optical beam, whose magnitude depends 
on the position of the atoms in the beam. The magnitude of the force is scanned by moving the 
beam through the cloud. After the force is applied, the position of the atom cloud is recorded after 
some time of flight. The greater the upward force, the less the atoms fall. The minimum in the 
atom cloud position indicates the levitation beam position which exerts a maximum force on the 
atoms, corresponding to the position of greatest linearity in the optical potential. The zero in the 
beam position is arbitrary, and increasing values of position move away from the chip. 
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The geometry of the atom chip used in this experiment, and the magnetic and rf-dressed 

potentials available from it, are described extensively in Ref. [15]. Since the completion of 

that thesis, wo have worked to further modify tlxe geometry of the traps through the use of 

different antennae and optical forces. Section 2.3.1 gives an analytic form for the potctnials 

used in this work, and §2.3.2 discusses the necessary corrections needed to compensate 

for the approximations made. Section 2.3.3 discusses the details of the three-dimensional 

geometry of the double well and describes modifications to the potential using the optical 

forces described in §2.2. 
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2.3.1 ROTATJNCI-WAVE APPROXIMATION OF POTENTIAL 

Tlu1 double-well potential is created through a coupling between static and rf magnetic 

fields. In the dressed state picture, these1 combine to form the effective potential [24] 

VKWAU") = niy\ [/ia,yr — <7i,7/.|3j3s(r)]i + 
<7K/fB-Bw,±(r) 

(2.5) 

where1 m'p is the adiabatic magnetic quantum number, g/,• is the1 .(/-factor, //« is tfie Bohr 

magneton. B$(r) is the static magnetic field, described by an Ioffe-Pritchard potential, and 

A-r.±(r) — |Bs(r) X Br[-(r)|/|Bs(r)| is (lie component of the oscillating magnetic field locally 

perpendicular to the static field at each point, r. 

The static magnetic trap arises a result of tlie combination of current flowing through 

the "Z"-wirc on the chip, an external bias field, and an external Ioffe field. In combination, 

these create an Ioffe-Pritchard style trap, a static magnetic field Bs = B\ri + -Cor2 + B^r^. 

whose1 components arc1 described by [26] 

B\(ri.r:i) = B'v[ — (2.6) 

B-2(r-2:n) = -B'r2-^r-2v, (2.7) 

B3(n,r2!r3) = BS{0) + ^ (r| - ±(r? + r.f)) (2.8) 

with a magnitude1 erf 

B*(n, r,: r,) = ^(r,,r3) + i?|(r2. r3) + J5|(r,.r2,r3). (2.9) 

I11 the1 limit of a small cloud, the1 static perfential is well-approximat-enl by a harmonic trap, 

characterized by radial and axial trapping frequencies a; 12 anel 0J3. I11 terms of the\se mea-

surable valuer, the1 static trap-be)! torn term, the gradient term, anel the curvature term are 

given by 

Ds( 0) = 2,'UJtb (2.10) 
• > I > U J \ - [ i b  

B, _ ^ 

v v 2 J 

B" = . (2.12) 
inv(JFlt\i 

respectively, where we define co'tb = /'B.(/f-GS(0)//) as the "trap bottom" frequency. In the 

cexmlinate system of this apparatus. r\ —> .r. r-2 -* 2, anel T;J —>• y sucli that ui 12 = u.r,z and 

= Wy 
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FiciURtS 2.5: Geometry of llie chip-based rl-dressed adiabatie double well potential. Purple clouds 
represent the atom clouds, red beam shows the gravity-compensating levitation beam. 

As discussed in §2.2.3, we can use an optical force to compensate for the effects of 

gravity. This additionally compresses the trap along the weak, y. If we characterize this 

force through air effective harmonic trapping frequency ojy,o, the total effective potential 

becomes 

where J(r) = wrf — hmcj^B^v)/h\ is the detuning, £2_L.(r) = //u(i')/2/i is the rf Rabi 

frequency, 

Typical values for the parameters in Eqs. 2.12 and 2.13 are: u>(r.y) = 2tt x (1310,10) Hz, 

W|'b = 2tt X 787 kHz, Bvf,j_ = 240 uiG. o^.o = 2?r x 95 Hz, and in the |F = 2, nip — 2) state 

In Eq. 2.13, the first term under the square root defines a shell of resonance upon which 

the potential is minimized. The1 second term indicates the effect of the polarization ou the 

coupling; the vertically (in the ^-direction) polarized rf radiation used in this experiment 

leads to symmetric absolute minima on the shell that are the minima of the double well 

potential. Figure1 2.6 shows the calculated potentials for various values of the detuning, 

d'o = £(r = 0). Figure 2.5a shows a schematic of the two elongated clouds below the surface 

of the atom chip with the gravity-compensating laser beam. 

(2.13) 

of s'Rb we use. m'pfjv = 1. 
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FIGURE 2.G: Calculated RWA potential energies. Top row shows contours in the x — z  plane for 
y = 0, with contours at AF(r)/h = 2?r x 1 kHz from 0 to 10 kHz, with one additional contour at 
V(r)/ll = 2TTX0.5 kHz. Bottom row shows cuts through potential at. y = z = 0 lor various detunings. 
(a) J0 = —IT: X 5 kHz, (b) SQ = 2TT x 0 kHz. (c) SQ = +2?r x 5 kHz, and (d) SO = +2TT X 10 kHz. 

2.3.2 BEYOND-ROTATING-WAVE CORRECTIONS 

In using Eq. 2.13 to calculate our adiabatically dressed potential, we invoke the rotating-

wave approximation (RWA). However, in this experiment, like others [25], the coupling 

strength is sufficiently strong as to render the approximation invalid. To account for the 

corrections to the RWA. we calculate the full potential and compare it to the RWA results. 

We obtain a small correction factor used in all subsequent analyses. 

The full expression for the energies of the dressed cigenstates for atoms in a magnetic 

trap coupled to a strong rf field can be found be diagonalizing the full Hamiltonian describing 

this system. Following Ref. [25], we consider atoms with total spin F in a static potential 

Bs(r) coupled to an oscillating field Btf(r) exp('kjrrt)- leading to the Hamiltonian 

HBRWA(r) = <7F/'B|BSWI-FI + hu\ . r cJa + Q + h.c .  

+Q (r )a t  +  h.c .  

F x  

F~ (2.14) 

where Q = gi-'Hn/\/2(iVph), (Nph) is the average photon number in the rf field, a'f(a) is the 

creation (annihilation) operator of the rf field, and i?1.|-,x(A-r,||) is the complex amplitude of 
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tlic component of Brf(r) perpendicular (parallel) to the static field Bs(r), for each spatial 

point r. and h.c.. denotes the hermitian conjugate. 

To diagonalize the Hamiltonian, we use the basis states {[/hf; AA^i,)} for F = 2, and 

we choose a large photon number basis, AiVj,h = iVpi, — (Npi,) = —12,.... 12. We assume 

(A r | ,ii) > 1 such that y/N^ + 1 as \JNp^. We solve1 for the energies E(r) from H(r}il\) — 

E(r)'0o and select the eigenvalue which connects to tlic |(/'o) = \F~ = 2, AAT,^ = 0) state. 

Alter subtracting off any offset at the trap minimum, we compare this potential energy 

E(r) to the RWA calculation VRWACO F°R THE same vahies of WRF By(r). 

To perform the comparison, we choose a single plane at y — 0. After calculating 

E(x, 0, z) at some Sor we perform a two-dimensional fit of V(a,\0,s), where <50 —• <So + 

dshift: to this potential energy surface, using <5shirt as the fit parameter. In so doing, we 

determine a systematic shift by which we adjust the RWA-calculated potentials to account 

for the beyond-RWA effects. Figure 2.7(a) shows the differences between the two methods 

of calculaton, while Fig. 2.7(b) shows the necessary shift as a function of the detuning 

pa ramete r .  S q -

2.3.3 POTENTIAL ENERGY GRADIENTS AND THE DOUBLE-WELL POTENTIAL 

As is discussed in Rcf. [15] (§6.3.1), gradients in the rf field, B r r,j_(r) can lead to the 

"'banana" effect, wherein the potential energy is minimized not at two points opposite each 

other on the shell of resonance for which Iiujvf = gF/.ipjBs(r): but along a "drooping" path 

between these points. This can be mitigated by reducing the Ioffe bias field and increasing 

the gradients of the static trap, Bs(r), such that the relative gradient of the rf field is 

smaller. However, we find these measures are not sufficient to completely eliminate banana 

effects. 

To reduce the effects of gradients in Brf,J.(r), we move from antennae close to the atoms 

to those farther away. Figure 2.8 shows the layout of the atom chip, and panel (b) shows the 

main wires used in these configurations. The central blue 'Z'-wire provides the main static 

trapping gradients that lead to Bs(r). The original rf adiabatic potentials implemented 

the red 'U'-shaped wires [15], which are only 100 pin from the centre of the trap (while 

atoms are trapped RI 190 pin from the surface of the chip). The magnetic field gradients 

of the rf field at the position of the atoms are reduced by using the green "end" wires, at 

1580 Jim from the trap position. The RWA potentials calculated for these two scenarios 

are compared in Figs. 2.9(a) and (b), where (a) uses the former configuration and (b) the 

latter. Two main differences are seen: first, the drooping "banana" effect is reduced, and 
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FIGURE 2.7: Comparisons bet,ween RWA and full potential caiculatioiis. (a) Potential energy curve 
through y = z = 0 with 6o/2n = 0, calculated using full expression Eq. 2.14 (blue dots), RWA 
approximation Eq. 2.13 (red solid line), and RWA approximation with fitted shift of tf8hirt/27r = 
—1.85 kHz (black dashed line). Inset: difference between full potential and RWA potential with 
shift over entire 2D plane at y — 0 used for fit,. Color bar indicates in Hz the difference between 
the corrected RWA potential and the full calculation, (b) Fitted detuning shift as a function of 
detuning, i.e., the number one should add to the detuning in the RWA expression to obtain the best 
estimate of the potential. 

second and more drastically, the separation of the clouds looking along the z-axis (bottom 

panel) is much improved with the far wires. The centres of the traps in the y direction are 

much closer when the end wires are used. 

Despite the improvements seen in Fig. 2.9(b), two problems remain. The drooping 

effect persists due to the potential gradient of gravity, and a significant twisting of the 

potentials away from the y-axis arises from the 'Z-shaped geometry of the trapping wire. 

The twisting separates the well centres along y to distances on the order of 50 pm. For 

experiments hoping to study the coupling and tunnelling between BECs in the double well, 

this prevents significant overlap of the condensate wavefunctions between the wells, and 

reduces the chance of observing the effects related to that overlap. 

To address both the twisting and the drooping, we apply an optical force to the atoms 

in this trap to levitate and compress the atoms against gravity, as discussed in §2.2.3. We 

use a focussed Gaussian beam, propagating along x and focussed above the atoms in z to 

levitate the atoms. The auxiliary effect of this optical force is a confinement along y, which 
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FIGURE 2.8: Atom chip schematics, (a) Full layout of the Toronto atom chip. Refer to Ref. [15] for 
detailed explanation of each wire, (b) Simplified schematic of atom chip, showing the wires relevant 
to rf dressing in these experiments. Not to scale. Blue 'Z'-wire provides static field, and either the 
red U-wires or green bar-wires act as rf antennae for the dressed potentials. 

brings the trap centres to the same position in y, allowing for good wavcfunction overlap. 

This configuration is shown schematically Fig. 2.5 and the calculation of the RWA potetnial 

is found in Fig. 2.9(c). 

The optical levitation and compression were found to significantly improve the per

formance of the double well potential for the applications discussed in Chapter 5. These 

results show that all potential energy gradients must be accounted for when describing the 

potential of chip-based adiabatic rf potentials. 
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FIGURE 2.9: Effects of gravity on adiabatic double well potentials. Upper row are cuts at y  = 0. 
with a aspect ratio equal in both directions. Bottom row are cuts at z = £n,jn, that is, the vertical 
position at which the potential is minimized. White arrows show the position of the plane for 
the corresponding views. Dark regions show small potential energies, with regular spaced contours 
indicating increasing potential energy. Aspect ratio in upper row is 1:1; horizontal dimensions are 
equal in top and bottom rows, though the vertical scale is compressed, as indicated by the size bar 
in (c). (a) Original configuration, U-wirc rf source, (b) New configuration, end-wire rf source, (c) 
New configuration, end-wire rf source, with optical levitatioii/comprcssion 



CHAPTER 3 

SPECIES-SPECIFIC OPTICAL LATTICES 

Tlio ability to design tlie potential energy landscape for an ultracold gas permits the 

study many-body phenomena in a variety of environments. Using the forces provided by 

oscillating electromagnetic fields, optical potentials can be created in single or multiple well 

configurations, the latter often realized as one-, two-, or three-dimensional lattices. The well-

known optical resonances characteristic of each atomic species can be exploited to create 

differential optical forces for different atomic, species or internal states by choosing carefully 

the wavelength used for these potentials. Several such schemes have been implemented: a 

"magic wavelength" scheme was used to cancel the differential energy shift between ground 

and excited states [27], spin-dependent lattices have addressed individually two internal 

states of an atom [28-31], and spccies specific dipole potential has been used to separately 

address the species in a mixture [32]. 

This chapter discusses two techniques by which an optical trap can be used to selectively 

address an atomic species while having little or no effect on a second species. The necessary 

experimental parameters and several applications of this scheme are discussed. The back

ground for this technique is discussed in §3.1 and the description of the effects of optical 

fields on alkali atoms is found in §3.2. Quantitative measures for evaluating the feasibility of 

a species-specific potential are defined in §3.3 and applied to two different techniques. These 

two methods, the "tune-in" and "tune-out" methods are compared for various mixtures of 

alkali atoms. Section 3.4 discusses the interactions between different atomic species in the 

selective lattice, including the emergence of a mean-field potential and the tliermalrzation 

between species. Applications of a species specific lattice, including phase-space increase, 

plionon inclusion in ultracold gases, and effective mass tuning are discussed in §3.5 before 

concluding in §3.6. 

22 
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3.1 BACKGROUND 

As the field of ultracold atoms research (niters its adolescence, experiments are increasingly 

including more than one element or isotope. Dual-species experiments offer possibilities for 

creating lieteroimclear polar molecules [33], sympathetic cooling [34 37]. and investigating 

Bose-Fermi mixtures [35 38] which, may provide opportunities for studying boson-mediated 

superfluid states [39, 40]. More recently, experiments involving Tip to three atomic species 

have been implemented for sympathetic cooling of two fcrmionie species [41. 42]. 

Dually degenerate experiments have so far used external trapping potentials common to 

both atomic species. A species-specific trapping potential would add a degree of freedom 

to improve sympathetic cooling [43], to time effective mass, or to create a lattice for one 

species in the presence of a background reservoir. Though careful selection of internal atomic 

states can provide differential magnetic trapping, optical far-off resonant traps (FORTs) and 

magnetostatie traps are not species-specific. 

Species-selective adiabatic potentials have been proposed [44] and demonstrated [18] 

in the case of 87Rb -l0K, where the Lande factors \gp\ are distinct. A radio-frequency 

transverse field can be resonant with only one of the two species, selectively deforming its 

dressed potential. Onofrio and co-workers [43, 45] propose using two overlapping FORTs 

at frequency detunings far above and below the dominant ground state transitions of both 

species in a two-species mixture. The confinement of each species can be chosen indepen

dently by individually adjusting the intensity of the two beams used to create the trap. 

Unfortunately, none of these schemes lends itself to a uniform three-dimensional lattice po

tential for atoms: the radio-frequency scheme fails because it is limited to one-dimensional 

periodic: potentials and the two-frequency balancing because lattice periodicity depends on 

wavelength. Recently, two schemes for two-dimensional lattices of fixed spacing with ar

bitrary wavelength have been created using diffractivc optics and high-resolution imaging 

[46, 47]. 

In this chapter we discuss the generation and application of species-specific optical lat

tice potentials. Our motivation is the strong analogy between atoms in optical lattices 

and electrons in crystalline solids. Cold bosons in lattice potentials can be used to ex

plore strongly interacting many-body physics, such as the superfluid-insulator transition 

[7. 48]. At sufficiently low temperatures, cold fermions in lattices [49, 50] might be able to 

address open questions about the ground state of the Hubbard Model [13]. Unlike crystal 

lattices, optical lattices do not support the lattice vibrations responsible for many physical 
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phenomena. However, plionon mediation between neutral atomic fermions could arise in 

the presence of a condensed bosonic species capable of sustaining phonon-like excitations 

[39, 40, 51, 52], Although Bose-Fcrmi mixtures were recently loaded into optical lattices 

[53, 54], the lattices confined bosons as well as fermions. Using a lattice to tune the effective 

mass of the bosonic background allows a tailoring of the speed of sound in the condensate, 

and with it, the spectrum of plionon excitations allowed. To couple phono us to the fermions 

at the edge of the Fermi sea, for instance, requires that the speed of sound in the condensate 

exceeds the Fermi velocity [55]. 

We discuss two approaches to species-specific optical potentials, both of which involve 

only a single frequency of laser light. The first approach is to tune the laser wavelength close 

to the atomic resonance of one species, making its induced dipole moment much stronger 

than that of any other atomic species present. We refer to this strategy as the "tune-in" 

(TI) scheme. A second approach exists for atoms, such as alkalis, with an excited-state fine 

structure splitting. Between the resonances of the doublet, a wavelength can be clioscni such 

that the induced dipole moment is strictly zero. We refer to this strategy as the '"tune-out" 

(TO) scheme. Both approaches allow for the creation of a species-specific optical lattice 

with a tunable relative potential strength between species. 

In the following sections we consider the5 relative merits of the TI and TO schemes. We 

focus our attention on Bose-Fermi combinations throughout, paying special attention to 

mixtures including 8'Rb [17, 49. 56 60]. 

3.2 OPTICAL POTENTIALS FOR ALKALI ATOMS 

We consider the light-atom interaction in the limit of a small excited-state fraction. An 

electromagnetic field induces an electric dipole potential on a neutral atom, which can be 

used as a trapping potential for ultracold atomic samples. We consider the residual effect 

of spontaneous emission in §3.2.2. 

3.2.1 DIPOLE POTENTIAL 

An atom in a ground state |g) will experience a potential shift due to coupling by the 

light field to the excited states |e). We calculate the sum of these shifts on each state jry). 
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including tlic counter-rotating term, using second-order perturbation theory: 

V frl = — V [K(id-%)12 _ l(fJld- g|.9)l2] T{ 
1 2eor c — co'pg) M^'L + "-Vg). I i (u j  [J — <^'og) M^'L + "'Vg) 

I(<1d-%)12 _ l(fJjd- elff)]2" 
(3.1) 

where lc\j is the laser frequency. /(.o-Vg is the energy difference between \c) and \g). d is the 

dipole operator, e is the polarization of the light, and /(r) is the spatially-dependent light 

intensity. In the case of atoms in a weak magnetic field, we use the matrix elements defined 

in the |F.nip) basis, where F is the total angular momentum and nip is the magnetic 

quantum number. 

We will consider only alkali atoms, which have two dominant n s —> n  p transitions 

due to the fine structure splitting. Using nomenclature established by Fraunliofer for the 

32S|/2 —> 32Pi /2 and 3~S i/o —*• 3-^3/0 transitions in sodium, we label the corresponding 

lines in each of the alkalis Di and Do. respectively. Spin-orbit coupling splits each excited 

state by a frequency Aps = w/;2 — uni - while each ground and excited state is further 

split by the hyporfine interaction AHPS and A'11FS, respectively. The atomic data used for 

Eq. (3.1) are the measured linewidths and line1 centres of the Di and Do lines, and the 

ground and excited state liyperfine splittings [61 -66]. 

Transitions to higher excited states n s  -5- (»+l) p are neglected by our treatment. When 

detuned within A ps of the n s —>• n p transition, the relative magnitude of the n s ("-hi) p 

shift is less than 2 x 10~° for Cs and 7 x 10~8 for Li. 

As Eq. (3.1) requires a sum over several states and knowledge of individual matrix 

elements, it is useful to have an approximate but simpler expression for V,r If the cletunings 

AEG = U!PG are small compared to APY. but large compared to the excited state liyperfine 

splitting A'iifs. an approximate expression for the dipole shift is [19] 

where & = 0.±1 for tt. er* polarization, respectively. gp is the Lande factor. A^o) is 

the detuning from the D1(2) line, wo = (u;Dl + 2wj)2)/3 is the line centre weighted In

line strength, and F = (F])j -f- )/2 is the average of the Di and Do linewidths. Since 

rD2/rDl ~ 1 + 3Ai.-h/wo. one can expect an accuracy between ±7% for Cs and ±0.003(X for 

Li. At small detunings. we empirically find that Eq. (3.2) deviates from Eq. (3.1) by ~1% 

for detunings inin{|Ai|. |Aoj}/2?r < 1.5\fm GHz. where m is the mass in atomic units. 

As an approximate form. Eq. (3.2) neglects the counter-rotating terms. For |A| < 

Apg, the strength of the counter-rotating contribution is at most APS/2^'L relative to the 

(3.2) 
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conl ribuliou of one near-rcsonant elipole transition. Tims the neglected shift is at most -2% 

for Cs. and -0.001CX for Li for estimates of the TO wavelength. Scenarios involving larger 

dehinings require the full expression Eq. (3.1): for consistency, this expression is used in 

the following sections unless otherwise1 specified. 

3.2.2 HEATING RATES 

Detuning and intensity of optical traps must be chosen with consideration of the inco

herently scattered trapping light that heats the atoms. For each state |<y). we quantify the 

rate of scattering in the low saturation limit. 

where F(, is the natural linewidlh of the i j  -> c  transition, and A(,g = — l u cr. The rate 

This estimate of the heating rate is derived from the product of the spontaneous decay 

rate1 and the excited state population. In semiclassical treatments of the heating rate, 

absorption and induced emission effects were also found to be important [1]. For a standing 

wave potential, the three contributions to the heating rate are found to add in such a way 

as to render the heating rate independent of position in the lattice, at a value that is given 

by /•/,;(/max), where /n,nx is the maximum intensity in the standing wave1. 

Recent calculations of heating in a lattice account ing for the quantum mechanical mot ion 

of the atoms confirms this position independence, if atoms can access multiple bands within 

the lattice [2]. The heating rate tor the ground band is less than the above1 value, and 

is smaller for blue-detuned lattices than for red. The1 heating rate, therefore, will depend 

on the1 configuration used in a particular experiment, and must be adjusted accordingly. 

For the purposes of the calculations in this chapter, we consider f/s(/max). which can be 

modified as the experimental consideration dictates according to SOUK1 factor as found, for 

example, in Rcf. [2]. 

(3.3) 

of scattering of photons can be converted to an average heating rate. Ha = where 

E]\ = Irk2/2m is the recoil energy, k = u\J(\ and c is the speed of light. The1 factor of 2/3 

arises elite to the partition of energy E — '^k\(r. 
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3.3 SPECIES SELECTION 

11 is not surprising that optical traps can be species-specific given that optical resonances 

are unique to atomic elements and isotopes. However, most species-specific optical traps, 

such as magneto-optical (raps, are tuned to within a few linewidths of resonance, which is 

incompatible with quantum degenerate ensembles. At low temperatures and high density, 

any gain iu trap depth close to resonance must be balanced against the heating due1 to 

unwanted light scattering (§3.2.2). 

In the subsections below we consider two-species mixtures. The goal is to apply a dipole 

force to the "target" species while inducing as little potential as possible on the second 

species, which we will call the "spectator". We define the "selectivity" as 

II 
r, 

where1 is the potential induced on the target (spectator). 

As discussed in §3.2, in the low saturation limit, both the induced dipole potential and 

the healing rate are proportional to intensity. We define the intensity-independent ratio 

/ / ,  + //S 

to be the "suslainability", where is the heating rate of the target (spectator). The 

absolute value of s sets the scale for possible trapping time1. The laser frequency will be 

chosen lo maximize both § and |s|. 

3.3.1 TRNE-OUT METHOD: CANCELI/INC THE STARK SHIFT 

The lune-out wavelength scheme exploits the characteristic doublet structure of the alkali 

atoms. By choosing a wavelength that lies between the two strongest transitions, the large 

negative energy shift of the Do line is balanced against the large positive energy shift of 

the D| line (see Fig. 3.1). This atom becomes a spectator, while any other species feels the 

shift induced by the laser and becomes a target. Since the potential shift on the spectator 

can be1 zero, the selectivity of the time-out approach is infinite. 

The laser frequency, u,'ro- at which l's = 0, is determined numerically using Eq. (3.1) 

with all I/'1, /;/[,') excited states in the D\ and D-> manifolds. Table 3.1 shows llie tune-out 

'The suslainability, s. Iia.s units of seconds and gives the approximate linic il would lake lo heal (lie 

aloms oul of I lie Imp 
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Ficu'RK 3.1: Energy sliift as a function of wavelength for s"'Rb in the \F .  n>[ . - )  =  [2. 2) state, under 
linear polarization, for 1 ntW/cnr. This general structure will arise for each of the alkali elements, 
with I lie divergences located at the Dj and D-j lines. The tnne-iii scheme for a s'Rb target is 
indicated by the diamond marker on the blue-detuned branch of the potential energy curve. The 
round marker indicates the position of the time-out wavelength, where the energy shift is zero. Here. 
's'Rb is the spectator. 

wavelength for all 8,Rb ground stairs with TT, X, cr+, and polarizations". An approximate 

expression lor this wavelength can be derived from Eq. (3.2), giving 

For lS'Rb . Eq. (3.6) predicts tune-out wavelengths of 785.10 11111, 787.5-1 11111. 790.01 11111. 

and 792.4!) 11111 for Py\.-mi.' = -1, -0.5. 0. and 0.5, respectively. Comparing these values to 

the results of Table 3.1, we see the that approximations are accurate to 0.04 11111 or better. 

Equation (3.6) also gives u-'ro = o-'ni for the case of Pgyin^ = 1. which is inconsistent with 

I he assumption that | A11 » Au^. I11 fact, since Pg^m^ = 1 corresponds to a dark state 

with respect to the D| excitation, there is 110 tiuic-out wavelength for this case. 

We note that in Table 3.1 the tune-out wavelengths for linear (TT and x) polarizations 

are nearly independent of the choice of ground state, in contrast to a+ or a" polarizations. 

Given this independence, wo calculate the tune-out wavelengths using Eq. (3.1) lor several 

of the common alkali isotopes in their stretched ground states under x polarization (Table 

x polarization, wo refer lo ail equal superposition ol'rr1 , and rr~ polarizations. 

'H'nlike for a' , a~ , geometric considerations allow that linear (either x or TT) polarization can be chosen 
lor all directions of a 31) optical lattice when a weak quantizing magnetic field is present along one ol' the 

1 + P<7I'>»/•' A 

k-'TO = <*-'0 ^ "KS- (3.6) 

3-2):i. 
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Polarization |  F .m, , )  A'l'o 7 s c/I 

(uui) (cnr/niJ) 

|2. ±2) 790.04 

|2.±1) 790.04 

7T |2. 0} 790.04 9.0x10" " 

|1.±1) 790.04 

|1.0) 790.03 

|2,±2) 790.04 

|2.±1) 790.04 

X 12.0} 790.03 9.1x10-° 

790.03 

|1.0) 790.04 

|2. 2) 785.13 9.1x10-" 

12-1) 787.58 8.1X10"5 

12.0} 790.03 9.1 xl0"° 

a~ 12,-1) 792.53 14.5x10"° 

12.-2) (none) -

|1.1) 792.51 14.5x10-" 

LI.O) 790.03 9.1x10-" 

|1--1> 787.57 8.1x10-" 

|2- 2) (none) -

|2.1) 792.50 14,4x10-" 

|2,0) 790.03 9.1x10-" 

(T+ I2--1) 787.59 8.1x10-" 

|2.-2) 785.13 9.1x10-" 

|1.1) 787.58 8.1x10-" 

|1,0) 790.03 9.1x10-" 

|1.-1) 792.51 14.5x10-° 

TABLK 3.1: Tune-out wavelengths and scattering rates in s'Rb. tor select polarizations and all 
ground states. Two states have1 no tune-out wavelength, because the D[ line has no F = 3 excited 
state. 

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 also give the scattering rates per unit intensity (scattering eross-

coonlinale axes. 
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Element |  F m F )  Ato (nm) l sc / I  

Eq. (3.1) Eq. (3.2) (cm2/in J) 

°Li lf-1) 670.99 670.99 2.8 
7Li |2, 2) 670.97 670.97 2.4 

2:5 Na |2,2) 589.56 589.56 2.0xl0-:i 

39 K |2.2) 768.95 768.95 1.4xl0~' 

10 Iv |  9 9 \ 
1 2 • 2/ 768.80 768.80 1.7xl0_1 

87 Rb |2,2) . 790.04 790.01 9.1x10-" 

mCs |4,4) 880.29 880.06 1.5x10-° 

TAl5l.ro 3.2: Tune-out. wavelengths aud scattering rates for various elements. We liave assumed 
x-polarization and stretched states, and show a comparison of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2). 

section) for the spectator species at the tune-out wavelength. Due to the large dispersion of 

fine splitting among the alkalis, scattering cross-sections vary by over 6 orders of magnitude1. 

To understand tlie implications for trapping, we need to consider the sustaiiiability, s, of 

various pairs of atomic species. Table 3.3 shows s-po in the same mixtures for which sxi is 

calculated. Spectators with larger scattering cross-sections at A to have lower sustaiiiability. 

In addition to these data, we note that the u,JCs-8'Rb spectator-target combination gives 

the highest possible sustaiiiability among alkalis in the tune-out scheme: s = 34 s at a 

tune-out wavelength of Ato = 880.29 11111 (not shown in tables). 

As an example, consider making a linearly-polarized lattice for 10K ( \F = 9/2, nip  = 

9/2)) only, leaving 8,Rb (|F = 2, •/»./,• = 2)) unaffected by the lattice and confined only by 

a background magnetic trap or FORT. If we consider the mixture in a three-dimensional 

lattice of arbitrary depth, the l0K potential shift is 1.54 x 10-;> jiKx [/(niW/cnr)]: with 

beams of 100 Jim waist, the potential shift is 98 nK/mW. If we require the target to 

experience a lattice that is 8-Er deep'1 where E\i is the recoil energy, we find a lS7Rb heating 

rate of 210 nK/s. 

3.3.2 TUNE-IN METHOD: DIFFERENTIAL OPTICAL FORCES 

The simplest selective potential is one in which the laser is tuned close to a resonance 

of the target (see Fig. 3.1). Since scattering rate is inversely proportional to the square of 

tlie detuning, we consider only heating of the target such that s-pr -5- Vj./Hi. Considering 

'in a 3-dimensional optical lattice, the first band is fully confined for lattice depths > 7.-1 En. 
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Target Spectator 

s "Li 2:5 Na :»K 87Rb 133 Cs 

oc 0.00134 7.77x10" 1 -0.0381 -1.19 -8.26 
6Li 100 1.37x10"* 0.217 0.290 0.332 0.601 

10 2.70xl0~(i 2.03 3.11 3.55 6.42 

oo 4.28 xlO"7 5.77x10"'' 0.188 -8.99 -25.4 
•i°K 100 2.35 3.45 1.04xl0"5 0.267 1.83 

10 23.3 34.1 4.68x10"' 3.49 25.6 

TAB LIE 3.3: Siistaiualulities, s, of two-species mixtures for tune-out and tune-in schemes, in units 
of seconds, using Eq. (3.5). The second column indicates the selectivity. Rows with § = oo are 
calculated using the TO scheme while rows with § = 100 and § = 10 use the TI scheme. For the 
lighter spectators, the TI scheme has higher |s|. The heaviest elements and isotope mixtures favor 
the TO scheme. 

Eq. (3.2) in the limit |A/| <C |AS|, a simple estimate1 is 

3 h 
STI A,. (3.7) 

2E ] U T t  

The choice of detuning At will depend upon the desired selectivity. Assuming the wave 

length is chosen near the D2 line of the target and the spectator is far-detuned, As r 

(w0,t - wo,s) and 

'2rt wo,s|wo,t - w0ifi 1 
STI 

3i:s Cc-'n 
(3.8) 

v -1U J I 

Together, Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) explicitly show the opposing dependence on At and the 

necessary trade-off between selectivity and sustainability. 

Table 3.3 shows the sustainability for bosonic species as spectators and fermionic species 

as targets, calculated using Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3) for tune-in selectivities of 100 and 10. The 

inverse scaling predicted by Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) is observed: STI drops by approximately 

a factor of ten when STI is increased by a factor of ten. The product of STI and STI IN 

Table 3.3 varies between 22 s aucl 36 s for 6Li mixtures and between 26 s and 530 s for 40K 

mixtures, whereas Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) would predict a ranges of 8 s to 21 s and 64 s to 

132 s, respectively, excluding isotope mixtures from the comparison. Finally, we note that 

'23Na-l0K is the optimal tune-in mixture. 
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3.3.3 DISCUSSION: TIJNE-IN VS. TUNE-OUT 

With tlie data of Table 3.3, we can evaluate the practicality of both the tune-in and 

tune-out schemes for Bose-Fermi mixtures of neutral alkali atoms. Since the scattering rate 

in the tune-out scheme can be smaller for elements with larger fine structure splittings, this 

approach is better suited to more massive elements5. In particular, the tune-in scheme is 

preferable for Li-Na, Li-K, and K-Na mixtures, and for applications requiring selectivity of 

less than 10:1. The tune-out scheme is preferable for Li-Cs, K-Rb, and K-Cs mixtures when 

the selectivity required is greater than 10:1, and for Li-Rb mixtures at selectivity of greater 

than 20:1. 

An isotope mixture of potassium could be compatible with the tune-out scheme, where 

s > 100 ms. Isotope-specific manipulation within a lithium mixture is less practical due to 

sustainabilities of 1 ms or less. 

Other factors may also influence whether the tune-in or tune-out approach is preferred. 

For experiments with time scales that are slow compared to the thermalization rate (dis

cussed further in §3.4.2), it may be preferable to heat the minority species and allow for 

sympathetic cooling. If the reservoir of spectator atoms is large, the tune-in scheme might 

be preferred since extra energy due to near-resonant heating would be transferred to the 

reservoir. For experiments on time scales fast compared to the thermalization rate, the 

tune-out scheme might be preferred even if s is smaller, since spectator heating will not 

affect the1 target. 

Finally, we note that if a third species is included, it will play a spectator role in the 

tune-in scheme and a target role in the tune-out scheme. 

3.4 INTERSPECIES INTERACTIONS 

3.4.1 MEAN FIELD INTERACTIONS 

Interactions between elements may couple the environment felt by the target to the 

spectator, spoiling the species-specific potential shaping of both schemes. If target atoms are 

trapped in a lattice in the presence of a background spectator species, a periodic interaction 

potential could arise for the spectator due to its interaction with the periodically modulated 

"The fine structure splitting increases approximately as the third power of mass. 
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density of tlie target. A mean-field approach is used to make a simple estimate of the 

magnitude of this effect. The interaction potential of the spectator due to the target is 

given by 
M 

mst 

where asl, is the scattering length between specics, ni is the density of the target, and 

mst = 2'msmi/(ms + ?nt) is the reduced mass. For a lattice potential 

Vt(x, y, z) = i]E\i cos2(47T.X'/A) cos2(47n//A) COS2(4TT£/A), (3.10) 

where rj = VJ.pk/jBR, the trap is approximately harmonic' near the centre of a lattice site 

with a characteristic frequency c^alt = (4?r/A) /rtit • Assuming a single atom per site, 

the standard harmonic oscillator ground state in such a trap gives a density 

'" ( 0 )  = • 
( 3-n )  

The minimum potential seen by the spectator atoms will be dominated by the interactions 

with the target. The selectivity is limited to a maximum value 

/wrist 771 
§mn.x = 

14 
Vi mt.s 327r|ast|/7^/24/2' 

(3.12) 

In the case of the 6Li-87Rb stretched state target-spectator mixture, the interaction-

limited selectivity is Smax = 3-lr/1/4 [60], while for the /10K-87Rb stretched-state target-

spectator mixture, it is Smax = 0.22//1/4. To be in a regime where interaction effects might 

be ignored, we require §!rmx ^ 1 which gives r/ 0.01 for fiLi-87Rb and ?/ 400 for 40K-

87Rb . While for the lithium target, this condition is quite reasonable, the large lattice 

depths required for potassium would completely localize the atoms to individual sites and 

prevent the exploration of interesting tunneling-driven physics. Overcoming this interaction 

limitation and achieving the high selectivity discussed in §3.3 may be possible by tuning a 

magnetic field to a value where aRbK ~ 0 near a Feshbach resonance [67]. For instance, with 

depth = 8 and Smax > 10, the scattering length between specics is limited to |o,st | < 7.5ao, 

where uq is the Bohr radius. 

Where species selectivity is not the goal, this interaction-induced periodic potential for 

a second species could be used to generate alternative lattice potentials. Such potentials 

are non-sinusoidal, do not involve a Stark shift, and may have a dynamic structure if target 

atoms are mobile. The strength of this induced potential could be controlled through the 

interaction strength, such as at a Feslibach resonance, as described above. 
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3.4.2 THERM ALIZATION 

An understanding of the thermalization between species is important when considering 

heating or cooling in the trap. The rate at which energy is transferred between the species 

will be relevant in setting the time scales on which adiabatic experiments can take place. 

Thermometry is also possible if there is good thermalization between species; a high den

sity target could be confined within a species-specific lattice while the spectator remains 

extremely dilute and thus at lower quantum degeneracy, where temperature is more easily 

measured. Conversely, thermal isolation could be useful in shielding one species from the 

spontaneous heating in the other. 

In the classical limit, the thermalization rate is proportional to the collision rate of the 

atoms in the trap, given by 7cou = nav, where n is the overlap density, a the scattering cross-

section, and v the relative velocity between species. Random collisions act to equilibrate 

the system and the rate of retliermalization is 7t,hCrm = C7c„ll, where C is a coefficient that 

depends on the geometry of the system. For non-degenerate atoms in a three-dimensional 

harmonic trap, C 1/2.7 [68], but may be modified by, for instance, Pauli blocking where 

in one experiment C 1/0.75 [69], or by reducing the dimensionality, where, for instance, 

thermalization is not completed after thousands of collisions [70]. 

For a degenerate mixture of bosons and fermions, the classical picture of scattering-

breaks down and the rate of thermalization decreases as the fcrmionic system becomes more 

degenerate. An estimate of the sympathetic cooling of a uniform system in the degenerate 

regime using the quantum Boltzmann equatioi s gives the rate of change in the degeneracy 

where t£o11 = (3/8)raB0"Up is the collision rate between species, with the scattering cross-

section a = 47ra|F, Fermi velocity, vp = h(Qimpy^3/mi.-, C(3) ~ 1.20206 is the Riemann 

zeta function and Tp is the Fermi temperature. Though other assumptions0 of this treatment 

are not valid for the systems we consider in this paper, we use this expression to determine 

an order of magnitude for the thermalization rate. 

Taking boson density u b  = 1X 1014 cm-3, fermion density np = 1 x 1013 cm"3, and 

using the mass for 40K, we calculate that d/dt(T/Tp) PS —350s-I(T/Tp)2 using the three-

dimensional thermalization coefficient, which gives a temperature relaxation time of « 30 ms 

°We assume that the species are of equal mass, thai the system is highly degenerate (T/7V <gC I), and 
that the bosons are either in the condensate or removed immediately from the system when cxciled. 

[71]: 

(3.13) 
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at T = O-lTp. Tliis is an order of magnitude larger than the the1 classical expectation for 

the retliermalization time of sa 2 ms for particles moving at the Fermi velocity. Thus for 

rapid experiments in the deeply degenerate regime, thermal contact is essentially broken, 

allowing, for instance, the target to be imaffeeted by tlie heating of the reservoir in the 

tune-out scheme. 

In addition to the reduction in thermalization due to Fermi statistics, recent experiments 

[31] have found that thermalization between two spin states in a state-dependent lattice is 

suppressed, indicating that the confinement of the lattice may also play a role. 

3.5 APPLICATIONS OF SPECIES SPECIFICITY 

3.5.1 ISOTHERMAL PHASE SPACE INCREASE 

Two-species mixtures can be used to realize various cooling schemes. For example, dark 

state cooling by super-fluid immersion is discussed in Ref. [72]. We present two simple cooling 

scenarios in which the presence of an uncompressed spectator allows the target species to be 

compressed with negligible temperature increase but significant improvement in phase space 

density. In both cases, target atoms are first compressed isothermally, spectator atoms are 

then removed from the trap, and finally, the target atoms are decompressed adiabatically. 

We consider a species-selective single well dipole trap and a species-selective lattice. A 

closed cycle is described for both scenarios with atoms beginning and ending in a FORT. 

We assume that the heat capacity ratio between spectator and target is infinitely large and 

that thermalization in the spectator and between the spectator and target species is faster 

than any other time scale considered. The latter assumption may restrict fermion cooling 

to the non-degenerate regime (see §3.4.2). 

In the first scenario, schematically represented in Fig. 3.2, a single species-specific beam 

crosses a FORT. Adiabatic cooling reduces temperature in proportion to the ratio of average 

trapping frequencies, that is, Tj/Tj = ZJj/uJJ, where i,f indicate "initial" and "final". As 

an example, consider 10K-87Rb and C)Li-87Rb mixtures, confined by a 1064 nm, 500 mW 

single-beam FORT with a 1/e2 radius of 20 pin and a corresponding trap-averaged harmonic 

oscillator frequency co[ = 2ir x 540 Hz for 10K and UJ = 2tt x 950 Hz for °Li. A 500 inW, 50 

jam waist beam at ATO (H(,e Table 3.2) is turned on perpendicular to the FORT to compress 

the fermions in a trap with frequency uJJ — 2ir x 3040 Hz for 10K and ujj = 2wx 3810 Hz for 
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FIGURE 3.2: A cooling procedure using species-specific trapping; one-dimensional trap shape repre
sents three-dimensional trap-averaged shape. The solid line represents a FORT, the dashed line the 
species-specific trap; open circles are the spectator species and closed circles are the target, (a) Two 
species are trapped in a FORT; (b) the species-selective beam is turned on, compressing and heat
ing the target species; (c) the target species rethermalizes with the spectator; (cl) the spectator is 
removed; (c) the target is adiabatically decompressed to a lower temperature and transferred to a 
FORT. 

lithium. After providing sympathetic cooling during the compression of the target atoms, 

the rubidium is ejected from the trap by temporarily removing the FORT or by using a 

resonant pulse of light. The species-specific trap is then adiabatically ramped down and 

turned off, leaving the fcrmions in the FORT at a temperature approximately 5.7 (4.0) times 

colder than when they began for potassium (lithium). Though this is a modest change in 

temperature, the phase space density in a harmonic trap is proportional to the inverse cube 

of the temperature, indicating a factor of 180 increase in phase space density for potassium 

and a factor of 60 for lithium. 

In the second scenario, we consider a 3D lattice created by the tune-out wavelength7. 

The target-specific lattice is ramped on until peak lattice intensity is reached. The spectator 

is evaporativcly cooled and ejected by reducing the spectator trap depth. The lattice is then 

ramped back down isentropically, leaving the target in the initial trap with an entropy and 

' ID and 2D lattices may be a way to increase confinement strength of the first scheme. Assuming high 
per-site occupancy, the cooling attained will be governed by single-site physics. 
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temperature limited by the "plateau entropy"' discussed in [73]. As shown there, a target 

of fermions with unity filling has an entropy plateau of zero, which would suggest no lower 

limit to the achievable temperature. 

An important limitation of these schemes will be the competition between adiabaticity 

and heating. For an ideal gas, the condition of adiabaticity requires any changes to take 

place in times longer than the inverse of the smallest trap frequency. Using the numbers 

given in the J0K-87Rb example of the crossed dipole trap in the tune-out scheme, we find 

that adiabaticity requires a relaxation time of 35 ms. at an intensity of 3.5x10' mW/cm2, 

yielding a heating of 1.3 pK during this time, which sets a lower bound for the tempera

ture attainable in this scheme. Another possible limitation of the cooling schemes is the 

interspecies thermalization, which limits the speed of the isothermal step (see discussion in 

§3.4.2). 

3.5.2 PHONONS 

Unlike crystal lattices of solids, optical lattices do not support phonons. Since these quasi-

particles play a leading role in the physics of condensed matter, it is of interest to introduce 

plionon-like excitations into a system of ultracold atoms in an optical lattice. The boson-

mediated interaction between fermions has been studied in both uniform [39, 40, 51, 52] 

and lattice systems [55, 74, 75]. Little theoretical work has been done on a system in 

which only the fermions are confined to the lattice [76]. Here, the background bosons are 

free to interact with the fermions and with one another. If the bosons are degenerate, the 

condensate can sustain phonon-like excitations and allow for boson-mediated interactions 

between fermions on spatially separated lattice sites. 

For the phonons in the condensate to play a role in mediating interactions, their spatial 

extent must exceed the lattice spacing. The healing length of a uniform Bose condensate. 

£ = (8pasi)"1/2 where p is the condensate density and asj is the scattering length between 

species, sets the relevant length scale. Species-specific trapping allows the supcrfluid bosons 

to remain at low density while fermions are tightly bound in the lattice, thereby maximizing 

the range of the mediated interaction. A finite selectivity does not prevent mediation of 

interactions, since the bosons remain supcrfluid at depths less than the Mott-insulator 

superfluid transition [7], permitting both tune-in and tune-out schemes to be used for this 

application. 
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FIG URIC 3.3: (a) The ratio of the effec
tive mass to bare mass of the target species 
is shown as a function of trap depth f/(. 
for both q = 0 and qc — ().5hk. as la
beled. The tight binding approximation 
(dashed line) approaches the exact calcu
lation for f. (b) The effective mass 
ratio is shown for the case of a (>Li target 
and a mC's spectator. Whether the ratio 
increase or decreases depends on the selec
tivity S of the lattice. The critical point 
is wlien § = ms/Vn(, (= 22.2 in this case), 
as explained in the text. The tight binding 
approximation of the effective mass ratio is 
also shown (dashed line). 

3.5.3 EFFECTIVE MASS TUNING 

An optical lattice can be used to change the effective mass of the atoms in it. allowing 

for the tuning of experimental parameters including interaction strength [77] and tunneling 

rate [78], which can be used, for example, to explore different regimes of collective dynamics 

[79]. The effective mass of a wave packet centered at quasi-momcntuni qv is 

-l 
(3.14) <»(*)= 1-I} 

where E(q)  is the band energy. Figure1 3.3(a) shows the effective mass for q c  — 0 and 

qc = 0.5]ikf, in a one-dimensional optical lattice potential Vjntt(.iO = VjjJ, sin2(/>7,.r). 

For deep lattices, an approximate form for the q v  = 0 case is rn*  — l rk 2 /2 i r 2 J .  where J  

is the tunnelling energy [80]. giving an effective mass enhancement 

rn*  
~ ~ 47r3/2T/3/-r (3'15) 
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The ratio of effective masses for the target and spectator can be estimated from Eq. (3.15): 

Figure 3.3(b) shows the effective mass ratio for the ease of a (>Li target and a M,iCs spectator. 

In particular, it is striking that for S = 10, the ratio decreases with lattice depth, while for 

§ = 100, the ratio increases with lattice depth. The critical selectivity is well predicted by 

Eq. (3.16): at S = ms/m\. the effective mass ratio is independent of lattice depth. 

Both the tunc-out, and tune-in schemes provide the means of choosing selectivity. Sev

eral tune-in selectivities are shown in Table1 3.3; the tune-out selectivity can be chosen 

simply by choosing a wavelength slightly different from ATO- IN the example1 used here, 

the sustainability for S = 10 is bettor for the tune-in scheme, but tuning to m*A > m*.H 

at moderate lattice depths requires a S = 100. for which the1 tune-out scheme lias higher 

sustainability. 

3.6 SPECIES SELECTIVE CONCLUSIONS 

We have discussed how the choice of wavelength used to create an optical lattice can 

tune its selectivity between elements or isotopes. This control should increase the1 range of 

parameters that can be exple>reel in multispecies ultracold atom experiments. The1 tune-out 

wavelength scheme allows for the complete cancellation e>f the trapping potential for one 

species while1 providing a e'emfiiiing or lattice1 potential for any other species in the system. 

This scheme will work best using the heavier alkali atoms, Rb and C's. as the spectator 

elements, and is most successful for the 10K-1,i3Cs fcrmion-boson mixture1. The alternative1 

tune-in scheme uses a near-eletuneel optical potential, creating a mueli stronger potential 

for one element than the e)tliers, without the ability to strictly canced the peite'iitial for one1 

element. Mixtures involving the Li, Na, and K as spectators are mexst compatible with this 

approach, where the U)K-2,iNa is the most promising fonnion-boson mixture. 

The power of species selection is in its use1 to onginoeT specific lattice1 environments for 

the atoms, including aeleling a be)sonic backgrounel te) mimic the1 phonenis present in se>liels. 

and tuning the relative1 effective mass of two species. Applicatiems for whie-li experiments are 

rapid compareel to the1 sustainabilities calemlated in §3.3 are especially promising. Species 

selectiem enables cooling in a twej-specie^ mixture1, anel in the case of fermiems trappeel in a 

lattice, reducers the temperature e)f fermiems as they are loadeel into a lattie-e. in e'ontrast te) 

(3.16) 
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current exporiiiunital realizations [73. 81]. Though questions regarding the theriualizalioii 

in a lattice remain open [2, 31. 82], species-specific lattices may help to resolve this issue 

with their ability to differentially address the components of the system, whose1 path back 

to equilibrium can be measured. 



CHAPTER 4 

ULTRACOLD FERROMAGNETISM 

In (lie dorado following llio realization of the first ultracold degenerate Fermi gas [0], 

much of the scientific focus in this Held lias been fixed 011 the physics of strong interactions 

[83 8(5]. In this pursuit, the manipulation of the interactions between different components 

of a cold Fermi gas became a standard technique, and most studies foeussod on attractive 

interactions between the fbnnionic constituents to induce DCS- and BEC-liko superfluidity 

[10, 87]. 

Despite the prevalence and success of experiments using strongly attractive interactions 

between ferniions, the equally-accessible repulsive interactions wen1 not completely ignored. 

Collective behaviours that emerge with attractive interactions do so as a consequence of 

(lie pairing of ferniions into molecular or Cooper pair bosons, and those statistics allow for 

the condensation of the pairs. In I he regime of strong repulsive interactions, the collective 

response is more directly inherited from the fermionic statistics of the particles. The canon 

of such behaviours is diverse and .includes one of the most familiar and yet mysterious of 

physical phenomena magnetism. 

This chapter begins by discussing the development of a quantum-mechanical under

standing of maguelism in metals, and the subsequent realization of its possible emergence 

in ultracold gases in §4.1. Section 4.2 establishes a mean-field description of a trapped 

degenerate Fermi gas and applies this to the regime of strong repulsive interactions. The 

emergence of spin segregation and the macroscopic energetic signatures of this crossover 

are calculated. In an extension to the local density approximation, a term is added to the 

previous approximation in §4.3 to account for t he energetic cost of magnetization gradients, 

and is used to calculate the optimal spin texture among trial ansatzes. Details of the nu

merical calculations are given in § 1.4 and recent developments related to these calculations 

11 
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art1 discussed in relation to these results in §-1.5. Section -1.6 discusses the first steps towards 

the realization of ultracold ferroniagnctisin in a 10Iv system, with explorations of the strong 

interactions near a Feshbach resonance. 

4.1 FERROMAGNETISM IN METALS AND QUANTUM GASES 

M A C i N K T I S M  I N  A l l " I ' A L S  

One of the inherent eharactcTistics of an atom or molecule is its magnetic moment 

the tendency to align itself with a magnetic- Held. At the microscopic level, this moment 

originates from the intrinsic spin of the components of the atom or molecule and the orbital 

motion of any charged particles within it . From a macroscopic point of view, magnetism 

arises when these individual components cooperate to form an ordered arrangement, where 

many or all of the magnetic moments are aligned. 

A metal becomes ferromagnetic when the energy of the system is minimal in the con

figuration where all or most magnetic moments are aligned in the same direction. Due to 

their relative mobility in a metal compared to the other constituent particles, electrons acts 

as (he agents of magnetism, and their spins are the magnetic moments of interest. The 

Pauli exclusion principle and its demand for antisymiuetrizcd wavefimctions among these 

Icon ions dictates the behaviour of the electron system. A ferromagnetic state will have 

all magnetic moments in a symmetric spin state and requires a fully antisymmetric spatial 

state1. The increased separation of electrons in the antisymmetric spatial state results in a 

reduction of Coulomb interactions, and this energy savings will, in some circumstances, be 

sullieienl to induce a ferromagnetic ground state1. 

It is perhaps surprising that, the interactions driving the system towards ferromagnetic* 

order arc1 not predominantly magnetic. The1 elcvtrostatic Coulomb intcTaction between the 

charged particles far exceeds tlu1 strength of magnetic dipole-dipole or spin-orbit intcTae-

lions between particles [88] and is responsible1 for the1 magnetism. The spatial wawfunction 

dependence of the interactions can be described in terms of various possible1 exchange in

teractions. 

The nature1 of these exchange interactions can take1 different forms, which will in turn 

a Heel the mechanisms behind a transition to magnetic ordering. "Direct exchange1" dc1-

scribes independent magnetic momenils localized to individual lattice1 sites coupled via the 
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Coulomb interaction, which was used by Heisenberg to formulate one of tlic first models 

of ferromagnetism [89]. Through a very different mechanism. Block developed a model for 

ferromagnet ism with "itinerant, exchange" in which delocalized electrons interact in a con

duction band [90]. Experimental evidence suggests that rare earth metal ferromagnetism is 

better described by a localized model while that in the transition metals like iron, cobalt 

and nickel is primarily itinerant [91]. 

Ileisenberg's direct exchange ferromagnetism arises from the minimization of total en

ergy for the antisymmetric spatial state. For atoms at fixed separation, the antisymmetric 

wavolunetiou will include nodes between the atoms, suck that the wavefunetion overlap, and 

thus the Coulomb interaction, is reduced. The correspondence between this wavefunetion 

and the symmetric spin state1 leads to the system's preference Ibr ferromagnetism. 

Itinerant ferromagnetism was initially proposed to account for the non-integral values 

of the magnetic moment per atom found in nickel, cobalt, iron, and other metals [92], and 

allowed for conductivity while the material was ferromagnetic. Assuming that antiparallel 

spins may approach more closely that parallel, due to Pauli exclusion, the energetic cost of 

the Coulomb repulsion is greater for the unniagnelized (antiparallel) configuration. If this 

energetic cost exceeds the increase in kinetic energy due to filling the single-spin-statc band 

to higher energies, the parallel spin configuration is preferred and ferromagnet'ism emerges. 

In an attempt to reconcile the two pictures, Hubbard introduced his now-famous model, 

in part, to explain the origins of ferromagnetism [93]. Citing that the (/-bands responsible for 

ferromagnetism display both atomic- and band-like characteristics, he developed a model 

to allow for correlations between electrons associated with separated atoms while main

taining the band structure for the conduction electrons. For certain model wave.funet.ions, 

ferromagnetism emerges in this model. 

The spatial correlations between all electrons are an important consideration in these 

models, especially for the itinerant-like cases. While parallel spins will avoid each other 

due to Pauli exclusion, antiparallel spins also avoid each other due to Coulomb repulsion. 

The subsequent reduction in the potential energy, known as correlation energy, needs to 

be properly accounted for by a correct choice of many-body wavefunetion. Gutzwiller 

presented one among the first such solutions [94], where he constructed a wavefunetion in 

wkick opposite spins avoided existing on the same lattice sites. By doing so. he reduced the 

large- repulsive interaction term and was able, within his approximations, to eliminate the 

ferromagnetic configuration as a ground state, though it was closest to his calculated state 

for filling factors near one-half. 
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While many models have been constructed to understand the basis of ferromagnetism, 

it remains that many-body fermion problems are computationally challenging and calcu

lable microscopic models can only begin to approximate reality. The examples discussed 

here, along with many more1 throughout the literature, show that there is a strong model-

dependence to many of the conclusions. 

QUANTUM UAS MACJNIOTISM 

The realization of ultracold degenerate Fermi gases provided a new vehicle for studies 

of collective behaviour among fermions. The discovery of Feshbacli resonances for the 

fermionie isotopes of the alkali metal atoms gave experimentalists the tool they needed 

to arbitrarily control the interaction strength between fermions. While much excitement 

centred 011 the attractive1 nature of the interactions and the ensuing superfluidity of these 

systems, observations of repulsive interactions were more quietly reported. 

In t heoretical quarters, discussions of magnetism in these ultracold gases slowly emerged. 

To mimic the binary spin degree of freedom of the electron, the study of magnetism in neu

tral fermion gases considers a two-component mixture, where the "pseudospin" components 

are, for example, two Zecman sublevels within a ground-state hyperfine manifold of an atom. 

Contact interactions between these pseudospin components play the role of the Coulomb 

interaction. Early papers [95 97] describing the effects of interactions in a two-component 

Fermi gas discuss the phase separation of these spin1 components for large particle numbers 

or interaction strengths. 

Sogo and Yabu [98] study the energetics of an interacting two-component, harmonically 

trapped Fermi gas, and develop analytic solutions for the density profiles as a function 

of interaction strength and particle number. By increasing the number in one component 

or spatially separating the two. the total interaction energy of the system decreases at 

the expense of an increased total Fermi energy. Above a critical interaction strength, the 

unbalanced and separated solutions are energetically favourable, and a transition from a 

paramagnetic to a ferromagnetic state is recognized. 

While electrons in a metal can flip their spins, through the spin-orbit interaction, there is 

110 energetically-allowed mechanism by which, ultracold atoms can change their pseudospin 

and flip from one to the other. In assuming that the particle number can be exchanged 

between components, Sogo and Yabu's results remain outside the realm of experimental 

Mn l,ho remainder of Mi is rhaplcr, wo geiiorally refer to Ihe "pseudospin" simply as "spin.* 
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realization for alkali atoms. At tlie same time, they lend intuition to the analogy between 

itinerant metallic magnetism and magnetic-like order in ultraeold gases by recognizing the 

competition between interaction and kinetic plus potential energy that allows for a transition 

between magnetic and non-magnetic states. 

In work more closely addressing experimental possibilities. Duine and MacDonald [99] 

use a beyond-meaii-ficld approach to explore possibilities for itinerant ferromagnetism in 

ultraeold Fermi gases. Due to the conservation of pseudospin required by experiment, they 

propose initializing the system in a special ferromagnetic state, where each atom is in an 

equal superposition of the two component states. There is no possibility of interactions 

in this initial state given the Pauli exclusion principle and the indistiiiguishability of each 

atom. 

In this situation, two atoms might interact if they become distinguishable via dephasing, 

which might, for example, arise due to a spatial dependence of the energetic splitting of 

the two components in the superposition. If the two components, when in a mixed state, 

are strongly interacting, this interaction will cost energy as the atoms dephase. Duine 

and MacDonald's results suggest that in the presence of sufficiently strong interactions, 

the cost of the interaction energy would suppress the dephasing and the lifetime of the 

ferromagnetic state would increase. The strength of the required interaction is mapped 

out for various temperatures and a phase diagram shows regions of first and second order 

transitions between magnetized and unmagnetized states. In this scheme, measures of 

expansion energy reveal both the amount of interaction energy and the degree to which the 

system is in a ferromagnetic state. 

Further work was done by Berclnikov, Coleman and Simon exploring the ferromagnetic 

transition of a quantum gas in a trap [100]. Using a Landau-Giiizberg free energy functional, 

they studied various topological possibilities for the ground state of the system in both 

two- and three-dimensions and found that geometries with gradual spatial variations in the 

magnetization were preferred ground states. 

Recent quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) studies have confirmed that a ferromagnetic state 

exists in a gas of ultraeold fermions [101]. In this work, the magnetic susceptibility is 

calculated as a function of interaction strength, and is found to diverge for sufficiently 

strong interaction strengths. Using these results, a phase diagram for the magnetization vs. 

interaction strength is mapped out. These results demonstrate that a ferromagnetic state 

does exist in these gases, and that further study in ascertaining its character is justified. 

With particular inspiration from both Refs. [99] and [100], this chapter describes the 
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critical transition strength for ferromagnetic-like behaviour in a trap and the experimentally 

observable signatures of this behaviour. In a trapped environment, we use a modified local-

density approximation (LDA) to calculate the density profiles for the two components in 

the system, and use an energy functional approach to calculate the energies of various 

magnetization configurations. 

4.2 MEAN-FIELD DESCRIPTION OF STRONGLY INTERACTING TRAPPED 

FERMIONS 

The initial goals of this theoretical work were to understand the density profiles of a two-

spin-component trapped ultracold Fermi gas and their dependence upon the interaction 

strength between the two spin components. In maintaining the restriction that pseudospin 

is conserved in this system, we aim to attain results in the vein of Sogo and Yabu [98] and 

determine a criterion for phase separation and thus ferromagnetism. 

We use standard mean-field techniques to accomplish this goal. Though we expect that 

the local-density approximation (LDA) will break down for large interaction strengths, we 

expect it will give a good qualitative picture of the phenomena at hand. 

In this section, we discuss the density profiles emerging from such an analysis. We 

examine the energetic signatures of this system and discuss how measurable quantities 

might indicate the presence of ferromagnetism. 

4.2.1 THE INTERACTING FERMI GAS IN THE LOCAL-DENSITY APPROXIMATION 

In analogy to the electron system of a metallic magnet, we consider a two-component 

Fermi gas, where the two internal states are, for instance, two liypcrfuie or Zeeman sublevels 

of the atomic state. We label these levels | f) and | 4) in analogy to the electron spins these 

states emulate. 

UNIFORM (IJNTRAPPED) SYSTEM 

In the uniform (untrapped) system, the liamiltoiiiari describing the two-component Fermi 

gas is 

Hjs \F , uniform = V ^ j  (0^3  e K ^K^K<T+-9 j  ̂^^RtR| f ~Ri^RT'  
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FIGURE 4.1: Ferromagnetic transition in uniform Fermi gas. Energy vs. magnetization is shown for 
various values of kpa. The minimum moves from M = 0 lor values of kpa < TT/2 to values \M\ ^ 0 
fo r  k jsa  >  i \ j2 .  

where g =  4nl i 2 a/m quantifies the interaction, a is the s-wavc two-body scattering length, 

eK = ft,2K2/2m is tlie kinetic energy, and V denotes the system volume. The operator 

(cK<r) creates (destroys) a fermion with spin state a and momentum K, while the 

operator ^(c^) acts in position space to create (destroy) a fermion with spin a at position 

R. 

The density of each component the uniform gas is p a  = N a /Y ,  where Na is the number 

of particles in each spin state, a. The total kinetic energy of the system is 

-Skin = fY(EF^p-f + Ep^pi). (4.2) 
0 

where Ep a  = Ppi / 3  is the Fermi energy of the cr component, and (3  = (67T2)2/3/i2/2m. The 

total interaction energy of the system is 

•©im = gYp^p^. (4.3) 

In the uniform system, we can find an analytic solution for the critical transition strength 

in the crossover to a ferromagnetic state. If Ave assume that the system starts with locally 

equal densities of p^ = pi = p , we can write the energy of the system -©uniform = -Skin + -©int 

•©uniform = EFpY ^ , >i.4) 
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where kp = (Otr^p)1/3, and Ep = Ep^ = Ep^.  If we imagine increasing the scattering 

length, a, there may come a point at which the system would segregate into two or more 

domains in which the magnetization, M = (p-f — p±)/(p-f + p\) is non-zero. The total energy 

would become 

£Uni[bi-m(M) = EppY (7( 1  +  Mf / : '  + (1 - M) vV3' + ̂ (1  + M)(  1  -  M) 
07r 

(4.5) 

We can minimize this energy with respect to the magnetization by studying the first and 

second derivatives of Eq. (4.5), dEimu-orm(M) / dM and d'2Emi\{onu(Al)/0M'2. Visually, we 

can see the change in the minimum energy configuration by plotting Eun\form(AI), as in 

Fig. 4.1. For values of kpa < TT/2, the energetic minimum is always at M = 0, and the 

system remains unmagnetized. For M = TT/2, the second derivative is zero at M = 0, 

and there is an inflection in the curve, indicating a transition to a magnetized state. For 

kpa > IT/2, there exist energetic minima at |il/| ^ 0, indicating the system's preference for 

a magnetized state. 

TRAPPED SYSTEM 

To extend this treatment beyond the uniform gas, the LDA is employed. At each point, 

the gas is treated as locally-uniform, with an extra potential energy V(R). Rewriting the 

hamiltonian Eq. (4.1) with the potential energy term gives 

H U V,  trap — ^ ' 
"  d 3  K 

J  W 
3 eKCicffcKo.+ I  V (R) + 9  j d 3 R CR-I-CJ^CJ^C^. (4.G) 

To determine the position-dependent density of each component, and the energetics 

associated with each, the ground state energy can be found by minimizing the energy 

functional 

£[{MR)}] d R r/3^/4/3(R)+.9Pt(R)Pi(R) 
(T  

+ V(R) 2>ff(R) - X>.WV(R) (4.7) 

where {/v(R)} = {/Jf(R),0j.(It)} is the set of density profiles of spin species a — I, 

and E-p.a are Lagrange multipliers for each spin component, and are, as the nomenclature 

suggests, equivalent to the Fermi energy of that spin species in this zero-temperature for

mulation. These Lagrange multipliers impose the conservation of atom number of each spin 

sucli that / d3Rp,r(R) = Na. This separate constraint on each spin state is specific to the 
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atomic system, where the two components are far-separated in energy and spins cannot 

spontaneously flip. In an analogous condensed matter system, the spin would not similarly 

be conserved. 

SCALING FOR AN ANISOTROPIC HARMONIC TRAP 

In this work, we consider the case of a harmonic trapping potential, which may be 

anisotropic. The potential takes the form V(R) = cof&j, where i runs over the three 

dimensions and OJ-, characterises the trapping frequency in each dimension. The harmonic 

trap can be be resealed to an isotropic one by setting R; = R,-(w;-/cJ), where To = 

is the geometric mean of the trap frequencies. The energy functional 4.7 becomes 

£[{/v(R)}] = 

+-mw2R2 Ep^pa(R) (4.8) 

NONINTERACTING UNMAGNETIZED GAS 

The average magnetization of the system is m = (Nf  — N±)/ (Nf  +  N±) .  We consider 

the case of equal populations in both spin states, iY-j- = Nj^ = N/2, where N is the total 

atom number, such that m = 0. To determine the appropriate scaling for this system, we 

consider the noninteracting case (g = 0). The noninteracting (NI) energy functional can be 

written 

Ef a [p a {  R)] = ]T/FZ3R 
1 

2 
(4.9) 

The condition of zero magnetization lends a symmetry to the problem and sets Epj = 

Ept± = -El")'1. To minimize the energy of the system, we set 5Ej)J,/5pa = 0 and solve for the 

density profiles to find 

13/2 
MR) = (E\  NI —murR") (4.10) 

In this LDA, there is a maximum radius of the system, beyond which the density is zero. 

This maximum radius. 

R^ = 12Ep[ 

miJ'2 
(4.11) 
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can be used as tlie characteristic length scale for the system. With the rescaled position 

variable, we use spherical symmetry to perform the integrations in Eq. (4.9) up to B.]y and 

find the characteristic variables of the noninteracting system. The new variables are: 

EjP - (4.12a) 

logNI 
R N = \ = ano(24iV)l/G, (4.12b) 

y mar 

E%1 = '^NEf = ^(3iY) '/3. (4.12c) 

= -r- (FR)V2' (412D) 
7T2(R%T aiio \S7r ) 

where ano = (h /rruU) 1 / ' 2  is the harmonic; oscillator length, /x^1 is the; chemical potential 

of the gas, E^1 is the total energy of the gas, and p%l(0) is the atom density at the trap 

centre. The position-dependent density of the noninteracting unmagnetized Fermi gas is 

labelled by p$(R). 

DrMENSIONLESS VARIABLES FOR THE INTERACTING PROBLEM 

For the calculations which follow, we convert our variables to dimeiisionless form, where 

the scaling is with respect to the noninteracting unmagnetised system (Eqs. (4.12)). The 

dimeiisionless variables are: 

r = 

n„ = 

' F,(7 

R 
7~>1V I * (4.13a) 
% 

Pa (4.13b) 
Pa'o-(O) 

(4.13b) 

E/Ef ,  (4.13c) 

Ev, a lE f ,  (4.13d) 

(GTT ' 2 p% l (0) ) l / , i  a (4.13e) 

where r is our dimeiisionless position variable, na the density, e the total energy, sy\a the 

chemical potential of the a component, the Fermi wavevector at the trap centre for the 

unmagnetized noninteracting gas and k^a the dimeiisionless interaction parameter. 

The energy functional Eq. (4.8) can be rewritten in terms of these dimeiisionless variables 

= [{"o-Cr)}] = -^2 I d*T I (nfJ(r) + nfJ(r))+-^^nf(r)n^(r) - J^(c,,-,a-r2)na(r) 
o h  j  o  ^  /  o / i  L (R 

(4.14) 
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and assuming that the ground state solution will respect the spherical symmetry of the 

icsealed trap, the integral can be written in a single radial dimension 

= ̂  jdrr  Jr {n^'\r) + nj/,}(r)) + ^^n^r-ya^r) - 5^(e|.>-ra)jv(r) 
(T  

(4.15 

Variational minimization sets Se/dn^r) = 0 and leads to the following two equations for 

the two density components 

r).t(r) "F,f — r~ 

n l ( r )  =  CF4 
2 r  — 

4fcg-a 

3tt 

"37 

4k?;U 

n i ( r )  

nt(r) 

3/2 

3/2 

subject to the constraints 
i 2 f \ 75-2 Nor dr  r  n a {r )  =  

(4.10a) 

(4.10b) 

(4.17) 

The coupled equations 4.16 can be4 solved iteratively and numerically to obtain the 

densities for a given interaction strength and atom number for each species. Typically, we 

are interested in the m = 0 configuration. The resulting densities rif(r) and n±(r) are used 

to compute physical observables of the system. 

Figure 4.2 shows the density profiles obtained for a variety of interaction strengths. We 

see that for increasing interactions, the central density is reduced and the cloud is pushed 

outside of its r — 1 noninteracting radius. The system is able to minimize its energy in 

this way until a critical interaction strength is reached, at which point the system prefers 

to segregate itself into domains of spin-f and spin-| in the high-density regions. As we find 

later, this critical interaction strength is ~ 1.84, falling between parts (e) and (d) in 

Fig. 4.2. The phase-separation begins at the trap centre, at which point we can determine 

the local Fermi wavevector, &/,<(0) = (67r2/?(0))ly''J = A {{)). We find at the transition 

point that na(0) « 0.04. such that kp(Q)a ~ tt/2, as in the uniform case. This agreement 

is expected in the LDA since the local properties should mimic the uniform system. 

The expansion of the cloud below the critical interaction strength increase's the potential 

energy of the; system and decreases the kinetic energy as the density in the centre is reduced. 

For large interaction strengths, the system reduces its total energy by segregating into spin-

t and spin-.), regions and avoiding all interaction energy. The local nature of the LDA is 

evident in the sharp changes of the density profile, indicating shells of alternating spin. As 

long-range correlations are completely ignored in the LDA, the system simply adopts the 
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FIGURE 4.2: LDA density profiles for various interaction strengths. The numerical solutions of 
n-f(r) (blue) and nj.(r) (green) are shown for increasing interactions, with equal populations in each 
spin state (jVf = A'j. = N/2; rn = 0). Dashed black lines indicate tlu1 k%a = 0 noninteracting 
solution; grey dashed lines indicate the non-interacting solution for all particles in the same spin 
state (iV-f = N: N\, — 0). Interaction parameters indicated in panels. 

non-interacting profile for a single spin state, with, each spin occupying a particular region 

alone. The relative widths of these shells are constrained by the conservation of each spin 

state, while the number of shells is an artifact of the numerical solution, and changes with 

initial conditions there being no cost to the change of density, the ground state does not 

prefer a specific number of shells. 

The sharp changes in the density profiles are unphysical. Tlu; kinetic' energy cost of 

the density gradient must be accounted for in a proper treatment of the system (see §4.3). 

Regardless, the existence of a critical k^a beyond which the system will tencl to spin-

segregate should remain. 
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FIGURE 4.3: Dimensioiiless mean-Held energies 
as a function of interaction strength. From top 
to bottom: kinetic, potential, interaction and re
lease energies. Solid lines indicate ;» = 0. while 
dashed lines indicate rn — 0.25. 0.50. 0.75. 0.99 
with decreasing dash length. At /,-"a « 1.84. there 
is a kink in each of the energies we calculate, 
which corresponds to the phase separation found 
in Fig. 4.2. The energy per particle in physical 
units may be obtained by multiplying these1 results 
by 3£,(/,-/4 where is" = 1 As discussed 
later, going beyond the LDA leads to negligible 
quantitative corrections to these results. 

4.2.2 CHARACTERISTIC ENERGIES AND SPIN POLARISATION 

With calculations of the density profiles in hand, the energetic characteristics of the 

gas can be determined. We consider the energies of the entire gas. since it is these bulk 

properties which might easily be measured. By identifying terms in the energy functional as 

either kinetic, potential, or interaction, we can write each of these contributions separately 

3 
-kin = 77- Idr  r 1  

o7T J 

64 
p«t = cIr r

'
2

[
r

'
2

(
r,

? (
r

)  + ";(r))] 

-mi 
64 

3tt. 
Ulr  r" 

4A'|!-« , 
——r i f i ryn^r)  

o77 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

(4-20) 

where ^5,,. epot. and are the kinetic, potential and interaction energies, respectively. 

Io measure these energies experimentally, one option is to record the release1 energy, by 

rapidly switching off the trapping potential and measuring the momentum distribution of 
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(ho atoms after some time1 of flight. Wit h an instantaneous switch-off process, all interaction 

energy is converted into kinetic energy, and the release energy _~kjn measures the sniu of the 

interaction and kinetic components 

If interactions can be suddenly turned oil' (by, for example, jumping to a zero in a Feslibaeli 

resonance), the kinetic energy alone can be1 measured with this technique. 

Figure 1.3 shows the calculations of these four energies as a function of the interaction 

parameter k\\u. Paying special attention to the solid lines, which represent the m = 0 

scenario, there is a clear transition at />•{'« 1.81. By looking carefully at the density 

proliles in this region, we find this is the point of onset of phase separation. The kinetic 

and potential energies both account for half of the total energy at /.'"a = 0. as expected in 

a harmonic trap. Likewise, for very strong interactions, the kinetic and potential energies 

are again equal, at the value expected for all atoms in a single spin state1 (AT/2 -)• AT: Ey —> 

21 ; c —> 2,/'!i()). This high-interaction limit indicates that the system is completely 

polarised, and as discussed earlier, acts as though in a single spin slate due to the lack of 

"communication" between domains in the LDA. 

We also see that the interaction energy is maximized at this same transition point. 

Below the transition, an increasing interaction strength leads to an increasing interaction 

energy. At the transition point, the cloud begins to phase-separate, and as a result, spin-f 

and spin-J. atoms avoid each other. With increasing interaction energy, the system is further 

polarized and the overlap of the densities //[-(/•) and /^(r) vanishes, leading to a decreasing 

For non-zero magnetisations. Fig. 1.3 shows that the transition is less-sharp, and the 

differences in energy for different interaction strengths are less pronounced, but still visible. 

We identify the transition to the1 spin-polarised state as a crossover into ferromagnet ism. 

While1 these energetic signatures are an indication of the onset of ferromagnetic behaviour, 

direct proof of ferromagnet ism requires, for example, the observation of spin-polarised do

mains. The actual behaviour of the gas likely depends on effects beyond the LDA, since a 

ferromagnetic state demonstrates long-range order, which is completely absent in the local 

approximation. 

(T 

i n l  •  
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• 1.2.;} ATOM LOSS RATE 

On the1 repulsive side ol' a Feslibaeh resouanee. I hen1 is a tendency lor molecular format ion 

[8-1, 8(j, 102]. Willi large1 interact ion strengths, the three-body collision rate can become 

quite high, where two atom molecules form as a third atom carries away the excess binding 

energy. All three atoms are lost from (lie sample the molecule will not be delected, and may 

not even be trapped, and the third atom will generally have enough excess energy (o escape 

the trap. In working with fennions. the molecular formation process is suppressed, since 

non-identical fermions must be the constituents of the diuier, allowing for the experiments 

we describe to be performed before signilicant loss of I lie sample. 

Despite decreasing the time available for performing these experiments, (he loss rale 

can act as a signature of the ferromagnetic state we seek. As (lie system spin polarizes, it 

becomes less likely that atoms of opposite spin will meet, and losses from the three-body 

process described above will decrease. Study of the three-fermion problem [103] leads to a 

model describing three-body loss. 

"•loss = iiosslM'"')1' I(/,ir "r(r)"f(r)("r(r) + "J(*')). ( 

where is an unknown prefaetor. 

Using the L1)A density profiles calculated above1, we can determine this loss rate up to 

the unknown "•[{
)
)SS. as shown in Fig. 1.4. Paving special attention to the solid m — 0 line, 

we see a rapid increase in the1 loss rate below the transition point due to the scaling. 

The drop-otf of t lie loss-rate beyond the transition point comes as the system spin polarises 

and there is less overlap of the dilfcrent spin states, suppressing the iif(r)iu{r) term in 

the integrand of Eq. (1.22). The competition between these1 effects leads to a peak in the1 

loss rate, wliie'h occurs slightly beyonel the1 k\\u — 1.81 lrausitie>n point we1 observeel in the 

emergetic signature's, due1 to eliflerene'cs in the1 scaling of t hese1 quant it ie>s. 

4.3 BEYOND MEAN-FIELD THEORY: GRADIENT COST 

In the preventing section, the pmpeuMies of the gas weuv stueliexl within the e'ontext of the 

LDA. The elenisity profilers for the inteTae'tingmixture within this approximation display very 

large1 gradients at the1 bemndaries between spin-polarizex! deunains. The kinetic enuTgy e)f 

these graelients is ne'glcctexl within the1 LDA, and bevansc1 this euiergy e'ost may be signilicant 
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in the physics of magnet ism. wc must consider it for a hot ten- description of the st rongly-

interacting system. 

Another characteristic of the LDA is that the interaction energy cost comes only from 

atoms of different spins exist ing at the sniuo jioiul in space. The locality of the approxima

tion neglects any cost of interactions between atoms of different spins at nearby locations, 

and so the definition of "up" and "down" at each point in the cloud may be chosen at ran

dom. In moving beyond the LDA. there exists an interaction energy for atoms at different 

points in space, and there is, therefore, an energetic cost when neighbouring atoms arc1 not 

identical. 

To extend the energy functional to account for these two effects, we promote the local 

magnetization to a vector quantity such that the magnetization can point in different di

rections on (he Bloch sphere at different spatial locations, and add a surface tension term 

to the energy functional to account for the density gradients. With these changes, we can 

study various "spin textures" in this system and determine which geometry might lead to 

the ground stale of the system. 

•1.3.1 ENKRCY FT'NCTLONAL IN TKHMS OF MAUNKT1ZATJON 

Instead of defining the densities individually, we consider a local total density and mag

net isat ion 

/;(r) = //r(r) -f (4.23) 

( 1 . 2 1 )  
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If we expand lho energy functional Eq. (1.15) in powers of AI{r). keeping terms up to il/('(r) 

(though terminating the expansion at M '(r) would not qualitatively alloc! our results), we 

fincl the expn\ssion can ho written in two parts as 

,[//(!•)] + it,[/)(r).i\/(r)]. 

where 

r M ^ /' ri 6 f'n{r)\v' kh-(l •>, \ •>-, •. 
-a["( r ) ]  =  7^  J d '  r  -  y-^-J  + "3^" ' r ( r ^  ~  ~  r _ )" (r )  

? h [ i i (v ) , j \ I {r )}  = I  (I 'h ' lA-y i  r);/r(r) + A|(r)iU1 (r) + A { i ( r )M h ( r )  

- h n { t ) m { t ) ] .  (1-27) 

where tlu1 now Lagrange1 multipliers in the energy functionals arc1 £[.< = (-F.f + £K.|)/- auc^ 

II = — 5|.',|)/2. The first- term. £a, depends only on the density profile. Wo assume 

that this is equivalent to that calculated within the LDA. since it depends only on the 

interaction /,•"«. Corrections to the LDA are small for the atom numbers wo use in this 

work, making this approximation valid. The coefficients of the* magnetization-dependent 

energy functional, ;i,- ar(' 

k l yu  ;  
A'2^') ~ 37""^' (4.28a) 

n"/'U r) 

^ , ( r )  =  W ( L 2 8 h )  

Mr)  =  ̂ ±L .  (4.28c) 

The first coefliciont, A>(r). depends on k^a explicitly. All of the coefficients A^. i.o implicitly 

depend on A*j'« through, the density. This dependence was ignored in earlier phonomonolog-

ical work on trapped lerniions in an optical lattice [101]. 

VlCCTOR MAUNKTIZATION 

The magnetisation of our two-component system can bo understood as a vector on a 

Bloch sphere (Fig. 4.5), where the polos represent (ho pure states of each spin component 

and points in between the superpositions of those. Importantly, fermions in any pure state 

do not interact. Tlu1 vector nature of tlu1 magnetization allows lor partial interactions 
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(a) (I') 

FKUTIIK 1.5: Blocli splioro representation of vector magnetization of two-component Fornii gas. (a) 
Pure statc\s. |m(r)| = 1. Each arrow represents a different magnetization of the system, all of whose 
atoms are in the same state. Wo lake /•";) as the quantization axis of our two-state system. Blue': 
m(r) = i%. corresponding to |c) -- j t)- Green: m(r) — —r3, corresponding to )</>} — | 4)- Purple: 
m(r) — .v. correspondiug to |i/>) = | t) + I 4-)- m(r) = i), corresponding to \i!>) = | f) + /| J,), 
(b) Mixed states. |m(r)| < 1. Blue: m(r) = 0.5/^, corresponding to 75% of the atoms in |i/'} = | t) 
and 25% of the atoms in |i/>) = | 4). Rod: m(r) = 0.5/). corresponding to 75% of the atoms in 
I'/') = I t) + 'I 4) iU1d 25% of the atoms in |f/>) = | f) — /| |). 

between two identical states on the sphere, the magnitude of which depends oil the overlap 

of states. 

To account for the vectorial nature of the magnetization in the energy functional, we 

promote the magnetization AI and the Lagrange multiplier Ii to vectors M and H. The 

value |H| = (cTp.-f- — <T|.'4)/2 gives the difference in local Fermi energies, and has the same 

energetic form as would a local magnetic field, if the pseudospins were1 real.2 We also include 

a surface tension term to account for gradients via a stiffness Cs(r)- au(l obtain the energy 

functional 

•b[»(r),M(r)] = ^ [A2(r)|M(r)|2 +A,(r)|M(r)|1 + /i(i(r)|M(r)|(i 

+ |c«(r)A/ r))2 - n(r)H(r) • M(r) . 

(4.29) 

where A/ = (u-v/w)2 accounts for any anisotropy in the system. The stiffness £s(r) depends 

on r only through the density /;(r), and it can be computed in the uniform Fermi gas 

Jln passing, we nolo that dospilo llio.se si ales being merely '"pseudospins," a real magnetic field would 

emerge in a polarized domain, since (he stales are defined (primarily) by their nuclear spins (see stale 

decompositions at relevant fields for 10K in Appendix A.3). Like in electron systems, the interact ion energy 
between stales is much larger llian the spin energy associated with these nuclei. 
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assuming that tlio magnetization variation is slow on the scale of the interparticle spacing, 

but, fast on the length, scale over which the total density varies, so that density variations 

can be ignored in this computation. The Lagrange multiplier H(r) must be chosen to 

satisfy global constraints 011 the magnetization, for instance, f d3r n(r)AIj(v) = 0, for each 

component  i .  

COMPUTATION OF THE STIFFNESS CS(R) 

We determine1 tlic1 cost of density gradients by computing the stiffness from the magnetic 

susceptibility of the uniform Fermi gas. The excess energy in an applied field H(q) (point

ing in any direction) is given by AE'(q) = 7 X(o.)hi(q)/i,- (—q) which defines the wavevector-

dependent magnetic susceptibility. The magnetization il/(q) in this external field is sim

ply i\/(q) = \'(q)/;(q), so that we can set AE(q) — (q)M;(q).A/,-(—q). Expanding 

\_1(q) = \{71 (1 -I- 6q2) then yields 

Ai?(q) = |\o'(1 + /xx2)M(q)M-(-q). (4.30) 

The well-known result for a Fermi gas at T = 0 is that b = l /12k '^ ,  using which the energy 

cost becomes, in real space. 

A E = J -  I  rf3R 
2\o J |M(R)|2 + i^:{VM''(R))'2 >1.31) 

where 

Xo 1  = 7~rr  =  1 / 3  •  ( 4 .32 )  
//)/.'/.• m 

Rescaling distances for an isotropic harmonic trapping potential, and setting M-, = /;'yCT(0)n(r)il/;(r) 

with r — i?//?".. we find 

= .r'/a(r) 1 / 1 V/3 

22/33 6(37r2/;(r))2/3 UU^v)V 

1 (4.33) 
72n(r)(3JV)2/;J' 

For general values of the magnetization, higher order gradient terms might also become 

important. We will focus here 011 the effects of this simplest gradient term in the energy 

functional. 

SIMPLIFIED MAGNETIZATION ENERGY FUNCTIONAL 

To simplify the energy functional, we notice that n(r)  varies over the length scale of 

unity in our diniensionless units. The variations in magnetisation, by comparison, are 
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expected to change over much shorter length scales for large atom numbers, where Cs(r) is 

small (Eq. (4.33)). Within this assumption, V(N(r)Jl/;(r)) RS n(r)Vi\/;(r), and the slightly 

simplified energy functional is 

16 
£"b 

'Sir'2 
cPr /l2(r)|M(r)|- -|- A|(r)|M(r)| + A6(r)|M(r)|& 

n(r)H(r) • M(r) + —^^A,-(ViM,;-(r))(V?-M,-(r)) 
144(3 JV)2/3 

where H(r) is chosen to satisfy 

j  d 3 r n(r)A/f(r) = 0, 

(4.34) 

(4.35) 

for each component i  (for zero net magnetization). Sums over all i , j  are assumed through

out. Recall that A,- = (a>,-/w)2, where ZJ = (abacus)1/3 is the geometric mean of the trap 

frequencies. 

4.3.2 SPIN TEXTURES 

As one possibility for the system to lower its energy beyond the LDA result, we consider 

alternate spin patterns. Using an energy functional that takes into accoiuit both the vector 

nature of the spin and the energy cost of spin gradients, we study various spin textures in 

a trapped Fermi gas. 

To begin, we consider the isotropic harmonic trap and evaluate two possible spin tex

tures: the hedgehog and domain wall configurations. Next, we study the effects of trap 

anisotropy by deforming the trap into a cigar shape and evaluating the energetics. In all 

cases, we construct an ansatz for the magnetization pattern, and numerically minimize the 

energy functional within the constraints imposed by this ansatz. 

By ensuring that the density and magnetization satisfy the coi;s-raints that the to

tal atom number is fixed and the total magnetization is zero, wc ,an drop the Lagrange 

multipliers and express the total energy as a sum s = ey + e2 where 

£ \  

16 

37r2 

16 

for5 3^2 
c fv  

6 Ai(r) k®a.  9  

2 ) + ~irn (r) + rn(r) 

A2(r)|M(r)|2 + Ai(r)|M(r)f' 

(4.36) 

n(r) 
+Ac(r)|M(r)r+i44(3y)2/3A,-(Vt-%(r))a (4.37) 
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FIGURE 4.6: Spin texture ansatz schematics. Black arrows show direction and magnitude of M(r) 
throughout the trap, (a) Isotropic hedgehog, (b) isotropic domain wall, and (c) anisotropic hedgehog. 

4.3.3 ISOTROPIC TRAP: HEDGEHOG STATE 

One of the simplest spin textures we can consider is the hedgehog state in an isotropic 

trap (Fig. 4.6(a)). Isotropy allows us to assume spherical symmetry, with equal trapping 

frequencies in all directions. The hedgehog state is one in which the spins point out from the 

origin at all points, in the r-direction. The energetic advantage of the heclgehog geometry 

is that there are only ever small changes in the magnetisation point-to-point, and that 

neighbouring spins interact with their neighbours only very sliglity. Only at the origin does 

the spin change drastically, and this is confined to a small volume. 

Within spherical symmetry, we can write 

jih 64 / 2 e L = ~z— I d r r 
3tt J 

6 fn (r )  \  5 / 3  14 
+ rr(r)+r"'n(?-) 

o7T 
(4.38) 

I11 the magnetization-dependent energy functional, we set A; = 1 for the isotropic trap. The 

hedgehog geometry dictates that we choose M(r) = M(r)r. This leads to 

64 .HIT _ 
- 2  dr  r J  A 2 {r )M' 2 ( r )  + /l4(r)M4(r) + Mr)M { \ r )  

n(r )  f  J lHr)  |  fdM(r)  
+ 

144(3iV)2/3 dr  
(4.39) 

We need not keep track of the zero magnetization constraint, as it is guaranteed for any 

choice of M(r) by the hedgehog ansatz symmetry. For particle numbers typical in exper

iments, N ~ 101 — 10°, and Q is small. Therefore, we assume that the average density 
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E 1.28 LDA 

DWl 

DW2 

1.8 2 2.2 2.4 
interaction strength, k^a 

FIGURE 4.7: Diinensionless total energy. s\ + sshown as a function of interaction strength, 
kpd, for an isotropic harmonic trap. Solid line indicates the hedgehog solution, long dashes are 
for the domain wall state at 106 atoms and short dashes for 10'1 atoms. Shortest dashes are the 
non-optimized solution. 

profile n(r)  obtained from the LDA calculation remains unchanged. We need only consider 

changes due to the gradient term. 

Starting with some initial magnetization profile, we numerically vary M(r)  through an 

"annealing" process to find the profile that minimizes Figure 4.7 shows the total energy 

fHH of the hedgehog state as a function of the interaction parameter. We find that above the 

transition point, the energy can be made smaller than that found in the LDA by allowing 

for the spin texture to emerge. 

Figure 4.8(a) shows the calculated magnetization profile of the hedgehog state at two 

interaction strengths. We find that the1 magnetization is suppressed in a small region around 

the trap centre and vanishes at r — 0. The form of the magnetization profile near the trap 

centre is understood by considering the1 last two terms in Eq. (4.39). By taking the1 functional 

derivative with respect to AI(r) and setting it to zero, one1 finds that M(r) ~ r'2 at small 

r. Far from the1 centre, we expect the magnetization to be small, as is consistent with the 

magnetization profiles shown in Fig. 4.8(a). 

4.3.4 ISOTROPIC TRAP: DOMAIN WALL STATE 

Again considering the case of spherical symmetry, we are able; to write down an alternate 

ansatz. The domain wall ansatz is one in which there arc1 two regions of the1 system one1 
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with all of the atoms in one; spin state, the second region with atoms in the opposite state 

(Fig. 4.0(b)). The symmetry of the system implies a core and an outer shell, with some 

shell-shaped domain wall between them. The advantage1 of the domain wall in terms of 

energy is that there1 exist large volumes in which the interaction energy is strictly zero, with 

all effects of the interactions localized to the domain wall. 

As in the hedgehog ansatz, S\ does not depend on the magnetization, so we find the 

same expression as = e™. For the magnetization dependent energy functional, X; = 1 

in the isotropic trap and we choose M(r) = M{r)f% for the domain wall geometry, meaning 

and atoms are either in M(r) = 7*3 or M(r) = —r*3, and M(r) tracks the local population 

difference between these states. We find 

where, for JV-j- = JVj., we must satisfy the constraint f  elr r ' 2 n(r)M(r)  — 0. 

Similar to the solution for the hedgehog ansatz. we minimize euw by simulating an 

anneal of the magnetization profile (§4.4.2) to find the optimal M(r), subject to the zero 

magnetization constraint. Figure 4.7 shows the energy £TDW of the domain wall state, in 

the domain wall geometry is more favourable than an LDA state, though the hedgehog 

geometry has a lower total energy. Figure1 4.8(b) shows the1 magnetization profile1 of the1 

demrain wall state. The1 magnetization is suppressed in a small region arounel the domain 

wall but remains nonzere) at the trap centre. 

4.3.5 ANISOTROPIC TRAP: DISTORTED HEDGEHOG 

To extenel this analysis nearer to experimental reality, we1 consieler the effects of anisotropy 

in the trapping geometry. In particular, we choose1 the eylinelrically symmetric harmonic 

trap, where two trapping directions are equal and strong (0J12 = ;i)- and the third is 

weak (a>3 < wia)- As mentioned earlieT, the LDA results ele:peuel only ejn the1 me'an trapping 

frequency anel are1 inelependent of the geometry essentially, all elependence em the1 geometry 

drops out in the rcscaling of the coordinates. However, the1 gradient term (Eq. (4.33)) used 

to account for the kinetic emergy costs of changing magnetization retaiiLS a doponeleuice1 011 

the shape1 of the1 trap. 

144(3IV)2/3 V dr  
(4.40) 

comparison to the hedgehog and LDA states. Again, above the) transition k^a, we find 
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£ 0 . 5  

. 

FIGURE 4.8: (a) Magnetization profiles for the hedgehog state at k^a  = 1.8 (solid), k°a ,  =  1.9 (very 
long dashes), k%a = 2.0 (dashes) and kpa = 2.5 (short dashes), (b) Magnetisation profiles for the 
domain wall state for k^a as above. The profiles have been calculated for 1(}4 atoms in an isotropic 
trap. The hedgehog state has zero magnetization at the trap center while the domain wall state 
magnetization is suppressed around the domain wall but remains nonzero at the trap center. 

Given that the hedgehog configuration was found to be the lower energy state, we 

consider this type of ansatz in the distorted geometry (Fig. 4.6(e)). We assume the magne

tization adopts the cylindrical symmetry of the trap and assume an ansatz of the form 

M(r) = M(Q\2-  ( sin ip ,  sin ip ,  cos ip  J . (4.41) 
\Q] '2  Ql2  J  

where Q\2 = \Jr'f + and ip = arctan(/?i2/z:) is the polar angle. In spherical symmetry, 

this expression reduces to the form we found in §4.3.3. as the direction vector in Eq. (4.41) 

reduces to r. As before, the direction of the magnetization is independent of the location 

in real space. 

With this ansatz, we have |M(r)|^ = M 2(qy2-Hi), find 

A/2 

GV2 

+M 2  + \i (0 : i p) ' 2 }  .  (4.42) 
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•so the integral J  cl,Jr —R 2TT J  cU d^i2 QVI-  We can assume that M is an even function of z  

and that 9(012. —z) = ir — 9(012, r-j) (so that sin2 9(012, —2) = sin2 9(012, J"3)) to restrict 

the energy integration grid to z > 0. ensuring that the total magnetization integrates to 

zero. The final expression for the energy can thus be recast, with r = y/ q\.2 + zl- as 

64 
O7T J dr r2 

6 f  n  

5 V 

64 I '  RLNAX 
/  dz  

Jo 

/V 

~2 ~ 3tt 

I '  RLNAX 
/  dz  

Jo ./() 

A 2 M 2  + / UM1 + /In .1/°-

-r —n~{r)  + r-n(r)  (4.43) 
3tt 

cl0ia 012 H QVM r : i ) ,  (4.44) 

n , M'1 

A12-5- sin2 9 + A 12(^12^/)'1 

144(3Ar)2/3 | 02
2 

+ A -mm1 + M 2  [ \ i 2 (0r2 9)2 + A3(^39)2] j-
(4.45) 

with 9(012 = 0, rg) = 0 and 9(012, rs = 0) = tt/2 by symmetry. For notational simplicity, 

we have suppressed the coordinate1 labels on n. rn, 9 in the above functional. 

Upon performing the1 numerics, we find that spin textures in the elongated trap differ 

from the isotropic case only in the regime of very small atom numbers. In Fig. 4.9. we 

plot the magnetization profile? as a function of 012 and for 100 atoms, and find that the 

renormalized gradient of the magnetization is slightly greater in the elongated R% direction. 

Since the trapping force is less along this direction, the actual gradient in real coordinates 

will bo weaker and thus the system chooses to configure itself to take; advantage of this. 

4.3.6 SUMMARY OF NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In §4.2, we saw that, within the LDA, a two-component trapped ultraeold Fermi gas is 

unstable to phase separation at an interaction strength k\]-a ~ 1.84. The energetic signatures 

of this crossover include a minimum of kinetic energy and a maximum in potential and 

interaction energies near this interaction strength. We also predict a maximum loss rate 

from three-body loss near this phase-separation point. 

In this section, we moved beyond the LDA to add a term which accounts for the energetic 

cost of density gradients in our system. I11 this system, we took into account various 

topologies of the magnetization profile to determine the optimum configuration to minimize 

these gradient costs. While the energetics of these spin textures were not significantly 
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FICH.'RK 4.9: Two-dimensional mag
netisation profile for the distorted 
hedgehog showing breakdown of the 
LDA for the magnetization density for 
102 atoms in an anisotropic trap with 

2.4. and Ax -= 2. X Z  0.2Z 

(wio/w.-j ~ 2-8). (a) Plot of the mag
nitude of the magnetization M{qy2, r.-j) 
and equal-magnetization contours dis
played in rescaled coordinates in which 
the trap potential is spherically sym
metric. Colorbar to the right indi
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that is larger in magnitude 
for larger values of gy> than it is for 
z, indicating that the surface tension 
makes it easier to change its value in the 
weak trapping direction, (b) M shown 
as a quiver plot indicating the magni
tude and direction of the magnetization 
(plotted in coordinates where the trap 
anisotropy is explicitly shown). Shaded 
area indicates the region of the; trap 
where the atom density is nonzero. 

0>) 

different from tlie LDA results, there wore small changes which indicate that a hedgehog-

like configuration of spin directions would be favoured. 

As noted in the previous section, a direct observation of the spin profile would be 

necessary to confirm the existence of these spin textures in such a system, especially since 

the energy differences between them are very small. A technique like that used to study 

spinor gases [105] might allow experimentalists to see these patterns. 

While these results give a good qualitative understanding of the physics behind ferro-

magnetism in ultracold Fermi gases, there are many considerations beyond these approxi

mations that may prove important, to a better understanding of this system. Not unlike1 the 

descriptions of ferromagnetism in metals, the existence and properties of the system likely 

depend very strongly upon the assumptions and approximations made, and the evolution 
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of our understanding of this system is bound to continue as better models are constructed. 

The losses inherent to this system may be one of the most important features to be 

brought back out from under the rug. Atoms 011 the repulsive side of the resonance do have 

the tendency to form molecules and cause loss from the atom system. 011 the order of tens 

of milliseconds for 10K [102]. and hundreds of milliseconds for °Li [84, 86j. This process, 

which limits the time available for the experiments and may prevent an equilibrium from 

ever being reached, is among the greatest challenges to experimental observation. 

Other criticisms of the above treatment include the treatment of the interaction strength. 

A better description would move beyond a simple eme-parameter harel-sphere scattering 

length to describe1 the1 interaction potential between components ne>ar the Feshbach res

onance. Another improvement woulel be te) consider the1 unitarity of scattering near the1 

Fc?shbach resonance anel how this might impose1 a constraint 011 the maximum value the 

scattering length may assume. These issues involve the many-body physics of the system 

anel require sophisticated techniques, many of which are1 discusse'd in §4.5.2. 

4.4 NUMERICAL CALCULATION DETAILS 

The1 calculations described in the previous sections we're1 performed! nunierie'ally. While 

most were relatively straightforward, this section dcwribc's some of the1 technique's used te) 

reach these results. All calculatiems were performeel using the C programming language1. 

The1 optimal density anel magnetization profiler for the trappe'd ferromagnetic Fermi 

gas were detcrminicd using the energy fune'tionals describeel in the above1 se'ctions. In the1 

isotropic cases (§4.3.3 anel §4.3.4), the1 optimization is done along a one-elimensional grid 

(along r), generally with 200 points. I11 the1 anisotropic' case. the1 optimization grid is taken 

to be 100 x 100 points, one dimension representing 7*3 anel the other ny>. 

The1 density profile1 is calculated in the LDA, and the initial magnetization profile is 

attained using Ecj. (4.24). The optimization of the1 magne'tizatiem profile proceeds on a 

point-by-point basis, finding the value1 of the magnetization at each point which minimize1* 

the total energy of the system. The1 routine begins with the1 central point. works outwards 

through the1 cloud, anel ivpeats until convergence. The1 system is deemed to have1 converged 

011 a magnetization profile when the energy fractionally changes by less than 10~f) after a 

full pass through the cloud. 
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-1.1. !  DKRIYATIVKS 

Determining the optimal magnetization profile relies on aeenrale ealeulalions ol' I he ener

gies of each magnet i/alion distribution. With tlie greatest differences between each ausatz 

being the nature of the gradient of (lie magnetization, calculations of •the1 derival ive terms 

(e.g., in Kq. (1.3 I)) must be performecl correctly. 

The point-by-point nature of the optimization can lead to rapid changes in the magne

tization that may or may not be accounted for in simple renderings of the derivative terms. 

These changes may be tuiphysical and simple numerical artifacts. To avoid such relics, the 

data is smoothed Cor the calculation of the derivative using a "Savitzky-Clolay smoothing 

filter" [10(5], 

The principle of the Havitzky-Clolay smoothing lilter is to approximate noisy data with 

a least-squares polynomial lit over some window of points before and after the point of 

interest. The value of the derivative of the lit at the central point is (hen taken as the 

derivative of that point. The window then slides one point down, the lit redone, and the 

new derivative calculated for that point. The primary advantage of this method is that the 

higher-order moments are retained in the smoothing process by using the (its. The method 

is computationally straightforward, given that least-squares (its can be performed by linear 

matrix inversion. 

The linearity of this problem simplifies the process of fitting to the multiplication of the 

data by a series of pre-dclenuined coellicieuts. Described at length in Rcf. [10(5] (see §1-1.8 

therein), these coefficients are available as a function in MATLAB'* one set will return 

the value of the data point itself, the next the value of the first derivative, tlie next (he 

second derivative, and so on. The size of the window and the degree of the polynomial to 

which the data are fitted are the two parameters. For this work, we choose a window of 11 

points - large enough that there is significant smoothing and small enough to retain local 

characteristics of the data. We use polynomial lits of order I. 

-1.-1.2 STMT ' LATKI)  ANNKAUNC!  

Another potential snare1 in these numerical calculations is (lie existence of local minima 

in energy as a function of overall magnetization profiles. We may be able to find a mag

netization profile that gives (lie minimum energy for profiles similar to the initial state, 

! \ \ ' e  u se  t he  MATI .AI5  fund ion  sgolay(4 ,11 ) .  In  ( t i c  con tex t  [b ,g] = sgolay(4 ,11 ) .  \vc  u se  I  t i c  s ec 

ond co lumn  o f  t l i i l a  t o  de t e rmine  t he  de r iv . i l  i ve  va lue  l o r  I  h e  s ix  I  h  po in t  i n  n  s e r i e s  o f  e l even :  x' (6 )  =  

[g(i ,2)*x(l)  + g(2,2)*x(2) + g(3,2)*x(3) + . . . ] .  where  x(n) a re  l l i eda l a  po in t s .  
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bul there may be a condition quite different (Voin the initial condition that gives an overall 

lower energy. In an altempi to allow the numerical routine to find these globally minimizing 

profiles, we employ an annealing procedure, in analogy to the annealing of metals where 

heat induces increased random motion and allows a soilcl to cool into its energy-minimizing 

cold-tempera!lire structure. 

In performing the numerical calculations described above, it was found that the an

nealing procedure described below was necessary for (he isotropic domain wall and the 

anisotropic hedgehog atisalzes to reach absolute energetic minima. The parameters used in 

the annealing procedure were1 checked over a wide range1 of initial conditions to ensure that 

110 further optimization could be done. For the domain wall case, the optimization proce

dure described above was deemed unnecessary and only the annealing was used to perform 

minimization. For the anisotropic hedgehog, "regular" optimization was performed first, 

followed by an annealing sequence. 

The analogy lo annealing used in this procedure conies of using a Boltzniann-type factor 

to del ermine the probability of accepting some random change to the distribution. For high 

temperatures, the lJollzinaun distribution is broad and many energies can be accounted 

for with reasonable probability, while for lowcvr temperatures, the distribution dictates thai 

only a narrow range of energies are acceptably probable. 

As with the optimization, we perform the annealing procedure poinl-by-point. At the 

initialization of the procedure, an initial artificial temperature is chosen lo set the range 

over which the magnetization values may vary. There are two basic steps to the annealing 

process [107]. In the first step, (he value of the magnetization profile is varied at a single 

point, i. In this work, we assume that the magnetization values are distributed according 

to a (iaussian distribution, that is the probability of finding a new magnetization value* 

m{i4j)unv at a given temperature 7' is 

1 ( (/;/(/•/)'"'"' -
I'lirel'l ^ -rr—rOXp c- (•[•.•]{>) 

\ /2nl  \  21-  J 

when inverted, gives a value of the magnetization 

,//(r,rw 17' 21U[-7=J- R) (1.17) 
V V2K J PIU'WL' )  J  

Ibr some randomly chosen probability |)lmv(i). To conserve magnetization, the equal and 

opposite change is made to another randomly-selected nearby point, j. Both changes are 

constrained to maintain |/f (''/.;)"(U I '• 
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The .second s lop of  I ho anneal ing [)roooss  determines whether  ( h is  now change to  I ho 

magnet i /a l ion should ho aeooplod.  Wo calculate  tho change in  total  energy AE of  the 1  

system niado by this  change.  If  tho onorgy is  reduced.  wo aooopt  tho change outr ight .  

U'  tho onorgy is  increased,  wo may ehooso to  koop tho vahio in  our  <{Ufsl  to  osoapo local  

minima.  Tho choice to  koop this  now value is  based upon tho Bolt /maim factor  Cor (ho 

onorgy di  I Terence 

where /.*j>/  i s  an appropriately chosen constant  analogous to  the Bolt / .mann constant 1 .  Wo 

then use a  random number generator  to  f ind a  number p  equal ly  l ikely to  fal l  between 

0 and l /A' i j 'V.  I f  ynoi tzmnim f t ivp.  wo accept  the change in magnet izat ion and proceed 

to  the next  point .  I f  />Hoitzin; imi  <  Pkcvp-  we return to  the f i rs t  s tep and at tempt  a  different  

value for  the magnet izat ion.  

This  anneal ing procedure is  repeated for  every point  in  tho dis t r ibut ion,  and repealed 

( typical ly)  10 t imes per  temperature .  As this  concludes,  a  counter  var iable 1  n is  advanced 

one uni t  and the temperature  is  then reduced according to  the •"schedule"  7 '„  ---  7b/2" ,  

whore 7b is  tho ini t ia l  temporaluro.  Typical  calculat ions used 7 'o  =  10 and / /m a s  -  100.  

-1.5 R ECIONT D10 V10 LOI' 1\I10NTH 

1.5.1 EXI 'KKIMKNTAL KVIDF.NCK 

In  a  bid to  answer I l ie  quest ion of  whether  a  mixture  of  two lermionic  components  would 

undergo a  t ransi t ion to  a  forroniagnol io  s la te  in a  quantum gas,  ,Jo c t  a  I .  subjected two 

hyperlino stales of a ''Li gas to strong repulsive interact ions near a Foshbaeh resonance [lOcS], 

Using measurements  of  l i fe t ime,  kinet ic  onorgy,  and chemical  potent ia l  as  their  probes,  they 

found s ignatures  in  these values  consis tent  with a  ferromagnet ic  s ta le .  

Though not  in  quant i ta t ive agreement ,  wi th  oi l  her  I ho uniform model  used in  that  paper  

[IOS] or  this  work (§•1.2.2,  $1.2.3) .  the  qual i ta t ive behaviour  of  the measured quant i t ies  is  

in  agreement  with those models  of  i t inerant  Ibrromaguotism.  In the measurement  of  the 

loss  ra te  (Fig.  1 .10(a)) .  there  is  an interact  ion s t rength at  which the three-body loss  is  

maximal ,  and a  subsequent  reduct ion in  loss  for  yet  s t ronger  interact ions,  in  qual i ta t ive 

' The  v . i l no  o f  / i ' ii '  i s  i n i t i a l l y  chosen  t o  ho  I  h e  to t  a !  ene rgy  o f  d i e  sys lom d iv ided  by  1  h e  in i t i a l  t empora l  l i r e .  

/ ' l i o l l zmnmi  ( L I S )  
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FICUUK 1.10: MIT results displaying evi
dence lor itinerant forromagnot ism in an ul-
t racold  Fermi  gas .  reproduced f rom Jo  ct. al. ,  
[108]. The results roprodncod hero arc for 
("lie lowest temperatures only. I'/'l)- - 0.12. 
The vortical grey baud indicates (-.he region 
of crossover to tlu" ferromagnetic state, show
ing the range of possible critical interaction 
strengths, (a) Loss rate as a function of in
teraction parameter. Like Fig. 1.1. there is a 
peak in the loss rate, such that losses are sup
pressed for strong interactions. 13lack [joints 
show 'i'/'/y - 0.12, which open circles are 
I ' /T j . '  0 .22  and  t r i ang le s  a r e  fo r  T/Ty 
O.rjf). The curves are guides to the eye. (b) 
Kinetic energy vs. interaction parameter. A 
clear dip in the interaction energy is seen near 
tlie critical interaction strength, iu qualitative 
agreement with results in Fig. -1.3. (c) Chem
ical potential and cloud size vs. interaction 
parameter, which is analogous to the pot ini
tial energy measurement. There is a slight 
[leak near the critical interaction strength, in 
qualitative agreement with, results in Fig. -1.3. 

Interaction Parameter kiL,a 

agreement  with Fig.  1.1.  The increase in  loss  ra le  with increasing interact ion s t rength is  

expected due lo  the dependence of  the loss  ra te  on the scat ter ing cross-sect ion.  The decrease 

in loss  ra le  for  higher  interact ion s t rengths  is  the indicator  of  ferromaguel ism,  indicat ing 

that  interact ions are  somehow suppressed al  these large values ,  possibly due to  a  local  

polar izat ion of  the  components .  The measured peak in loss  ra le  is  found for  an interact ion 

parameter  k'l-a larger  than 2,  and increases  with temperature ,  while  the zero temperature  

calculat ion l inds the peak at  ky(t  ~  2.  

Measurements  of  the energies  show similar  qual i ta t ive agreement .  The experimental  

kinet ic  energy measurements ,  performed by measuring the expansion energy af ter  a  rapid 
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turn of! of both the t rap and the interaction strength, display minima at particular values 

of the interact ion parameter (Fig. 1.10(b)). The minimum exists because the large repulsive 

interact ions existing just before the onset offerromagnetic-like behaviour expand the cloud 

and reduce the kinetic energy. Beyond this transition point, the interactions have less effect 

as the cloud segregates and returns to its former size. The same arguments apply to the 

finding of a maxiumum in the chemical potential, which is directly related to the cloud 

size (Fig. 1.10(c)). The locations and relative changes in the energies do not fall within 

quantitative agreement of the results in Fig. 1.3, but the existence of the1 peaks and minima 

qualitatively corroborate these results. 

One possibly obfuscating aspect of this type of experiment is the tendency for the 

formation of molecules on the repulsive side of the Feshbach resonance. The existence1 of a 

low-energy bound state is inherent to the mechanism of the Feshbach resonance, and the 

rate at which molecules form is characteristic of the atomic and molecular properties. As 

a result-, these1 experiments arc1 performed as rapidly as possible1, given the constraints 011 

magnetic field ramp times, but even so. up to 25% of the atoms exist as molecules in these 

samples. Though checks we're mack1 to ensure the proportion of molecules in the systcun did 

not affect the results. there1 may be more-complicated physics involving interactions that 

include the1 niolcHuilar component. 

1.5.2 SUBSEQUENT THEORETICAL WORK 

In I he1 wake of these experiuicuital results [108], interc'st in lerroniagnetism in cold gases has 

blossomcxl. Some of this work foeusscv on making better calculations of the ferromagnetic 

transition [joint, particularly through c]uaiitum Monte Carlo (QMC) calculations [101, 109]. 

The QMC1 methods allow lor more1 complicated and possibly niany-boely interactions to 

replace the simple hard-sphere scattering approximations made in previous work. Both 

stiidicvs [101, 109] find that the1 critical infcTaclioii parameter is reduced by considering 

tlicvse scattering models. 

The1 possible complications clue1 to the presence of molecules in the sample are addressed 

in another work [110], where the dynamics of the experiment arc1 cousidercxl. Using a ele1-

scription for the scat tering that accounts for both the energy clepcnidcuiee near the1 Feshbach 

resonance and Pauli blocking, they study the rates of the pairing and ferromagnetic instabil

ities and duel that the pairing instability is always dominant. Additionally, I hey show that 

a maximum in pairing rate1 occurs around A'/.•« ~ 2 and that thero is a reduction in kinetic 

energy of the unpaired electrons due1 the shrinking Fermi sea, in evaluative1 agreement with 
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experimental results. Tlioso result s suggest that pairing alone may account lor some of the 

effects attributed to ferromagnetism. 

Another vein of work inspired by this experiment considers whether there is an explana

tion for the lion-moiiotonie behaviour of the energies that does not invoke ferromagnetism. 

Zliai asks "whether spin polarization is the only way to reduce interaction energy" [111] and 

answers with a calculation showing that a configuration including short-range correlations 

renormalizes the interaction strength and leads to the same" energetic signatures as were 

seen in the experiment. The nature of the short-range correlations are similar to those1 in 

the Gutzvviller projected wa.vofunctiou, where t he probability of two opposite-spin fermions 

existing at the same spatial location is suppressed without the emergence of long-range 

order characteristic of a ferromagnet. In particular, a variational solution to the density 

profile is introduced by assuming that the1 probability of opposite-spin fermions at the same 

point is  reduced from p1  to (1 — g)p l ,  where g is  the variational parameter and (1 — g) 

reduces the interaction parameter for repulsive1 interactions (g > 0). 

He points out that without the direct observation of ferromagnetic domains, the short-

range correlated configuration cannot be distinguished from the ferromagnetic. In subse

quent work [112], Zliai and Cui found that the there were1 regions of interaction strength 

in which both ferromagnetic and short-range correlation fluctuations exist, and that the 

ferromagnetic state was, hideed, dominant for sufficiently high interaction strengths. They 

point out, however, that different correlation mechanisms may be sufficient to eliminate the 

ferromagnetic tendencies. 

fn this evolution of theories, wo see a trend not unlike1 that emerging from the original 

models of ferromagnetism in metals. The existence of ferromagnetism seems to depend very 

much on the approximations used to describe the system. Like many problems involving 

fermions. calculations are difficult, and the question of the existence of ferromagnetism may 

bo best settled by an unambiguous experimental signature, such as a direct observation of 

spin polarization. 

4.6 OBSERVATIONS OF STRONGLY INTERACTING 40K ATOMS 

The original motivation for the theoretical work in ferromagnetism in trapped fermions 

was in preparation for experiments with st rongly interacting l()K. While1 these experiments 

we're elolayoel, and semio e>f the results e)f the theory e'onfirmexl by the MIT experiment [108], 
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plans to continue this work remain. Below is a description of the preparations made for 

this experiment, completed before the December 2007 apparatus renewal aud the new atom 

chip that came with that. 

The original plan for these experiments was in keeping with the suggestions put forth 

in Ref. [99] - we planned to prepare a ferromagnetic state and observe its subsequent decay 

as a function of the interaction strength between states. As such, one of the key ingredients 

to experiments exploring ferromagnetism is the ability to manipulate1 the scattering length 

between atoms. To do this, we plan to use an already-discovered Feshbach resonance ([113], 

see §4.6.2). In general, these resonances occur only for atoms in specific liyperfine and Zee-

man states; in particular, high-field seeking states. These conditions stipulate that internal 

state manipulation is important for preparation, and optical trapping is necessary for con

finement. The resonance occurs at a specific value of the magnetic field, and control of this 

value is important for control of the interactions between atoms. The following subsections 

describe the1 progress made in readying the apparatus for ferromagnetism experiments. 

4.6.1 INTERNAL STATE PREPARATION 

The experimental sequence used to gather ultraeold fermions relies upon magnetic trap

ping, as described in §2.1.1. The sympathetic cooling done by the lS7Rb yields a spin-

polarized DFG of l()K at the end of the cooling sequence. These atoms, in the low-field 

seeking |F, ?n/.') = |9/2, 9/2) state must be transferred to an optical trap and their inter

nal state must be manipulated to obtain the high-field seeking states we wish to use with 

the Feshbach resonance. Either rf- or microwaves will induce transitions from the weak-

field seeking states to the high-field seeking states; both are shown ground state manifold 

schematic in Fig. 4.11. 

CALCULATING TRANSITION FREQUENCIES 

The liyperfine structure of tlu; 10K atom is discussed at length in Appendix A. The 

frequency separations between ground states can be found from the Breit-Rabi formula, 

which applies to ground state atoms with (J = i) [62] and is an exact diagonalization of 

Eq. (A.11) 

4mX{D)  
2/ + 1 

+ X 2 (B)^  
1/2 

(4.49) 
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FIGURE 4.11: Ground state manifold of *'°K, in a magnetic field. Lower manifold corresponds to 
the F — 9/2 hyperfine states: upper manifold corresponds to the F = 1/2 manifold. Small numbers 
indicate mp quantum number, good at low magnetic fields. RF transitions within the hyperfine 
manifold are schematically shown by blue curved arrows for the lower manifold, while the orange 
straight arrows correspond to the microwave transitions between hyperfine manifolds. 

where 

( fJJ  ~  (J f ) l i l iB  

^4hls(^ + 
x{B) = (4.50)  

and Ai,fe = -285.731 MHz [114], I  = 4 [61], g.j = 2.00229421 [61], g, = 0.000176490 [61]. 

and m = 7 /1] ± ̂  for all w./ 6 [—/,/]. Additionally, this formula can be used to calculate 

the magnetic moments of each of the ground states as a function of magnetic field by taking 

the derivative of this expression. 

Am 

—- = fjnmm ± 1(4.51) 

(l  + + X'2(B)j 

The energies and magnetic moments for l0K are shown in Fig. 4.12, and the transition 

frequencies between states for those1 transitions allowed in the low-field limit are tabulated 

in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 for the microwave and rf transitions, respectively. 

In addition to determining the appropriate transition frequencies for state preparation 

given a magnetic field, an alternate use of these data is for calibration of a magnetic field. 
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IF,??),/,-) |  F ' ,7n 'F )  

Magnetic; field 

20.00 G 202.10 G 224.21 G 

|9/2,9/2> |7/2,7/2) 1236.4 820.2 775.6 

|9/2,7/2) O |7/2,7/2) 

19/2,7/2) ^ |7/2,5/2) 

: 242.9 918.2 890.5 

1249.3 998.8 981.6 

19/2,5/2) 17/2,7/2) 

|9/2,5/2) *+ |7/2,5/2) 

19/2,5/2) <+ |7/2,3/2) 

1249.2 998.9 981.7 

1255.6 1079.6 1072.8 

1261.9 1149.7 1150.4 

|9/2,3/2) *+ |7/2,5/2) 

|9/2,3/2) |7/2,3/2) 

|9/2,3/2) ** |7/2,l/2) 

1262.0 1149.7 1150.5 

1268.3 1219.8 1228.2 

1274.5 1282.6 1297.1 

|9/2,1/2) <-> 17/2,3/2) 

|9/2,l/2) |7/2,l/2) 

|9/2,l/2) ** |7/2,-l/2) 

1274,5 1282.7 1297.2 

1280.8 1345.5 1366.1 

1287.0 1402.9 1428.8 

|9/2,-l/2) |7/2,l/2) 

(9/2, —1/2) J7/2, —1/2) 

19/2.-1/2) t* (7/2,-3/2) 

1287.0 1403.0 1428.8 

1293.2 1460.4 1491.3 

1299.3 1513.6 1549.0 

19/2,-3/2) ** j 7/2, —1/2) 

|9/2,-3/2) ** |7/2,-3/2) 

(9/2,-3/2) j 7/2, —5/2) 

1299.3 1513.7 1549.0 

1305.5 1566.9 1606.7 

1311.5 1616.8 1660.6 

19/2,-5/2) ** 17/2,-3/2) 

|9/2,-5/2) ** 17/2,-5/2) 

19/2,-5/2) 17/2, —7/2) 

1311.5 1616.9 1660.7 

1317.6 1666.7 1714,5 

1323.7 1713.7 1765.1 

19/2,-7/2) ^ 17/2,-5/2) 

|9/2,-7/2) 17/2,-7/2) 

1323.7 1713.8 1765.2 

1329.7 1760.7 1815.8 

[9/2, —9/2) *+ |7/2, —7/2) 1335.6 1805.1 1863.4 

TABLE 4.1: Microwave t ransit ions between L( ,K ground st ales. Ail values in MHz. 
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FrotJRU 4.12: lop row: Hyporfhio energies vs. magnetic field for low (leftJ and all (right) fields. 
Solid (dashed) lines indicate £+(-)• For low fields, only the lower manifold is shown. Bottom row: 
magnetic moments for low (left) and all (right) magnetic- field values. As above, solid (dashed) lines 
show DE+(-)/0I3. The quantum numbers for the states shown are (in the right panels) from top to 
bottom: m./.- = {—7/2, ••• , 7/2.9/2, • • • , -9/2}, or mi — {--4, ••• , 4.4. • • • . -4} with m.y — 1 /2 for 
(lie solid lines and —1/2 for dashed lines. 

By spectrosoopically determining some transition frequency between well-known states, the 

magnetic- fit id can be measured precisely. 

DEMONSTRATING STATU CONTROL 

In order to prepare atoms for the demonstration of the Feslibac-li resonance, we need to 

manipulate the internal state to prepare? (lie appropriate combinations for ( lie resonance we 

choose. In the magnetic trap, where sympathetic cooling has brought tliem near degeneracy, 

the; atoms are in the magnetically trappable [9/2. 9/2} stretched state1. These are transferred 

to a purely optical trap. Here, we wish to make a mixture of atoms in the |9/2. -9/2) and 
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Magnetic field 

t-T 1 F' .m' j , )  20.00 G 202.10 G 224.21 G 

|9/2,9/2) |9/2,7/2) 6.4572 98.3764 115.427 

|9/2;7/2) |9/2,5/2) G.3909 80.7533 91.1601 

19/2.5/2) •f"7 |9/2,3/2) G.32GG 70.1G65 77.7900 

|9/2,3/2) ^T7 19/2,1/2) 6.2642 62.8980 69.0000 

|9/2.1/2) f-7 |9/2,-l/2) 6.203G 57.5078 62.6522 

|9/2,-l/2) -H- |9/2,-3/2) 6.1447 53.3060 57.7896 

19/2.-3/2) 4-T 19/2,-5/2) 6.0875 49.9094 53.9100 

|9/2, —5/2) 4-> |9/2,-7/2) 6.0319 47.0902 50.7211 

|9/2,-7/2) 19/2,-9/2) 5.9383 44.3032 47.5979 

TAHI.H 4.2: RF transitions in ground state "JK, F — 9/2 manifold. All values in MHz. 

|9/2, —7/2) states, that we might address the 202 G resonance (See §4.0.2). 

First, we transfer the atoms from the weak-field seeking part of the manifold to the high-

field seeking. Using adiabatie rapid passage, we can sweep an rf field through the resonances 

between adjacent states to complete a transfer from the weak-field seeking stretched state to 

the high-field seeking one. We turn on the rf field far above resonance at 11.0 MHz. so as not 

to induce any spurious transitions at turn on. With a quantization held of 19.8 G. we ramp 

the rf frequency to a value above the resonance for the first rf transition iu the ladder. 6.55 

MHz (See first column of Table 4.2). In 30 ms, we linearly ramp the rf frequency from 6.55 

MHz to 5.70 MHz, which is below the frequency for the lowest transition on the ladder. The 

rf frequency is then ramped down to 1.50 MIIz in 5 ms and turned off. Using Stern-Gerlach 

imaging, we separately image the different m/.- states and optimise these parameters for 

transfer into the mj.- = —(J/2 state. 

To create a mixture of jfJ/2. —9/2) and |9/2, —7/2) . we add a step before ramping the 

frequency to 1.50 MHz. At this point, we ramp the frequency back up 1o the resonance 

position (in 5 ms) between these; two sl ates, which we experimentally determine is 5.90 MHz. 

by balancing the; populati'ns of the two components. The field is then suddenly turned off. 

That this is a mixture instead of a pure state arises due to the dephasing inherent in this 

experiment. Long wait time's allow the atoms to sample' the- different magnetic; fields (due1 

to imperfect uniformity of the fields) and the phase relationship in the superposition is 

randomized atom-to-atom. 
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FlCM'RlC 4.13: Microwave transfer in 
magnetic trap, with 19.8 G Ioffe fiolcl. 
A mixture of atoms in |9/2. —9/2) and 
19/2. —7/2) is prepared. Shown is a mea
sure of atom number in the |9/2, —9/2) 
after microwave sweep. The Lorentzian 
fit gives I he transition centre at 1336.228 
± 0.003 MHz and width of 0.09 ± 0.01 
MHz. 

Wo also show that microwavcs can manipulate tho state of the atom. With a mixture 

created as above in a magnetic field of 19.8 G (very near the 20.00 G tabulated in Table-

4.2), we transfer atoms from the |9/2. —9/2) to the |7/2. —7/2) state. We measure the atom 

number in the inj= —9/2 state and see a loss around the expected value in Fig. 4.13. 

1.0.2 FESIIBACH RESONANCE JN l0K 

The interactions between two particular internal states of an '°K atom can be controlled 

by varying the magnetic field in the vicinity of a Feshbaeh resonance. Using the results 

of Refs. [9. 113], the scattering length between the |9/2. -9/2) and |9/2, -7/2) slates as a 

function of magnetic field 

a w (B)  =  174au  ( )  -  • M-52)  

where 174«o is the background scattering length. B is the magnetic field, 202.10 ± 0.07 G 

is the experimentally measured centre of the resonance between these slates, and 7.8 ± 

0.6 G its width. A resonance bet ween the |9/2. —9/2) and |9/2. —5/2) states has also been 

observed, at a magnetic field of 224.21 ± 0.05 G with a widt h of 9.7 ± 0.6 G [115]. 

To identify the position of the resonance, we rely upon the enhanced three-body loss 

associated with the large scattering length near the resonance. Since the loss rate is pro

portional to the sixth power of the scattering length [103]. changes in the scattering length. 

a, will be mirrored by dramatic changes in the loss rate. 

We create a mixture of atoms in the |9/2,— 9/2) and |9/2. — 7/2) stales in an optical 

trap and turn on the magnetic held smoothly in 20 ms to values near 202.10 G. This held 

is held for 500 ms. alter which, it is smoothly turned off in 100 ms. Figure 1.1 1 shows the 
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FICCRK 4.14: Experimental evidence of Feshbach resonance in 1(JK. Round and square points 
represent two different data sets, obtained in that order within 1 hour. The magnetic field was 
calibrated with Zeeman transition frequencies in wRb . The dashed line is a Lorentzian fit to all of 
the dala, with centre at 201.."5 ± 0.2 G and width 8.10 ± 0.02 G. 

total atom number as a function of the final field value. There is a clear loss feature around 

201.3 db 0.2 G. with a width of 8.10 ± 0.02 G. This centre value is in good agreement willi 

the accepted value. 

4.0.3 MAGNETIC FIELD STABILITY 

STABILITY CRITKRIA 

As discussed in the theoretical sections of this chapter, the relevant control parameter is 

the interaction parameter, which is k^a = k'jAOja. To determine the precision with which, 

we must cont rol 1he magnetic field, we relate it to this interaction parameter. The scattering 

length, varies with magnetic field as Eq. (4.52) and the Fermi wavevecfor depends on the 

density, and thus the number of atoms and trap parameters. As an estimate, we assume 

that we will use ~ 101 atoms and harmonic trap parameters u) — 2ir / (1000.1000,50) 11/,. 

and find 

A•" = Y^^(48AR)L/0  = 1.1 / 107M '. (4.53) 

The region in which the interesting physics exists is that of slrong interactions, which 

we will define as l/J,a > 1. Using the parameters above, this amounts to a magnetic field 
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range from 201.22 G to 202.10 G. or a region of 880 inG width. As a comparison, if 

a; = 2TT x (200.200. 50) Hz. the values of magnetic field at which k'j.-a > 1 are 201.61 G to 

202.10 G. yielding a range of 490 inG of strong repulsive interactions. 

As a minimal requirement for field stability, we might assume that we need to control the 

magnetic field to within 10% of the field range over which interesting interaction parameters 

exist, meaning ~ 50 inG stability for the weaker trap. In a ~ 200 G field, this requires 1 

part in 4 x 10'! stability. 

For a more stringent requirement on field stability, we consider a demanding measure

ment technique. One means of determining tlic? existence of interactions (and thus a demag

netized state) in this system is to measure the transition frequency to an auxiliary Zeeman 

state [115. 116]. The1 interactions will shift these transitions by an amount known as the 

clock shift:, the frequency of which is 

2h 
Av = —[)~(( i79 -  a- > 7 )  (4.54) 

m 

where we are considering the specific case of atoms in | F = 9/2. /;;/,• = —9/2) and |9/2. —7/2). 

and an auxiliary state |9/2.—5/2), where pj is the density of the |9/2. — 7/2) atoms, a79 

is the scattering length between the two states which depend 011 the magnetic field in the 

regime of this experiment, and or,7 — 174«o is the background scattering length, since they 

are far from that resonance. 

One possibility for the stability criterion is to demand a stability with which one can 

distinguish 1 jet ween the absence and presence of interactions to a precision equal to the 

background scattering length. If we assume a density pj = 1 x 10w cm'"'5, then At/ = 913 

Hz. Translating this frequency into a magnetic field, we consider the magnetic moment 

differences at 202.10 G: 

/'—7/2 — /'-!)/2 = 154 kI4z/G (1.55) 

/'—5/2 — - 7/2 — 110 kllz/G. (4.56) 

where the subscripts refer to t r i f .  Using the first of these, this implies (hat a stability of 

913 Hz leads to a field stability of ~ 6 mG. I11 fractional terms. 6 niG/202.10 G ~ 3 x 10 0 

a few parts in 101. 

Comparing this number to the Jin experiment. C. Regal's thesis [117] (pll2) cites a 

stability of 7 111G. and they can measure up to a 1 kHz precision 011 the | — 5/2) —» | — 7/2) 

transition, which is similar to the demand of our estimate. 
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Main current (~ 32 A) 

Measured current 

Thaler Precision Voltage 

Reference: + 2.5V 
VRE3025 

Set Point 

Input f 

Parallel 1.79 l<Q 

S CQ 
1 ̂ 2 3 Ql ^ 
_ a) Z 
13 ^ O 
u O O 
C Q-  O  

0.590 kQ 

22 nF 

12Q 

10 kQ-1 kQ 

Texas Components Q ' 

Precision Resistors 
1 ppm 

coils 

Danfysik Ultrastab 867-200 

Agilent 6684A 

40V / 128 A 

FIC.UHH 4.15: Schematic of Feshbacli control circuit. Magnetic coil curronl (blue line) is controlled 
by high power IGBT (.yellow), with feedback from a prevision current transducer, Daufysik Ultrastab 
867-200 1 (red). The current output (green line) of the transducer is .measured by a high-precision 10 
il (1 ppm) resistor (blue highlight) and compared to the set voltage. The set voltage is determined 
by a voltage divider with similar precision resistors and powered by a precision voltage source (green 
highlight). The set point input allows for small changes on the set voltage. 

MAGNETIC KIELD STABILITY 

To gain access to the tunability of the interaction strength available at a Feslibaeh res

onance, we must, in addition to trapping the atoms optically, stabilize the magnetic fields 

about the resonance feature. The precision of the magnetic Held reflects that available for 

the interact ion strength values. The same coils arc used for this high magnetic lield as to 

create the gradient for the MOT (sec1 p.'l, [15]), but instead of auti-IIelniholtz, they will be 

switched to a Helmliollz configuration. The existing magnetic field control was implemented 

via the power supply current-limit mode. 
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To improve1 upon this sot. up, wo control the current external to a low-noise power supply 

using a feedback loop between a precision cm-rent probe1 and a high-power transistor. We 

use the low-noise power supply, Agilent 6684A (10 V / 128 A. noise1 1.0 niVnilH. 10 niVpp). 

We measure the current with Danfysik's Ullrastab 867-2001 current sensor (temperature 

stability and temporal drift characteristics arc* < 1 ppiu/K. < Ippm/mouth). The control 

scheme is outlined schematically in Fig. 4.15. The basic principle is to measure t.lie output 

of the current sensor across a precision resistor (Vishay VII102K series, 1 ppm) and compare 

t his to a set point voltage, which we implement in this first version of the circuit t hrough a 

precision voltage reference (Thaler VRE3025, 0.G ppm/°C) divided down to the appropriate1 

input value1 through a resistor-divicleT network. The resultant error signal is provided as the1 

gate voltage1 on a high-peiwer IGBT (Advanced Power Technologies APT200GN60J, 600V, 

280A) such that it c'euitre)ls the1 coil eurremt running letwcxui the collect e>r anel emitter. 

Te> test the stability of the magnetic fielel cout-rol, we stuely the width e)f an atomic 

transition with various fielel control scheunes. We use a transition in 8'R.b, loading atoms 

in the | F = 2,?;/./•• = 2) internal state1 into an optical trap. We1 tunc the1 magnetic fielel te) a 

value1 we1 pre-sumc1 is new the 202 G nex'c'ssary for the Fevshbach f*ontre)l of the l0K ate)ms. 

We transfer the Rb at.e)ms te) the |2.1} stat e1 using an rf froejuoncy near 128 MIIz. The rf is 

t urnexl e)n sudcleuily, anel le-fl on for 50 ins, anel turnexl e>ff suddenly. As the transfbrm-limitexl 

wieltli associated with this pulse is ~ 20 IIz, wielths greate1!' than those would inelicate an 

instability in the magnetic lieilel, whose variations bre)aekin the value1 e)f the1 transition. We 

assume1 the magnetic- lievlel ne>isei is the dominant broadcuiiug liiex'hanisui in these ultracold 

(but not clogencTatc1) clemels. 

These transitions arc she)wu for various configurations of fie»lel control in Fig. 4.16. 

Fig. 4.16(a) shews the transit ion for the1 original magnetic control sclicmie, anel yields the 

widest transit km. Fig. 4.16(b) shews the transition for the new magnetic contre)l scheme, 

in what, is called "Cemliguratiem I" a configuration using a switching pewcT supply in 

the cemtrol circuit. The transitions lor ''Configuration II" are shewn in Figs. 4.16(c) anel 

4.16(el). IICTC1, the switching pewcT supply in the1 control was replaced by an IIP E3611A 

linear power supply, which is much bettor at filteiriiig line1 noise1. With widths as small as 6 

kHz on a transition of 128 000 kHz, this initial tost, showed a roeluction of a factor e)f 10 in. 

the1 noise1, to the1 lewl e>f one part in 2 x 10'. 

Improvements to this e'ircnit (§4.0.3) neexl to be1 made to allow fast switching OVCT a 

~ 10 G range, in oreler te) access the zen-o of the Feslibach reise)iiance anel turn off interact ions. 

Change's to the input signal set-pe)int shoulel allow for this. 
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Kicuiuc 4.1G: Magnetic field stability measurements, made by looking at the width of rf transitions 
between 's'R.b states |2,'2) and |2,1). Horizontal scales are not equal. Dashed curves are Gaussian 
lits to the data, to approximate a width of the transition, (a) With original magnetic Held control, 
a --- 70 ± 6 kHz, (b) With new magnetic field control, Configuration I, a — 20 :fc 5 kHz. (c) With 
new magnetic field control, Configuration II, a = 6.1 ± 0.3 kHz, (d) Same conditions as (c) with an 
increased sampling frequency, a — 5.-J ± 0.2 kHz. 

• I.G. I LOOKINC FORWARD 

Before experiments probing ferromagtietisin arc1 ready, a few challenges remain. 

The fennions need to be1 degenerate in the optical trap, at temperatures at or below 

0.2T/,\ To date in our laboratory, these temperatures have only been reached in the magnetic 

(rap via sympathetic cooling with <s'Rb . The most likely route towards this is to stop the 

sympathetic! cooling at some optimized point (before the onset of strong K-Rb losses) during 

the cooling process, remove all Rb from the magnetic trap, and load fennions into the optical 

trap. Here, a spin mixture1 could be made, which would then allow for thermalization during 

a subsequent all-optical evaporation process. A Feshbach-enhaneecl scattering length could 
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1)0 used to optimise the procedure. At high enough magnetic fields, these states can be 

isolated spoctroseopically and one could be removed from the trap. At this point, the 

desired stale could be initialized through appropriate rf or microwave transitions. 

Once cold fermions lmve been produced in the optical trap, and the magnetic field 

stability is (loomed sufficient for the experiment, one issue facing this experiment is the loss 

rate to molecular production. There have boon some measurements of this loss [113], but 

it. should bo measured at the densities and trap configurations wo will bo using. Those 

measurements will sot a time scale in which the experiments looking for forromagnotism 

must to completed and may insist on more stringent requirements of timing control than 

are currently available. 

One of the first and most straightforward experiments to perform would bo that on 

which wo originally planned the proposal of Duino and MacDonald [99]. Using the tools 

developed above, atoms in an identical superposition state of the two Zeeman levels affected 

by the Feshbach resonance would be put in the region of strong interactions. By measuring 

the timescalo for which the atoms remain in the ferromagnotically ordered identical states, 

wo could observe how the preservation of a ferromagnetic state depends on the strength 

of the interactions. Using a trimming gradient, coil, we could change the magnetic field 

gradients seen by the sample1 and measure how the dophasing induced by the different 

energy environment across the cloud affects the preservation of this ferromagnetism. 



CHAPTER 5 

BEC DYNAMICS IN A TUNABLE DOUBLE WELL 

The condensation of bosons into a single ground-state wavefunetion is a well understood 

example of individual quantum mechanical objects transitioning into a many-body state1. 

The emergence of a single phase1 parameter attests to the quantum mechanical nature of 

this mesoscopic object. The first measurements of this phase came of probing the phase 

difference between two separated condensates [118], circumventing the restriction forbidding 

the measurement of a single1 phase. When there exists some1 wavefunetion overlap between 

nearby condensates, the phase difference across the barrier can be well-defined and will, as 

first described by Josephson for superconductors [119], drive transport across the junction. 

Recent double well BEC experiments have1 exploited these properties to realize1 tunnelling 

transport [120] and to generate1 exotic quantum mechanical states [121]. 

Dynamical studies can re>veal properties of the unelerlying hamiltonian geweruing the 

general behaviour of system. In a BEC, quantum mechanical transport is elrivcn by spatial 

gradients in the phase. In the double well system, the character of the transport between 

the wells in partieuilarly sensitive1 to the spatial phase graelients in anel across the barrier 

region. By tuning the height of the barrier, anel thus the density anel healing length of the 

BEC at the point cemnecting the wells, the character of the macroscopic transport changes, 

repealing the many-boely properties e)f the system. 

In this chapter, a BEC is introchiced to a tunable magnetic demblc well potential, where 

all barrier heights from zero to effectively-infinite are explored. This chapter stuelievs the 

eiuantmn transport of the BEC across the barrier for various out-e>f-cquilibrhim initial con-

elitions at variable barrier heights. By stuelying both mass transport anel phase evolutton, 

we find the system behaves as a single ''perfect'' invisciel, irrotational - fluid for tow bar

riers anel strong emipling between the wells, anel as a Joscplison junctton for large1 barriers 

86 
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or large initial imbalances wlioro tunnelling is the dominant mechanism of transport. 

This chapter begins in §5.1 by establishing the context for these experiments in tenuis 

of work done in similar systems both in the condensed-matter and quantum-gas worlds. A 

description of the underlying equations of motion in the strong and weak-coupling regimes 

follows in §5.2, and the experimental tools specific to this chapter are described in §5.3. 

For small initial imbalances, mass-transport behaviours are described in §5.4, revealing 

a crossover between superfluid hydrodynamics and Joseplison transport. Observations of 

•Joseplisoii-like behaviour in the mass transport, for large initial imbalances is reported in 

§5.5. In §5.6, the decay of population imbalance is srudied. Phase1 signatures of quantum 

transport, are discussed in §5.7 and the implications of this work are considered iu §5.8. 

5.1 BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT FOR DOUBLE WELL EXPERIMENTS 

Long before the idea of a double well was applied to dilute-gas BECs, it was studied 

within the context of other many-body systems. The interesting properties of double-

well physics emerged as technological advances provided better superconducting materials, 

and effects like tunnelling could be measured. Brian Joseplison was the first to describe 

a set of behaviours characteristic of a tunnelling junction between two superconducting 

systems, each of which is described by its own wavefunctioii. These .Joseplison effects 

were discovered in a variety of systems, including superfluid helium. In the era of the 

ultraeold gas, these1 quantum fluids have alse) been studied in double well environments, 

with motivations inclueling precision interfcrometry and exotic quantum state manufacture. 

• JOSI iP I ISON JUNCTIONS IN CONDICNSICD MATTUR PHYSICS 

Iii the early 19G0's, fabrication techniques, especially tliin-film deposition, were eleveloped 

to the point where1 superconducting materials could be manipulated into a variety erf struc

tures. Observations erf tunnelling between superconducting layers separated by an insulator 

[122, 123] indicated that the electron wavefunctiem extended beyemd the classical bemuds 

erf the superconducting material. 

Brian Josepslion, in thinking about the nature of the superconducting order parameter, 

realized that the quantum mechanical phase difference between two nearby but insulated 

superconducting regions would be well-defined and observable if the1 system could satisfy 

the number-phase uncertainty relationship by allowing electrons to tunnel between the 
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rogions [124]. His ealeuilatienis showed that a superconducting current would travel across 

the insulating barrier and predicted two effects [119]: first, for external currents less than 

some critical value, there would exist a supercurrent flowing across the junction with zero 

voltage1 drop; second, for external currents above the critical value, a sinusoidally varying 

supercurreut flows across the junction, with a frequency that depends on the potential 

energy difference between the regions. These stationary •'ele" and oscillatory "ac" effects 

arc1 defining characteristics of the Josephson junction. In the ac case, the evolution of the 

phase depends on the potential energy difference1 between the two regions in a simple way: 

(j> = AE/h, where 0 is the difference1 in the phase across the junction, and AE is a generic 

energy di f ference  between t l ieni ,  which is  th is  par t icular  ease 1  takes  the  form AE = 2cV,  

where e is the electric charge1 and V is the voltage1 difference across the junction. Evidenex1 

for thc\se effects was see^i very sex)n after thenr preeliction in supeTconelucting-insulating-

superconelucting sandwich geometries [125 127]. 

Though tunne*! junctions we're cone'eived as the en-iginal infrastructure upon which Joseph-

son junctienis were1 based, these elevices do not holel a monopoly on Joseplison-type plie-

nennena. Similar behaviour has been found across weak links [128, 129], in which the 

superconelucting regions are physically, but weakly, connected. The criterion establishing 

this weakness dictates that the effective1 length of the link be mueii smaller than the co

herence length of the supcTcemelucting order parameter in the e-onnecting region [129], such 

that the nem-local quantuin-mechanical nature of the system is important, even if tunnelling 

is not present. These devices typically exhibit a 27r-perioelic (though not necessarily sinu-

serielal) current-phase relationship. The simpler manufacture and small capacitance of these 

weak links are1 two practical aelvantages loading to their fmiuent use in Josephson junction 

devices. 

More recently, Josephson effects have been erxple>reel in superfluiel helium weak-link sys

tems. Two reservoirs of either '5He [130, 131] or 'He [132] are eomieeteel through the small 

holes in a microapertiu'e array, in which the size1 e)f the holes was cemiparablc to the super

fluiel healing length. Using a sensitive pressure detector1 to measure small differences in 

pressure, superfluiel flew between reservoirs was shown to exhibit berth the stationary dem

and oscillatory ac-Josephson effects. 

In superfluiel helium, the healing length can be tuned via temperature elue to its eliverging 

behaviour near the lambda point. The natine of the e'urrent-pliase relatienisliip is explored 

' Th i s  do led  o r ,  f i t t i ng ly ,  r e l i e s  upon  a  ,SQUID,  based  on  t l i e  . Jo sephson  e f f ec t , ,  t o  sens i t i ve ly  measu re  sma l l  

d i sp l acemen t s .  
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in tlio transition between the largo healing length regime, where transport between the 

reservoirs nmst rely 011 tunnelling, and the small healing length regime, where1 superiluid 

flow is allowed through the aperture [133]. A linear current-phase relationship is found in 

the small healing length regime, characteristic of hydrodynamics, while1 the relationship is 

sinusoidal for large1 healing lengths, consistent with Josephson-like behaviour. 

DOUBLK-YVELL BECS AND JOSRPHSON JUNCTIONS 

Before the first dilute-gas BEC was realized, the possibility of using two of them to create 

a Josephson jmietioii was discussed [134]. drawing an analogy between the two supercon

ducting reservoirs of a Josephson junction and close-but-separated condensates. The first 

explorations of nearby condensates demonstrated the measurable phase difference between 

wells through matter-wave interference [118]. These observations inspired many theoretical 

discussions of Josephson effects in double well BEC systems [135 139]. In general, these 

proposals exploit the two-mode model (TMM) to garner their results, assigning independent 

wavefimctions and phases to each side of the double-well junction with a well-defined phase 

difference between the wells. 

The first experiments to observe Josephson physics with cold atoms were done in optical 

lattices [140, 141]. I11 that work, a one-dimensional lattice of many wells was used, with 

tunnelling between neighbouring sites determining the oscillatory behaviour measured. I11 

the first experiment [140], analogies are made between the observed Bloch oscillations and 

the ac-Josephson effect, in that the frequency of oscillation depends 011 the potential differ

ence1 between neighboming sites. I11 the second experiment [141], periodic mass transport 

across adjacent wells is established as a consequence of the exchange between kinetic anel 

potential (interae'tion) energies, establishing a "plasma-like" e)se'illation, in analogy to the 

exchange e)f energy between the electric field and the tunnelling energies in a solid-state 

Josephson junction [127]. 

The first direct observation of Josephson dynamics in a true double well was in Ref. [120]. 

With in situ imaging, population differences between two wells could be measureel, while 

the phase information was obtained from matter-wave interference patterns. Plasma os

cillations were observed anel the current-phase relationship plotted. Some beyond-TMM 

characterisation erf this system was required to predict the frequency of these elynamics 

[142]. I11 subsequent work [143], both the elc- anel the ac-Josephson effects were1 observed in 

an atomic gas system. I11 the ac-effeet, often called "macroscopic quantum self-trapping" 

(MQST). the frequency of the populatfon exscillations depends 011 the chemical perteiitial 
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difference between the wells. 

Unique to the quantum gas implementations of t-lie double-well system is the ability to 

dynamically transform the shape1 of the potential, from, for instance, a single to a double 

well. Acliabatie deformations of this type1 can be used to generate number squeezed states 

[121, 144. 145]. This squeezing manifests itself as a reduction in the fluctuations in the atom 

number of each well upon repetition of the1 splitting process, which arises clue to an energetic 

a d v a n t a g e  i f  t h e  f l u c t u a t i o n s  a r e  s u b - P o i s s o n i a n .  T h e  n u m b e r - s q u e e z i n g  p a r a m e t e r  f a  —  

ax/a[)
N ~ y/kjjT/fi [121], where ax is the standard deviation of the number measurements, 

a% = \fN is the standard deviation for Poissonian statistics, T is the system temperature 

and //, its chemical potential. Esteve c.t al. show that their results are consistent with thermal 

equilibrium and find fa ~ 1 / \/2 [121]. In contrast, the work of Jo et al. [144, 145] cites 

a squeezing factor as small as £iV ~ 1/25, though the temperature is twice the chemical 

potential. The mystery surrounding these results may lie in the difference in geometry 

between these experiments, the former set in nearly spherical traps, while the latter is 

an elongated geometry. Phase fluctuations in the elongated trap [146 148] may suggest 

these experiments were out-of-equilibrium and indicate that the dynamics of the system are 

important to the generation of squeezed states. 

Further to the initial squeezing experiments, Ref. [149] demonstrates both squeezing and 

antisqueezing, the former at the lowest temperatures, and the latter at intermediate tem

peratures, where bosonic bunching dominates. Entanglement of the two separated BECs 

was also demonstrated in the Ref. [121] through number and phase measurements. The use 

of these squeezed aucl entangled states is especially attractive in the context of atom inter-

ferometry [23, 150, 151], where one might be able to make use of the reduced fluctuations 

to improve the sensitivity of precision measurements. 

The acliabatie transformation from a single to a double well used in main.' previous 

experiments traverses the crossover from the regime where hydrodynamics arc1 valid to the 

regime where a TMM accurately describes the system. While previous dynamical studies 

of the Joseplison junction [120, 143] have discussed the results in the context of a TMM, 

the barrier was not clearly greater than the chemical potential, and the assumption of weak 

coupling may not have been valid. 

By characterizing the dynamics throughout the crossover in this work, the qualitative 

character of the transport between the wells is established and the regions in which a certain 

description is valid can be identified. Such an understanding of the many-body transport is 

required to choose appropriate rates of change for adiabatic deformation and to fully exploit 
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the potential tor creating exotic quantum mechanical states. 

5.2 THEORETICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF A BEC IN DOUBLE WELL 

Calculations involving BECs are greatly simplified, compared to microscopic descriptions 

of fermions or Boltziiiaun particles, by the existence of the macroscopic many-body ground 

state wavefunction that defines the system. In the non-interacting system, this wavefunction 

would simply be the many-body product of the single1 particle ground state wavefunctions. 

The existence of the s-wave contact interaction complicates this description to some degree1, 

though the solutions to a modified Schrodinger equation, known as the Gross-Pitaevskii 

equation (GPE) do very well to describe1 the BEC in many situations. Though for compli

cated potentials, the GPE must be solved numerically to obtain exact results, there1 exist 

several regimes of approximation in which simpler models allow for a better intuitive under

standing of the system. In the single- to double-well transition, two of these approximations 

are the hydroelynaniic description, and the two-mode model (TMM). 

5.2.1 GROSS-PITARVSKII EQUATION 

The dynamics of a BEC are often well-described by the nonlinear Schrodinger equation 

known as the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE) [152. 153], where the nonlinear mean-field 

term accounts for interactions between particles. This description is valid for low energies, 

when the interactions are1 local (the scattering length a is less than the interparticle spacing) 

and the particle number N is much, greater than unity. The evolution of the condensate 

wavefunction, \t'(r, /), obeys this T = 0 GPE 

where Kxt(r) describes the external potential and ( j  = 4?rI r a / t u  is the interaction param

eter, and in is the particle mass. The time-independent version of this equation gives an 

energy eigenvalue equivalent to the chemical potential, //,. through 

and implies a timc-c^pendence to the wavefunction such that vP(r,/) oc oxp(—i f r t / h ) .  

By examining Eq. (5.2) we can evaluate the typical length scale1 over which the condcni-

sate wavefunction varies. Ignoring the effect, of the external potential V(r) and defining the 

= _|lV^(r.-/:) + *(r, t )  (5.1) 

(5.2) 
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local density of the condensate /;(r) = |^P(r)|-, we can define a local healing length. £(r), 

as the length scale of variation where1 the kinetic energy term is equal to tlie interaction 

energy term, /r/2/n£(r) = gp(r), sncli that 

In the context of the double we'll system, the value of £ in the barrier region is important 

when considering transport between the two halves of the system. Fen- low barriers, the 

density /;(r) is relatively high and 4' small, leading to hydrodynainic behaviour. When the 

barrier is high and depletes the density in the barrier region. £ grows and quantum transport 

phenomena become important. 

The GPE describes a broad range of phenomena in BECs, including studies of disorder 

and localization [154]. soliton dynamics [155 157], vortices [158, 159]. and BlvT physics 

[160, 161]. As in these systems, we expect the GPE to capt ure the low-energy excitations 

we study. For the specific potentials used in this work, the GPE can by simplified to 

show limiting behaviours - on one end of our cont inuum, we expect hydrodynamics to rule, 

while at the other, a two-mode model (TMM). Both of the these simplifications arc derived 

from the GPE, but better reveal the origins of the physics in their austerity. These limits 

represent two of the canonical regimes of superfluidity, and are explained in detail in the 

subsections to follow. 

5.2.2 HYDRODYNAMICS 

An interacting BEC exhibits the properties of a superfiuid. The1 GPE equation can be 

rendered to reveal these characteristics through a set of hydrodynainic equations describing 

perfect, irrotational and inviseid fluid behaviour. 

To reveal the hydrodynamics''2 of a BEC, we write the condensate wavefunctiou in tenuis 

of its density and phase, v['(r, i) = \Jp{r, /;) cxp(—v'0(r, /)), where p(r, t) = |<i/(r,f)|2 is the 

density and 0(r, t) = ji{r)t/1i is the phase. Just as with the linear Sehroelingcr equation, 

the probability flux feir the wavefunctiem is given by [162] 

(5.3) 

[tf*(r.-/)W(r,f) - ̂(r./:)V4>*(iv/)]. (5.4) 

2 Hero  and  th roughout  t  h i s  chap te r ,  wc> use 1 1  ho  t e rm "hydrodyna in ic"  lo  ro lb r  to  super t lu id  hydrodynamics ,  

in  con t ras t  to  co l l i s ions !  hydrodynamics  which  desc r ibes  a  d i f fe ren t  reg ime .  
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from wliicli wo can define a local siiperfluid velocity vs(r. t )  = j(r.1) /p[r . i ) .  This velocity 

depends on the gradient of the phase. 

vK(r, t )  = —Vti){r , t )  (5.5) 

and because V x vK = (/?//??) V x V<A(r. t )  = 0. the condensate is irrotational. a defining 

characteTistie of superfluidity. 

Using this definition for superlluid velocity, we can rewrite1 the GPE in terms of the 

p(r.t) and vs(r. /): 

dl)Qf^ + V - lv«(r- 0/»(r- 0] = 0 (5.6) 

^dl '  ̂  + V + ̂ "'v^r- = 0 

where 

//(r, t )  = V'oxl (r) + gp{ r. /) - —-V2 \ /p{v. l ) .  (5.8) 
2mV/;(r./) 

Equation 5.6 is the continuity equation, describing the local conservat ion of mass flow in the 

condensate. Equation 5.7 is the equation of motion for tlu1 velocity, and ensures conservation 

of momentum. The1 second term describes the force the gradient of the energy which 

drives fluid flow. Tlu1 driving terms in the square brackets represent the local chemical 

potential, /~/(r), and the kinetic energy of the superfluicl flow. 

The first two terms in the expression for the local chemical potential (Eq. (5.8)) give 

the contribution from the Thomas-Fermi approximation, while the last term, the only place 

in these formulae1 where // appears, is e'alloel the "e[uantum pressure1" term. This kinetic 

energy term arisen from to the1 zere>-point motieni e>f the partieie\s. anel eloes ne)t give rise to 

particle1 euirrents [153]. If we elefine a characteristic leuigth scale erver whieii the condenisatc 

wavefiuict ieni  anel  e lensi ty  e inuige.  d,  the  magnitude of  the eiuautum pressure is  ~  Ir / ' lmd 2  = 

(£2/d'2)gp(r,t). The eiuautum pressure1 can therefore be neglected in ce).mparise)n to the1 

interactie)n term when changes in the1 conelensate wavefunetieni exrur em a length se'ale1 le*ss 

than the healing length. £ < d. In the ekmble-well system, d is e)f the e>rdeir of the elistance 

between the well minimum anel the centre of the barrier. The negk'ct e>f the eiuautum 

pressure term must be justified, in particular, in the barrier regiem where the elemsity is 

le)west. 
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I lYDRODYNAMIC APPROXIMATION OK POPI 'LATION DYNAMIC'S  

To predict (lie character of the dynamics in tlu1 hydrodynaniic regime, we take an ap-

proaeli which, treats the system as a harmonic oscillator, whose frequency corresponds to 

the frequency of population transfer across the system. Using the continuity equation and 

equation of motion for the condensate in the hydrodynaniic regime (Eqs. (5.0) and 5.7). and 

neglecting the quantum pressure term (by assuming h —> 0). we can formulate the problem. 

In essence, we use the equation of motion to determine the force an unbalanced population 

exerts on the system, which wo associate1 with a "spring force," as we expect the force to 

depend on the initial population difference. The spring constant associated with this force 

will be associated with the frequency of motion, much as a simple harmonic oscillator of 

mass in displaced by a distance .r experiences the force F = —k.v = — m^r.r. 

The oscillating variable in this system would be the population difference, Z = (A rn — 

JViJ/iY, where A^j^ is the number of atoms in the right (left) well, and N = N\\ + Ari, is 

the total atom number. We seek a harmonic solution of the form 

where WHD is the frequency of motion iu this hydrodynaniic regime. The first time derivative 

of Z is 

where we use the fact that N is constant in time. The time dependence on one side1 of the 

well can be written 

where V/{ is the volume of the right well. S is the area of the plane separating the two wells, 

and h is the unit normal vector for this plane. The continuity equation (Eq. (5.G)). and 

the Gauss 's  theorem are  used in  this  expression,  and p will  be  evaluated on the surface.  S. 

Substituting this into the expression for Z and taking the second derivative. 

(5.9) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 
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To evaluate the frequency. ^-'nn- wo assume tliat the system begins at rest, sueh that 

v,s.(/ = 0) = 0. and the first term goes to zero. The time derivative of v.s is given by 

the hydroclynamie equation of motion. Eq. (5.7). and 

o 
Z i -o " m V / V + g p}  clS- (5.13) 

The geometry of this double well system is sueh that the normal vector h = i\ such that 

the only component of the gradient which contributes is the .r-component. Assuming some1 

ini t ia l  imbalance.  Z{t  = 0)  = Zo,  

Z  2 f t ' O  
IJ '  p ^  (^ ox t (r)  + fjp)  d.y d ;. (5.11) 

"m )  mNZ aJJ s
r0x 

We neglect the quantum pressure term in this analysis, sueh that the Thomas-Feruii 

solutions for the density are appropriate. For the initially 'unbalanced system, we consider 

in addition to the double well potential T"exl a simple linear gradient across the barrier giving 

a potential Text.grad — Gx. The density profile will be found from the combined potential, 

I mi + Gx. At i — 0. the gradient is removed suddenly, leaving the density profile1 in a 

non-equilibrium initial condition. We calculate this initial density profile in the tilted trap 

using the Thomas-Fermi approach, where 

gprv (r) = // - (loxi (r) + Gx).  (5.15) 

where //tk is the density profile at t  = 0. The gradient term in Eq. (5.14) is 

0 oxt.(r) + cjp-n.-(r)) = (r) + /< - I (r) - Gx) 

= -G.  (5.16) 

This approximation simplifies the expression for the characteristic frequency, 

u -fm = ,"5̂  /  I  P'w (5.17) 
nK\ Z{)  J  J5 

which indicates that the frequency can be found by simply evaluating the density at the 

surface between the two wells and integrating over the region by which the two halves are 

connected. From this expression, we see that the decreases as the area connecting the 

wells decreases, and falls to zero when the barrier surpasses the chemical potential. 

Using the parameters for our double1 well potential, the hydrodynamie approximation 

for the frequency of population oscillation is shown in Fig. 5.1. As expected, the frequency 

decreases as the density in the barrier region is reduced, and it becomes strictly zero when 

the //• PK < V[). This calculation is compared to the data in Fig. 5.9. 
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FtCU'RK 5.1: Hydrodynaniie approximation for population oscillation in tlio double well potential, 
using a Thomas-Formi density profile. 

5.2.3 TWO-MODE MODEL 

In contrast to the low-barrier hydro dynamic regime of double well systems, the high-

barrier regime is characterised by a vanishing density in the barrier region. The large1 healing 

length found here requires the inclusion of the quantum pressure1 term in the equations of 

motion, and quantum transport and tunnelling become import ant to the system's dynamics. 

When the density in the barrier region is sufficiently low. the condensate wavefunction can 

be described separately lor each of the wells, giving rise to the two-mode model (TMM) 

often used to describe separated superfluid and superconducting junctions of this type. 

The basic assumption of the TMM is that there are two well-defined spatially-separated 

wavefunctions with a perturbative tunnelling connection between them. In the time-independe 

GPE (Eq. (5.2)), we need only consider the two lowest eigenstatcs the symmetric and an

tisymmetric ground state's, which are nearly degenerate. The eigenvalues for the symmetric 

and antisymmetric eigenstates (/'s(r) and i"iV(r) are 

where we have chosen a normalization such that / |t''.s,a(r)|" dr — 1. where N is the total 

number of atoms. 

Following the formalism of Ref. [163], we begin with the many-body Hamiltonian 

/ 'k.H I (5.18) 

(5.19) 
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when1 the condensate wavefunet-ion is written as a Held operator, and using the creation 

operators lor the two eigeiistates described above, «l,n, is rewritten as 

i> = ywl + tl'Jtl (5.20) 

With a change of basis from symmetric aud antisymmet ric states to stales localized in the 

right and left wells, our two modes arc1 then described by the right and left operators 

t = J_ (ni  j_ /,t = J_ (-1 _ ;A = = (5-2D 

Using this new basis, a two-mode Hauiiltouian can be written 

^TMM.ruii  = 4r(4"i< -  «f/A ' r-)2  ^ tt(4"I '  + < > \  «h.) + —r"(«R"i,  + 4"'02  (5-22) 
o i V 4 

when1 

l'k • = I// I |r,|2;r(,!'-(lr (5.23a) 

p. N ,  ^  ( J  N ( N  +  I) I |2| , |2 j , j2, , 12 1 i  r  T)1 
^.J = y(/'a - /'sj - r; / h/'«t I'"'"! - |r*| |t '.s| dr (5.23b) 

<5I?(- = | I H''*|2|Vv»|2 + |'/V,|2 | '/'H|2 - 2|^«|2 |VVI|2 (LR (5.23c) 

The first term of the hamiltonian //TM.M.I'UII describes the charging energy of the system, 

which depends on the interaction parameter, (j, through the charging energy Ec- The 

second term in the hamiltonian describes the tunnelling in the system, with iSj quantifying 

the energy splitting between the two lowest eigeiistates, the mixing of which leads to the 

dynamics between the wells. The last term in Eq. (5.22) is negligible'5, and so we ignore it 

from this point forth. 

The dynamics of this IlamiUonian can be most easily determined in the Heisenberg 

picture. We introduce two new operators 

* _ ali«-n - a] aL. . _ 4+ 4«" ^ o n 
z = _ . n, = __ . 

rewrite the Hamiltonian 

EcN'2  

//•IMM = ~ £L<V. (5-25) 
o 

• ! Al  r f„  — 0 ,  (he  ra t io  SICc/ Iu 1  -  10  , ! ,  and  i s  smal le r  fo r  l a rger  <5o ,  where  Ihe  va l id i ty  o l '  t h i s  TMM is  

be l t e r  jus t i f i ed ,  a s  shown in  §5 . -1 .  
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and use the commutation relation for l.lie operators \Z, rv] = 2(«{{«i, — a]/tn)/iV2 to work 

out the time dependence of the operators. Using the general Heisonborg equation of motion 

for a generic operate rv, ih<\ = -n. //]. tlxc equations of motion for the operators arc1 

<lz = / 4"i.-"i»iA (r),2(in) 

(1/ IN J y  J  

M  = u z ( " I - " "  '  . (5.26b) 
(1/ I /A' / v 

whore 

EcN 2E\ ,7 = ^R J = (5-27» 

Roplacing tho quantum mechanical operators by complex numbers f{? 
vI;H, where 

(5.28) 

Nr(l) is the number of atoms, and $r(l) describes the1 macroscopic phase of tho condensate 

on the right (left) side1 of the double well, the now variables can bo expressed as 

Nn -  N] 
z = " 0 = eu-6u, (5.29) 

1\R + l \ l  

the TMM Hamiltonian can bo written as 

%IM = ̂  ( jZ2  -  J\J\  — Z'1  cos , (5.30) 

and the equations of motion in tenuis of Z and cj) are 

(1 z  ,  
-g- = — J v 1 — Z'2 sin (j> (5.31a) 

1 ^ "7 
^ J . = cos ( j )  +  UZ. (5.31b) 

\/l - Z2 (1/: 

In this formalism, the variable Z describes the population difference between the two wells, 

and (j) describes tlie quantum mechanical phase difference between them. The evolution of 

the populations depends sinusoidally on </;, which is characterist ic of a Josephson junction. 

The evolution of the phase depends primarily on the second term in the right-hand-side 

of Eq. (5.31b), which describes the chemical potential difference between the wells. When 

Z 0, and tho wells are well-separated such that ,/ <C U. tho difference in chemical 

potential Aft,/h = UZ between the wells provides the energy difference AE that drives the 

evolution of r/j. 
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FKHUUO 5.2: Population and phase dynamics in (lie TMM. Using J = 2TT x 10 Hz and U — 

2?r x 1000 Hz, the1 evolul.iou of (lit1 population imbalance Z and phase difference c!> arc1 calculated. 

Blue curve shows Z(t — 0) = 0.25, undergoing MQST, while red curve shows Z(t — 0) = 0.05. 

undergoing plasma oscillations. Both calculations use <p(t = 0) = 0. In this case, Zc = 0.199. 

A close analogy between these equations of motion and those describing a rotating 

pendulum provide1 a picture lor the dynamics. The pendulum described by Eqs. (5.31) lias 

an angular momentum Z, rotation angle1 0, and length proportional to \/l — Z2. For the 

pendulum, a small initial momentum will result in the pendulum's swinging back and forth 

about the bottom of its trajectory, the momentum and phase oscillating sinusoidally. This 

motion is analogous to the stationary dc-Josephson effect, also known as plasma oscillations. 

For large initial momenta., the pendulum will swing up above1 its maximum and continue 

to swing in tlie same direction, its phase angle ever increasing. This motion corresponds 

to the oscillatory ac-Joseplison effects , which in the context of cold atoms is referred to as 

macroscopic quantum self-trapping (MQST). 
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PLASMA OSCILLATIONS 

In Hie limit of small amplitude perturbations about Z — 0 and <j> = 0, we can rewrite 

Eq. (5.31) to second order in Z and 0 as 

= -,J(p (5.32a) 

( J  +  U ) Z , (5.32b) 

such that 

- § =  ~ J ( J  +  U ) Z .  (5.33) 

These equations describe harmonic motion, where1 Z(t) oc exp(iu;pf) and the plasma frf-

qnency is 

wp =  s / J { J  +  U ) .  (5.34) 

The red lines in Fig. 5.2 show the dynamics in this limit. 

In this regime, the population difference Z and phase 6 oscillate sinusoidally about zero. 

In the absence of interactions (U —y 0), the plasma frequency —¥ J. where the tunnelling 

rate simply corresponds to the energetic splitting between the symmetric and antisymmetric 

state of our ansatz. The presence of interactions increases the rate of transport between the 

two wells. The "plasma1' nomenclature stems from the analogous effect in superconduct

ing Joseplison junctions, where energy is periodically transferred between the electric field 

and the junction coupling energy [127]. the type of collective longitudinal oscillation of an 

electron gas that is called a plasmon [164]. 

Using the same small Z. cj> approximation, the Haniiltonian can be written as 

tt (U + J 2  J ,2\ 
"TMM, harmonic  — 9  i  9  9  /  (o .oo)  

which is recognized as a harmonic oscillator haniiltonian, where the variables Z and cp are 

canonically conjugate1 variables, with commutation relation (to the same order in Z and 

<b) [Z,d>\ = —2i/N. This small amplitude approximation to the Iiamiltonian is relevant in 

many situations where the1 double well system is adiabatically deformed from a single1 well, 

maintaining the ground state waveiunction. 

MACROSCOPIC QUANTUM SULK-TRAPPING 

Foregoing the small Z and cp approximation, the equations of motion Eqs. (5.31) lead to 

ac-Josephson type effects and macroscopic quantum self-trapping (MQST). In connection to 
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the earlier pendulum analogy, these effects parallel the pendulum swinging around its pivot-

always in the same direction. For initial population imbalances Z or phases r/> greater than 

some critical value, the population difference becomes trapped, with more atoms always on 

one side of the double we'll. Assuming zero initial phase difference between the wells, the 

population difference between the wells becomes trapped when the phase difference winds 

to cj)(t) = ir before Z changes sign, and the subsequent evolution of the phase drives the 

population Z back towards its initial value. This critical value is 

Zc = ^VAU-J). (5-36) 

The1 "ac" terminology in this regime is due to the regular sinusoidal phase evolution. 

The population difference Z will oscillate about a non-zero value, and this establishes a 

mean non-zero chemical potential difference1 between the wells, which dictates a nearly-

linear always-increasing value of the phase difference (p, which. modulo-27r, looks like phase-

winding. The blue lines in Fig. 5.2 show these effects. 

5.3 EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION 

Using the adiabatic rf double well potentials described in §2.3, we can explore the dynam

ics of a lS'Rb BEC. In this section, the relevant TMM parameters for this trap are calculated, 

the characterization of the potential is discussed, and the experimental procedures specific' 

to double well experiments are explained. 

As described in §2.3,, the double well potential arises as the result of rf coupling between 

Zecman levels of the 8'Rb atoms in a magnetic chip trap. The height of the barrier and 

the separation of the wells are varied with the frequency of the rf radiation. wrf, which we 

reference to the static "trap bottom" magnetic field B$(0) through the detuning parameter 

60  = ujr( — \ni}gpBs( 0 )/h\. As we increase the detuning, the barrier height and the well 

separation both increase. 

5.3.1 TMM PARAMETERS 

Given a description of the trapping potential and total atom number, various character

istic energies of the system can be calculated. In particular, we are interested in the value 

of the barrier height Vj„ the symmetric ground state chemical potential, /is, and the TMM 

parameters U, J, and cjp. 
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FKJURLC 5.3: Parameters of our potential, (a) Barrier height (long clashes) and chemical potential 
(short dashes) for N = 8000. (1)) TMM parameters U/2tt (short, clashes), J/2tt (long dashes) and 
UJV/2W (solid line) lor N = 8000 and the potential described in this section. The uniform beyond-
RWA shift (see §2.3.2) lias been applied in all eases. 

To find the barrier height, only information about the1 geometry of the system is needed. 

The barrier height, 14)- is defined as the difference between the minimum value of the 

potential along x along y = z = 0 and the value of the potential at x = y = z = 0. 

The remaining values depend on the atom number and require a solution to the GPE. We 

solve for the ground state wavefunctions, given the potential at some detuning and atom 

number N. From these, the values of /< = /t8, U, and J are calculated using Eqs. (5.18). 

5.23, and 5.27. 

In general. Fig. 5.3(a) shows that the chemical potential, /t, is roughly constant for the 

range of detuniugs used, and the barrier height increases with 5q. The TMM parameters, 

shown in Fig. 5.3(b), reveal that fi/h ~ Uj2TT, as expected. The timnelling parameters J 

decreases roughly linearly until //, sa V[,, at which point the decrease is exponential. The 

plasma frequency, cop, falls between these two values, and because of the J dependence on 

So, also falls off linearly, then exponentially, with 5q. 

TUNNELLING PARAMETER APPROXIMATION 

The calculation of the tunnelling parameter, due to its rapid decay for large barriers, is 

very sensitive to the form of tlie wavefunction used in the calculation. While we expect the 

GPE to provide an accurate result for this parameter, we can also use an analytic approx-
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ixnatiou to confirm and interpret the results. For sufficiently high barriers, the tunnelling 

parameter can be found using a WKB-like approximation of the BEC wavefunetion [135]. 

Expressions for the wavefunetion and corresponding probability current in the barrier re

gion allow for calculation of the dynamics across the junction, which can be compared to 

the GPE results. 

To simplify the calculation, a one-dimensional approximation is used. A lit to the three-

dimensional potential along x can be expressed as 

K>xun = 1 — (5.37) 

where ±xq are the positions of the well minima and Vj,  is the barrier height. Making a 

TMM-type approximation,  we assume a  total  wavefunet ion for  the  system U ' {x)  = iJ>r(x) +  

e'6ij>L{;x), where <6 = (//,;? — The WKB approximation for the wavefunetion centred 

to the right of the barrier is [135] 

' / ; . ( ;} . • ( )  -  .i ' b ) 2 \  1 / 2  A 
4>R(x)  

l6 irD 3a J <>m [K.xi.;n(.r)-//]'/! 

exP ( ~ ( Tr) J, clx'2rn [^xt,in(•'}•') - /<] 
1/2 

(5.38) 

where a'b is the half-width of the barrier (as shown in the inset of Fig. 5.4), A = 0.397 is found 

by matching solutions inside and outside the potential, and D is the boundary thickness, 

which sets the distance near the classical turning point over which a Thomas-Fermi wave-

f u n c t i o n  i s  n o t  v a l i d ,  w h i c h  i n  t h i s  p o t e n t i a l  i s  D  =  [ ( 8 m / ^ 2 a ; o ) ( ( ^ t ' V b ( l  —  y / n / V b ) ) ' / 3 .  

The wavefunetion in the left well is found in a similar manner. 

Assuming equal populations between the wells (N-r  = JVL = N/2; /m = m, = /t) and 

finding the probability current in the barrier, the population transport can be expressed as 

dN/i/ dt = —losing where 
tO / \O / 

/« A2(x0 — xh)2 
T r -i'Lj 

J-0 — r, r M> 
ZTTliaXci  Xo 

exp 

/ 

V 

a* 
V / i 2  J 

vh
x 

l/2 r x \ i /xo 

Jo  
da;' / 2 \ 2  (i -*n 

]/2\ 

/ 
(5.39) 

By comparing this dynamical equation with Eq. (5.31a), we find that J\VKH — 2Zo/ART0T-

In Fig. 5.4, we show the calculations for the tunnelling parameter. The result from 

the GPE (solid line, as calculated for Fig. 5.3) is shown along with the above calculation 

(dash-clotted line). Though these solutions are not identical, the scaling is similar. 
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FIGURE 5.4: WKB approximation of tunnelling parameter. The solid line is the full GPE result, 
J/2TT, shown in Fig. 5.3, the dash-dot line shows the tunnelling parameter ./WKB/STT for a ID 
potential whose characteristics are those along the path in x between well centres, and the dashed 
line is the tunnelling parameter for a ID system with a potential as seen along the shell of resonance 
in the x — y plane. Upper inset shows a contour plot of the full potential at y = 0, along with the 
two paths indicated. The lower inset gives a schematic of the one-dimensional double well and the 
parameters used in the calculation of JWKB-

To better understand tlie tunnelling parameter in our experiments, we consider the 

details of our potential. As discussed in §2.3.1, there is a shell of resonance along which the 

minimum of the potential would fall if polarization effects were absent. When accounting 

for the polarization, then1 remains some "stretching" of the potential minima along this 

path, and for barriers <5o > 4 kHz (for our typical parameters), there is an inflection in the 

shape of the potential along the x = y = 0 line, such that a pair of local minima emerge 

at z ^ 0. The path through this point provides a lower barrier connecting the two wells 

than the path of the shortest distance between them. The upper inset of Fig. 5.4 shows a 

contour plot of the potential at y = 0 and the two paths considered: the dash-dotted line 

is the original path, and the dashed line is the one just described. 

We repeat the same calculation of the tunnelling parameter for this second path, using a 

barrier height given by the height of the potential at this new minimum along the x = y = 0 

line, with xq being the length of the elliptical arc connecting the absolute minimum to this 

new point. This tunnelling parameter is shown as the dash-dotted line in Fig. 5.4. The 

barrier height increases less rapidly along this path than across the centre of the potential. 
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and results in stronger tnnnelling. 

If the strongest tnnnelling path is chosen, the one-dimensional approximation should 

give an upper limit for the tunnelling parameter, since all other tunnelling pathways will 

be weaker. The curved path in this analysis always gives a tunnelling parameter greater 

than the one calculated with the full 3D GPE. Qualitatively, these results show roughly 

the same trend and scaling of the tunnelling parameter with respect to detuning. These 

results highlight the importance of using a full three-dimensional simulations to determine 

the tunnelling characteristics. For the low-barrier work in this thesis, the longer path is 

irrelevant, though the stronger connection along the shell may have implications for the 

high barrier work discussed in §5.6.1. 

5.3.2 CHARACTERISING THE DOUBLE-WELL 

In addition to calculating the dependence of the system parameters on the experimentally 

controlled detuning 5q, some trap characteristics can be measured directly. While we do 

not have sufficient imaging resolution to measure the distance between the wells in situ, an 

interference experiment can provide information about the spacing between wells. 

We begin by considering a single BEC that has been split in two, such that the halves 

remain phase1 coherent. With the centres of the split BECs separated by a distance d, tlic 

condensates are released from their traps and allowed to fall under the influence of gravity. 

Assuming the traps are harmonic, the condensate wavefunctions are Gaussian. For initial 

wavefunctions 

^R(L)=MlFIeXP 

(r±d/2)2 

2^ 
(5.40) 

where I?Q is the Gaussian width of the wavepacket and 0/?(;,) is the initial phase of the right 

(left) condensate, the time evolution, according to the Schrodinger equation, gives [153] 

(r ± d/2)2(l — iht /niBq)  p'(^n(L)+^(0) 

2Rf (TLKFJ3/'1 

where e '^  = [i?o — iht /rnRo] '^ ' 2 , and the width after some time is 

(5.41) 

<5-42) 

In considering the full density distribution p(v,  t )  = |0(r,i)|'2 = \ \ /Nut / i^(r ,  t )+y/N^i />[,(T,  t ) | 2 ,  

there will be an interference term 

(i* • d ]}f^  \ 
— -  <j>R +  (pL) (5.43) 

R o R r m  J  
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whore /l collects all of tlie time-independent tonus. In our geometry, d = dx,  so t-lie fringes 

we observe should be1 perpendicular to the :r-direetion. The spacing between fringes. Ax, is 

the distance between adjacent maxima in the density distribution, such, that 

A.,- = 2» 5^ (5.-14) 
htd md v  '  

where the long-time-of-flight approximation has been made in the last step, where I?./ ~ 

lit/mBo. The density distribution is integrated along y after some1 time of flight /, from 

which Ax can be measured (see §5.3.3). Inverting Eq. (5.44) for d gives the separation 

between the wells. 

The assumption of the absence of interactions is not valid in our system of lS'Rb atoms, 

and the wavefunctions are not Gaussian. Using a similar derivation, the initial wavefunctions 

and their time evolution are calculated from the GPE. In these calculations, the momentum 

distribution at early times gives the density distribution in long time of flight. 

Figure 5.5 shows the fringe and well spacing for the doiible well potential as a function of 

rf detuning, Jo- The inset gives an example of an averaged interference pattern at ^O/2TT = 

14 kHz. We see good agreement between the calculation and the measurement in shape, 

though a sliift of the theory line So —> 5o + 2.1 kHz is required to attain absolute agreement. 

The necessity of tliis shift is likely mic to the systematic uncertainties in measuring B,s'(0), 

which are on the order of ±1 kHz. 

5.3.3 INITIATING AND MEASURING DYNAMICS 

To study a BEC in a double well trap, we begin by preparing a 87R.b condensate in the 

usual way (§2.1.1). We modify the final steps of the cooling to eliminate any unwanted 

collective excitations by creating the BEC in a partially split trap. Dynamics are initiated 

by preparing an out-of-equilibrium distribution and allowing its evolution. The population 

distribution between the wells is measured using standard absorption imaging. 

PREPARING A BEC EOR DOUBLE-WELL EXPERIMENTS 

The general sequence for the preparation of a BEC in §2.1.1 is slightly modified for the 

following double-well experiments. In the "Evaporative cooling" step, we proceed as usual 

until the atoms are just above degeneracy. At this point in time, we introduce the adiabatic 

rf dressing to gradually deform the potential and complete the forced rf evaporation in a 

dressed trap. 
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Fici'RK 5.5: Interference pattern mea
surements for det ermination of well spac
ing. Top: measured fringe spacing as a 
function of rf del.lining, Inset: example 
of fringe measurement at (5O/2TT = 14 kHz. 
after t = 20.3 ms time-of-light, averaged 
over 5 images. Bottom: Calculated well-
spacing from fringe spacing measurement 
(points), <7, from Eq. (5.44). with GPE cal
culation prediction (dashed line). A shift 
in Sq of 2.1 kHz is applied to the theoreti
cal data, as discussed in the text. 

Wo choose trap parameters for the evaporative cooling such that the trap is flattened 

at the centre, with zero barrier. With a typical static trap bottom wtb = 2TT x 787 kHz. we 

linearly ramp on the rf dressing power Dyf from 0 to 240 inG at a frequency 5q = <51)rep = 

2TT x (—22 kHz) in 100 ms. Simultaneously, we raise1 the frequency of the rf evaporation 

knife, as the effective potential is now additionally separated from the adjacent m\? state 

by the Rabi frequency 12,-r = m'vg\;/h. The evaporative cooling is finished in this trap 

with a single 100 ms linear ramp of the rf knife to a final value that produces a quasi-pure 

BEC with the desired a tom number,  N. 

BIASING AND INITIATING DYNAMIC'S 

We bias the system to create out-of-equilibrium population distributions by introducing 

an optical force to the system, as described in §2.2. By weakly focussing a 1064 mu "bias 

beam," (which is a misaligned and expanded ODT1) with beam waist w ~ 65pm and power 

•Pbias propagating in the the y-direction at a point in the x-z plane off-centre from tlu1 

barrier, we can provide1 a roughly linear optical potential across the junction. When we 

choose to prepare a biased sample1, we ramp on the power of this beam in 100 ms before 

the BEC is created (see Fig. 5.6(a)). 
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X 

(a) ( l>)  

FlCH'RK 5.6: Biasing the double well, (a) The BEC in prepared in a biased double well, where the 
lilt potential originates from ail ODT focussed oil-centre from the double well (in this case, at large 
.r.) Tin1 focus is much larger than the size of the system, such that the potential is roughly linear 
across the wells. (I)) The bias potential is removed to initiate the dynamics. By suddenly removing 
it, the systems is left in ail out-ol-equilibrium distribution, with a higher chemical potential (and 
more atoms) on one side than the other. 

To split the clouds, wo leave the bias beam on and increase o-vr (ftiid thus So) to the 

desired value <5o = tfhoid in 20 ms. We have cheeked that this ramp is adiabatie slow 

enough so as not to change tlio final results. The bias beam power. Pi,jas, is ramped off in 

0.5 ms. which leaves a population imbalance in a symmetric potential (Fig. 5.6(b)). We 

allow for dynamical evolution of the system for a time t, after which we freeze dynamics by 

rapidly increasing both Brr and ovr to separate the clouds and raise the barrier. The steps 

listed in this paragraph are illustrated in Fig. 5.7. 

MEASURING DOUBLE-WELL POPULATIONS 

To determine the changing population imbalance, we use absorption imaging to count 

the numbers of atoms in the right and left wells. ATu and N\,. respectively. The dynamics 

are frozen after f|K,|{| by raising the barrier and separating the well minima diabatieally via 

rapid changes in both rf frequency and amplitude. The initial stage of this ramp eliminates 

the tunnelling between wells, leaving two completely separated samples. Because only the 

relative atom number between these samples is important, the heating associated with 

the rapid changes in the potential after separation is inconsequential, so long as the atom 

number does not change in the process. The clouds are then separated to ~ 70 pm, at 

which point the imaging resolution is more than siuiicient to image1 the left and right clouds 

independently. 

All magnetic and rf traps are turned off suddenly. After 1.3 ms time-of-flight (TOF) 
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FiCH'RK 5.7: Timing' sequence for double-well dynamics. Top: power in bias beam, where Pi is 
adjusted to create the desired imbalance at t = 0. Bottom: detuning. <To- of rf frequency. BEC is 
prepared with tfpr(,p < 0. then ramped up adiabatically in 20 ms to the desired value At the 
completion of fiTOid- is rapidly increased. 

(for all magnetic field,s to off completely), an absorption image is recorded. The absorption 

probe is directed along the y-axis so that the image is taken along the long axes of the 

clouds and two round clouds are seen. A detailed discussion of the imaging system and 

techniques can be found in Ref. [15]. 

PHASE ANALYSIS 

As previously discussed, the phase difference between opposite sides of the double well 

is determined from the interference of the matter waves after release from the trap and 

long time-of-flight. Reference [15] (§7.1.1) discusses in depth the fitting procedure used to 

extract the phase of the fringe pattern. In short, the two-dimensional absorption images of 

momentum space distributions arc1 summed along a direction perpendicular to the line con

necting the centres of the original two clouds. A Gaussian envelope encloses the sinusoidal 

fringe pattern, and we fit to the function 

where .r is the distance along the direction connecting the cloud centres, ax  and xq are the 

size and centre of the Gaussian envelope1. V is the visibility of the fringes. Ax is the fringe 

spacing, and Ofr is the phase we wish to measure. 

./'(.;•) = exp (5.45) 
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To find the average1 of a large* number of measurements of phase, as is needed in the 

repeated measurements made in the following experiments, we must take care in describing 

the phase* because of its being measured modulo 2tt. TO find the average phase* angle*, 

pliasors are* constructed ,F(c!>rr) = exp(-/0iy) and ave*rage*el in the ve*ctov sense*, to give a me*an 

phasor length, 1Z — L/N X | 52N •7r»(<?iv)|- Tlu' tingle* e)f this averaged phasor then extracteel. 

Op,. = <£C>2n ^(©iv))- F°r a we*ll-ele*fineel phase, the* phasors will aelel in the* same* dire*ctiem 

anel  TZ will  fa l l  c lose te> uni ty .  Fen-  randenu phase*s,  the* phasors  wil l  aelel  e le*strucl ively anel  1Z 

will te*nel te) zero. 

5.4 HYDRO DYNAMIC TO JOSEPI-ISON TRANSITION: 

SMALL IMBALANCE POPULATION DYNAMICS 

The* stuely of transpe)rt across a barrie*r reveals important pre)pe*rtie*s about the* many-boely 

physics gove*rtiixig the* system. When the healing length in a superfluiel is small, the local 

velocity anel density are* we*ll-eldine*el anel the flow is liydre)elynamic. The introduction of a 

barrie*r in this superlluiel creates a rc*gion of low ele*nsity anel large* healing length. such that 

the* transport through the* this re*giou will ele*pc*nel on long-range* properties of the* system. 

Whe*n the* ck*nsity in the* barrier re»gie)n classically vanislu*s, phenomcnia like tunnelling arc* 

significant and Joscphson effects emerge. 

Using the* tunability e)f the* barrier lu*ight. we* stuely the system's elynamical re*spe)nse 

to small populatiem imbalance*s as a function of the* barrier he*ight. anel characterize the 

transport, as a function e)f the coupling betwe*e*n the we*lLs. GPE calculations are cemipaml 

with the*se results, anel facilitate* an interpretation of the transport. In the low-barrier stroug-

coupling re*gime, a hydrodynamic descriptiem e>f the system is valid, while when the* barrier is 

liighcT than the chemical pe)tc*ntial, a TMM is sufficient anel Je)seplise>n behaviours e*ine*rge*. 

In this we>rk, we* see a gradual cre)sse>ve*r between the*se* be*haviours through inte*nue*eliatc* 

barrier heights. 

5.4.1 POPULATION OSCILLATION MEASUREMENTS 

\Yc* use the population eliffe*re*nce betwc*c*n the* we*lls as a fune'tion e>f time. Z(T) .  te> char-

aetc*rizc> the* elynamics of the* system. 

44K* system is pre*pare*cl as ele*.scribe*el in §5.3.3 with initial imbalance's Z{0) — 0.05 to 
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0.10, and allowed to evolve as described iu §5.3.3. The population distribution Z{1) is 

measured after a hold time I. A new sample is prepared for each measurement, with -1 to 6 

measurements made per hold time, in general, we sample dynamics for hold times between 

15 and 30 ins with sampling rates ranging between LOO and 400 Hz. 

An example lime series is shown in Fig. 5.8(a). We see a clear indication of the popu

lation oscillating back and forth between the wells, in the presence of a decay bringing the 

population towards Z = 0 over a longer time scale. This decay will ignored for the present, 

analyses and furl her discussed in §5.6. A close examination of the data reveals that the 

behaviour is more1 than a simple clamped sinusoid: a Fourier transform (FT) of these data 

reveal two distinct frequencies rising above the noise floor (Fig. 5.8(b)). 

We repeat these measurements at many values of Sq .  iu the data presented here, the 

total atom number is A7/? + N/, = 6800 ± 400 ± 1700 where the first error bar is st atistical 

(variations in Nh + AT/, run-to-run) and the second systematic (absolute atom number 

calibration uncertainty, sec1 Appendix C). Using our description of the potential and the 

atom number, we use the Thomas-Fermi approximation to determine the chemical potential 

// at each r^j, and Eq. (2.13) (in addition to the corrections as described in §2.3.2) to 

determine Ij,. 

FRKCJUKNCY ANALYSIS 

To prepare the data for Fourier analysis, we eliminate any small offset from the asymptotic 

value1 of Z by subtracting from each point the mean value of Z(t) across the entire time 

scries, wliere the mean might be non-zero due to a small equilibrium imbalance in the 

system. To smooth the transformed data, the time series is padded with zeros to a total of 

1024 points. When identifying peaks in Fourier space, we ignore points below the frequency 

given by I//to!, where tU}i is the longest hold time, which would be artifacts of the -windowing 

introduced by the finite period of measurement. The two peaks with the greatest heights 

are identified and used as the data points in Fig. 5.9. The colour map behind these data is 

an interpolation between the1 Fourier spectra (which run along vertical lines) at each data 

point. 

The uncertainty in the frequency measurement is found by simulating data with the 

same level of noise as the original time series. The quantity of noise is determined by fitting 

the time series to a 2-frequency decaying exponential function 

Z(t)  = c [a| sin(27r//| (/• — /oi)) + a-) sin(27r;/o(/- — fo'i))] • (5.16) 
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FICURK 5.8: (a) Population imbalance, c. vs. time for SO — 2W x 0.1 kHz. N T O I  = 5900. The1 daslicd 
lino is a decaying two-frequency sinusoidal lit to the data, using fixed frequencies from (b). Each 
point represents G BEC's, error bars statistical, (b) Fourier transform amplitude spectrum of data 
showing two distinct peaks at 2G8 ± G and 151 ± 13 Hz rising above the noise floor (grey). 

whore r is a time constant for decay, «i(2) is the amplitude of the first (second) frequency 

component, and f|(o) is the first (second) frequency component, and to\^y>) is the constant 

accounting' for the phase shift of the first (second) component. The standard deviation 

of the residuals from this fit gives the noise level. We simulate 100 sets of data with the 

same parameters as those given by the lit, with the same total time and density of points, 

but with different randomized instances of Gaussian noise whose standard deviation is the 

same as that measured. Taking the frequency measurements from each of these trials, we 

determine the smallest range1 inside of which 68% of the measurements lie. This confidence 

interval is used as the uncertainty in the frequency measurement. 

The1 noise1 floor in the Fourier transform is established in a similar fashion. Using the 

result for the noise1 lewel from the time series, we1 simulate1 Gaussian ne)ise anel take the 

Fourier transform of this. The noise fiejeir shewn in Fig. 5.8(1)) is the mean plus eme stanelarel 

elewiatiem of the maximum peak amplitudes founel in 100 such simulatienis. 

Figure1 5.9 shews the pe>pulatie)n e)seillatiem frequemcie^ as a functiem e>f H,/// anel Fen-

small valuers e>f barrier height, two frequency components are1 evident in the data, anel both 

are1 ptotte'el. Feu- higher barriers, emly eme fivqueney e-emiponent can reliably be extracteel 

from the FourieT spectrum, anel this ale)ne is plottexl. 
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FKH'Kli 5.9: Frequencies of small-imbalance double well population dynamics vs. rf detuning (mea
sured) and barrier height (calculated). Experimental points (white circles) represent the two highest 
Fourier components at each detuning; error bars are statistical. Dashed lines represent- calculated 
(3D GPE) frequencies for N = 8000 and Z(0) = 0.075. The solid line indicates the plasma oscillation 
frequency predicted by the TMM. The white dashed line is the liydrodynaniic frequency, W[IO/2TT, 
as calculated and discussed in §5.2.2. The colour map is map of the spectral weight of each of the 
measurements shown, interpolated numerically between points, < • a guide to the eye of the strength 
of each component. White bars at Vu/n ~ 0.1 indicate the bounds of the GPE simulation corre
sponding to the systematic plus statistical uncertainty in atom number. The statistical uncertainty 
in TIN is ±(2TT X 0.5) kHz (not shown). 

AMPUTL'DK ANALYSIS 

III addition, to information about the frequencies of population oscillation, data such as 

that in Fig. 5.8 yields information about the relative amplitudes of tlie modes excited by 

the initial population imbalance. From the tits to the data (Eq. (5.46)). the amplitudes the 

two analyzed modes are given by «i and a2. The fractional dominance of the lower mode 

can be quantified as i!#.\ — a\/{u\ + a2). The uncertainties in these values are determined 

in a similar way to those in the1 frequencies; we use the noise level in the residuals of the 

fit. simulate1 and fit 100 sets of data with similar parameters, and use the 68% confidence 

interval of these1 results to represent our uncertainty. 
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Frcuiiuo 5.10: Fraction of low-frequency mode iu population dynamics. Dashed lino shows the GPE 
simulation for 8000 atoms with initial imbalance Z{0) = 0.075. The grey shaded area represents the 
variation of the GPE calculations over the range of 2(0) = 0.05 to 0.10. The vertical error bars are 
statistical; the statistical uncertainty in d'o is 2tt X 0.5 kHz (not shown). The GPE calculation gives 
:'yP\ = 1 when ! ;,//( ~ 1.1. 

This fraction is plotted as a function of (5o and V&//t in Fig. 5.10 for barrier heights at 

which two frequencies could be reliably measured. 

5.4.2 GPE CALCULATIONS 

Given the broad applicability of the GPE to BEG systems, we sought to use the fully 

time-dependent tliree-dimensional GPE to simulate1 the dynamic's we observe1 in our tunable 

double well. We compare our experimental results to these simulations to determine the 

origin and explain the changing amplitude of the frequency components in the population 

oscillations. 

The calculations presented here use Eq. (5.1) to determine the condensate wavefunc-

tion in the RWA potential (Eq. (2.13)). Corrections to account for beyoncl-RWA effects 

accounted for, as discussed in §2.3.2, with a shift of the detuning, Sq. All GPE calculations 

in this work were1 performed with N = 8000, which is the atom number for which the best 

agreement was found in the results shown in Fig. 5.10. The initial imbalance for the calcu

lations is Z{0) = 0.075, which is turned off suddenly. As in the experiment, we extract a 

value of Z(t), counting the number of atoms on each side of the well after a variable hold 

time, /. Unlike in the experiments, the full density distribution is available1 and can be 

studied to determine1 the nature of the motion in all dimensions. 

Figure1 5.11 shows one time series simulation, with experimental data superimpejsed. The 
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FlGURK 5.11: Direct comparison of data, to the GPE calculation, for So = 2w x 0 kHz. Blue line 
represents the GPE calculation result, black points are the experimental data from Fig. 5.8(a). The 
two panels show the same data for (a) 24 ms and (b) 64 ms. Calculation data were shifted back in 
time by 0.5 ms to account for the experimental ramp-down time of the bias field. 

dynamics which emerge from tlie GPE calculation are similar to those in the experiment in 

that two frequency components are evident, though the experimentally observed decay is 

absent. We extract frequency and amplitude information from the GPE calculations using 

the same FT and fit methods as are used on the experimental data. 

HEALING LENGTH CALCULATION 

From the density distributions found in the GPE calculations, the trap-centre healing 

length can be found by calculating £(r = 0) (Eq. (5.3)). Assigning a characteristic length 

scale of tlie system, d, to be the distance from the minimum of the well to the middle of the 

barrier, tlie ratio of healing length to system size can be determined. As noted in §5.2.2, 

the size of healing length relative to the system size dictates whether the neglect of tlie 

quantum pressure term is valid. Figure 5.12 shows that the trap-centre healing length is 

smaller than the system size until the barrier surpasses the chemical potential (V[, > /')< 

indicating a hydrodynamic description of the system is not longer valid in this high barrier 

regime. 
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FIGURE 5.12: Healing length as a function of double-well coupling. Tlic characteristic system size, 
d, is the distance between the well minimum and the barrier maximum. Courtesy of F. Piazza. 

5.4.3 INTERPRETATIONS OF SMALL AMPLITUDE TRANSPORT 

FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS 

The experimental frequency data are compared to tlie GPE simulations (solid lines) in 

Fig. 5.9, with very good agreement in the shape and slope of the frequency vs. detuning 

characteristic'. As in the experimental data, multiple frequency components arc evident 

in the simulation for low barriers. To compensate for a systematic unknown in Z?s(0), 
we perform a single-parameter fit of the data to the GPE results and find that a shift of 

= 2TT x (5.1 ±0.1) kHz aligns the data to the theory (Fig. 5.9). 

Also plotted in Fig. 5.9 is the prediction of the TMM for the system parameters. Though 

it drastically diverges from tlie data in the low-barrier limit, it lies close to both the exper

imental points and the GPE simulation in the high barrier limit, indicating that this lower 

mode transforms into the plasma mode as the barrier is raised. 

In the opposite limit, the healing length is much smaller than the characteristic system 

size and hydrodynamics dominate tlie system behaviour. Rich dynamics arc observed in 

this regime, whore Vi, < The appearance of more than one population oscillation mode 

arises as a consequence of trap anharmonicity, interactions, and trap anisotropy. If our trap 

were harmonic, a linear bias would excite only a single dipole mode. The barrier breaks 

liarmonieity along the splitting direction and allows the linear perturbation {(' = l.m = 0, 

where x is the azimutlial axis) to excite multiple modes [165]. These x excitations are 

coupled to transverse (y,z) motion through the nonlinear atom-atom interaction term in 

the GPE. 
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In axial symmetry, only the in  = 0 mode would result in population differences between 

the wells. The anisotropy of the trap in the y-z plane leads to the mixing of this mode 

with higher order modes which contain transverse (y,z) character, and the resulting mixed 

modes, with some rn = 0 character, both result in population transfer. 

The leading character of the two modes we measure can be identified through an analysis 

of the time-dependent density distributions. If our trap were smoothly deformed to a 

spherical harmonic potential, the two lowest modes connect to odd-parity modes [166, 167]: 

the lower mode connects to the lowest m = 0 mode (coming from the £ = 1 mode at 

spherical symmetry), while the higher mode originates from the lowest rn = 2 mode (£ = 3 

at spherical symmetry). Tliis was checked numerically with the GPE by deforming the trap 

into a fully harmonic axially symmetric trap, and following the mode frequencies throughout 

this process. 

Away from the hydro dynamic regime, the predicted frequency of the plasma mode from 

the TMM is also plotted in Fig. 5.9. While the dynamics we observe at weak couplings 

fall outside of the TMM, the lower frequency mode approaches the TMM value for barriers 

Vjj > 1.1/i. In keeping with the behaviour of the healing length, the TMM, which relies 

on quantum transport, is valid only in the regime where the quantum pressure term in the 

GPE cannot be neglected. 

AMPLITUDE CHARACTERISTICS 

The amplitudes of the population oscillations from the simulations are compared with 

experimental measurements in Fig. 5.10. As the barrier height increases, the lower frequency 

dipole-like mode increasingly dominates. The fractional contribution of this mode nears 

unity as the frequency of this mode approaches that predicted by the TMM, indicating that 

this lower mode attains the character of the Josephson plasma mode as the barrier is raised. 

When the barrier is raised from zero, the higher mode is at first more easily excited 

due to an increased anliarmoiiicity along x as the trap bottom becomes flatter. By further 

increasing the barrier, the higher frequency mode disappears from the population oscillation 

spectrum due to the vanishing excitation of transverse modes. As the wavefunctions in each 

individual well arc increasingly localized to the effectively harmonic minima, the linear bias 

no longer excites intra-well transverse motion.. Furthermore, in the linear perturbation 

regime, the inter-well Josephson plasma oscillation, like all Bogoliubov modes, cannot itself 

trigger any other collective mode. 
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5.4.4 IMPLICATIONS OF SMALL-AMPLITUDE POPITLATION OSCILLATION RESULTS 

In the experiments described in this section, we describe the first measurements exploring 

the transition from liydrodynamic to Joscplison tunnelling regimes in a double well system. 

We find rich dynamics in the strongly-coupled low-barrier liydrodynamic regime, where the 

calculated healing length in the barrier region is small. These dynamics transition towards 

a single low-frequency mode of population transfer between the wells, consistent with a 

dc-Josephson-type effect and a healing length in the barrier region larger than the system 

size. 

Experiments using an adiabatic deformation of a trap from a single to a double well 

cross through this transition on their way to the creation of various interesting quantum 

states [121, 144, 149-151]. An understanding of the d3aiainics throughout this regime is 

important if the criteria for adiabaticity are to be maintained throughout. In the higli-

barrier regime, this criterion can be calculated with the TMM [168], but as we observe, the 

lowest frequency mode falls below the TMM prediction for barrier heights just less than the 

chemical potential. 

These results highlight the importance of a quantitative understanding of the double 

well system. Though we observe population oscillations that, at first glance, resemble the 

plasma oscillations of a Joseplison junction, the system may be in the liydrodynamic limit 

and the TMM will not apply. If the physics in question rely on a tunnelling connection, 

as in experiments that purport squeezed states, this distinction is important. However, the 

observation that "Josephson-like" behaviour exists outside the TMM, as it does in the weak-

link condensed matter systems, demonstrates the generality of these phenomena and the 

continuity of the many-body behaviour throughout the crossover into a tunnelling regime. 

5.5 POPULATION DYNAMICS OP LARGE IMBALANCES 

As discussed in §5.2.3, a BEC in a double well will become self-trapped for sufficiently 

large initial population imbalances. The phase difference between the wells, driven by the 

large chemical potential difference between them, winds quickly. The direction of popula

tion transport between the wells depends on the value of the phase, and its speed by the 

tunnelling parameter. If the population transfer is slow enough, it does not cross the Z = 0 

point before the change in phase implores the atoms to repopulate the side of the potential 
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with more atoms in it. In the TMM, the dynamics cross over into this MQST regime when 

the tunnelling parameter J is small, restricting the flow of population across the wells, and 

the chemical potential, /./,, is large, driving the rapid phase winding. We find this behaviour 

emerging for barrier heights slightly below the chemical potential, where the TMM was 

unable to predict the plasma oscillation frequency in §5.4 and cannot be an accurate model 

for the system. 

5.5.1 ONSET OF MQST 

Given a set of trap parameters, and thus a value of J, the onset of MQST can be measured 

by observing the initial at which the population difference Z no longer crosses through 

Z = 0. Systems with large initial imbalances are prepared by increasing the power of 

the biasing beam Pbias- to values that give imbalances up to Z(t = 0) = 0.4, using the 

techniques described in §5.3.3 and §5.3.3. A series of Z(t) values is obtained for many 

hold times at several values of the initial imbalance, over times much longer than the 

characteristic dynamics of the system and on the order of typical decay times. For each 

initial imbalance, all measurements of Z(t) are averaged. If the system remains in the 

regime of plasma oscillations, the averaged imbalance (Z) is expected to be zero, while for 

a system undergoing MQST, (Z) 7^ 0 

Figure 5.13(a) shows that the average imbalance (Z) remains near zero for small initial 

imbalances, and becomes non-zero above some larger initial imbalance. We are able to 

determine a point of onset of MQST with a simple two-piece linear fit, where the first fit 

has zero-slope, the second slope is free, and the meeting of these lines indicates the transition 

to non-zero population imbalances for long hold times and the onset of MQST. 

These measurements are somewhat obscured by the presence of decay in this system. 

While both a TMM and the GPE predict the self-trapping will exist forever, we find that the 

population imbalance exhibits some decay and tends towards Z (0) = 0 after a. characteristic 

time that depends on the barrier height (see §5.6). For this reason, the slope of the second 

piece of the line is not unity, as might be expected. In addition, the decay inherent to this 

system erases the jump in (Z) that would be expected at Z(0) = Zc- This effect of the 

decay can be simulated by adding to the equation of motion Eq. (5.31a) an Ohmic damping 

term (§5.6.1, [171]), and is shown in Fig. 5.13(b). The effect of the decay on both the slope 

and the absence of the jump are confirmed. Despite the obfuscating properties of the decay, 

we are able to conclude that there is a qualitative change in dynamics as a function of 

initial imbalance in these measurements which corresponds to the observation of the onset 
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FIGURE 5.13: Onset of MQST. (a) Average value of imbalance vs. initial imbalance, vh /n  — 0.75 
(5 = 2?r x 3.1 kHz, N = 5500). As initial imbalance is increased, the average value of Z crosses over 
from its equilibrium value near 0.03 to some larger value. The relationship is not one-to-one duo 
to decay of the self-trapped state for low-barriers. The solid line is a guide to the eye, showing the 
transition to the self-trapped state beginning at Z(t = 0) = 0.18. (b) Calculated average imbalance 
vs. initial imbalance in the presence of decay. Parameters used are N = 5000, U — 2TT X 750 Hz, 
J = 2TT x 0.88 Hz, with a decay time r « 75 ins. (c) Calculated Zq VS. barrier height (black circles, 
courtesy of F. Piazza) and value extracted horn data in (a) (diamond). 

of self-trapping. 

GPE calculations similar to those done for the small-amplitude oscillations, show that 

self-trapping emerges within the GPE, even in the strong-coupling regime. Fig. 5.13(c) 

shows the results of these calculations, as well as the result from Fig. 5.13(a). Clearly, the 

calculation does not adequately describe these dynamics, and it is likely that the decay of 

the population imbalance contributes to the discrepancy. However, it should be noted that 

t-lie example we show here demonstrates that MQST occurs for //, > Vf,, where there remains 
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a .significant coupling between tlie wells. 

5.5.2 MQST POPULATION OSCILLATIONS 

The population dynamics of MQST can be directly observed by measuring the time de

pendence of Z(t). Using the same preparation method as described in §5.5.1, the population 

dynamics are measured with a finer time resolution. Figure 5.14 shows an oscillating popu

lation imbalance about a non-zero and decaying value of Z. In the TMM, these oscillations 

are attributed to the sinusoidal current-phase relationship characteristic of the Josephson 

junction (Eq. (5.31b)), and indicate that the phase difference across the wells is well-defined 

and drives the population across the junction as it evolves. In this case, where \\,//t = 0.8 

and the TMM is not expected to apply, there exist indications of a phase-driven population 

i n  t h e  o s c i l l a t o r y  b e h a v i o u r  o f  Z  ( t ) .  

These observations of Josephson-like behaviour in the intermediate coupling regime, 

where the results of §5.4 would indicate that the TMM is not a valid description of the 

system, indicate that "Josephson"-like effects exist in regimes where there remains a di

rect connection between wells. As demonstrated by the calculation of the healing length 

(Fig. 5.12), the system's properties are increasingly non-local as the barrier is raised, and 

extend across the barrier region even before the physical connection between the wells is clas

sically broken when // = VI,. The Josephson behaviour is associated with the non-locality of 

the relevant quantities describing the system as the local liydrodynamic description fails, 

the long-range parameters like phase and number difference across the wells become good 

parameters of the system. Like the condensed matter weak-link junctions described in §5.1, 

Josephson effects emerge when the long-range properties are important, even if tunnelling 

transport is not yet the only connection between the regions. 

5.6 DECAY OF POPULATION IMBALANCE 

Throughout our exploration of the tunable double well, we find an unavoidable1 decay in 

the population imbalance, as displayed in both figs. 5.8(a) and 5.14. Tlu1 origin of this 

decay remains an open question. In attempts to understand its origin, we have measured 

the characteristic times for the population imbalance to reach zero as a function of various 

system parameters, including barrier height and temperature. 
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FIGURE 5.14: MQST population oscillations for lu/ J I  = 0.8, N  =  8300 ± 200. Dashed line is 
intended as a guide to (lie eye; using a sinusoidal + linear fit, we find the frequency of population 
oscillations is u = 266 ± 4 Hz. 

5.6.1 THEORETICAL TREATMENT OF DECAY 

The phenomenon of population decay, whether of the plasma oscillations or MQST, is 

not often treated in theoretical descriptions of BEC double-well dynamics. Though the 

zero-temperature GPE model described in §5.4.2 very well describes the frequencies and 

amplitudes of tho dynamics we observe, it does not display any indication of the decay 

of the population oscillation signal over its 64 ms time span, as seen in Fig. 5.11. The 

absence of decay in the GPE calculations eliminates the possibility that this is due to some1 

dephasing from higher-frequency modes that might have been excited alongside those we 

measured. 

One theoretical treatment considering decay in the double well system attributes it 

to finite temperature. Zapata, Leggett and Sols [169] consider the transfer of the non-

condensed atoms across the barrier in both high and low barrier configurations. They find 

within their assumptions that the dissipation is "Olmiic." that is. it the current dzj dt oc 

—gz. Tlicy find that in both the high-barrier limit that g ~ t~ exp (—v^/k^t) while in 

the low-barrier limit g ~ t'2. Other theoretical treatments [170, 171], in reference to [169] 

add a "phenoinenologicaP decay term with an Olmiic dependence. 
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FIGURE 5.15: Decay of small amplitude population oscillations, (a) Decay time. r. for small 
imbalance population oscillation data, (b) Reduced decay time T/'T\. or small imbalance1 population 
oscillation data, where we normalize by the period of the low-frequency oscillation. For both (a) 
and (b). two points fail above the top edge of this plot, likely the result of fitting difficulties. 

5.6.2 OBSERVATIONS OF DECAY 

DECAY or PLASMA OSCILLATIONS 

The analysis in §5.4 ignored the presence of decay in the system. To quantify this damping 

for the small-amplitude perturbations, we use the decaying two-frequency fit (Eq. (5.46)) 

to determine the characteristic time for decay. Figure 5.15(a) shows the value of r as a 

function of the detuning So- and Fig. 5.15(b) shows the same data normalized by the period 

of the lower frequency oscillation, Tj = 1 jv\. We find that the decay time is roughly two 

oscillation periods, for the data discussed in §5.4. The error bars obtained for this data are 

quite large, due to the difficulty of extracting a characteristic decay time from a time series 

whose total length is approximately equal to the decay time. 

We can evaluate the effect that this decay will have on the frequency of population 

oscillation by assuming the system is a simple harmonic oscillator. In the presence1 of decay, 

the frequency of motion wci = 2nv (Eq. (5.46)) is modified as u,'<| = \J— 72. where cvq is 

the natural frequency of the system, and j = 1/r is the decay constant. To estimate this 

frequency shift in our system, we use 7 = 1/2Ti = u,'(iccav/47r. In this case. u,\i ~ 0.997u,*o. 

which is much smaller than tlie uncertainties in the measurement. 
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DKCAY OK MQST 

The decay of Z  is also evident in experiments with larger initial population imbalances, 

where the system undergoes MQST. In this case, we measure the decay by fitting the data 

Z(t) to a simple exponential decay and extracting the 1/r decay time. r. Figure 5.16(a) 

displays two such curves for different values of barrier height. The rate of decay is slower 

for the higher barrier, as might be expected. To further quantify this, we calculate the 

tunnelling parameter J (§5.2.3) for each set of experimental parameters, and plot the rate 

of decay, 1/r as a function of J. There is a weak power-law dependence, which we extract 

by lilting the data to a linear function on a log-log plot (Fig. 5.10(b)). We find that the 

decay rate depends on the tunnelling parameter as 1/r TC Ja". 

TKIU I 'KKATl ' l lK  DUPKNOUNCK 

As a means to better understand the origin of this population decay, we also study the 

decay rate as a function of the system temperature. To quantify temperature1, the conden

sate1 fraction is used as a measure. The experiments are performed by alternately measuring 

the characteristic time for decay, r (as in Fig. 5.16(a)) and condensate fraction. Nc/X. for 

identical preparations. The condensate fraction measurements are performed immediately 

before the splitting process (after the "preparation" step in Fig. 5.7), by releasing the atoms 

from the trap and recording a momentum distribution along the y axis after 13 ms time 

of flight (see Appendix C for details of the fitting procedure1 that determines condensate1 

fraction). 

Because the change in temperature is e'flectexl through evaporation, the number, X .  is 

ue)t e'emstant. To aee'emnt for the change in tunnelling parameter ./ eauseel by the e'hange in 

number, we1 neirmalize1 the decay rate1 te) the tunnelling rate, through the power-law fit found 

at e'emstant teinpeTature in Fig. 5.16(b). Using the cenidensate fraetiem as the parameter 

inelieating temperature, we1 pk)t the1 neirmalize'd decay rate to fine I lie) significant dependence 

of the efocay rate1 em temperature. 

The1 non-ele,penelence e)f the decay time upeni tennperature1 is surprising, and may indi

cate that the eirigin e)f the eleeay is technical. A nie)re expansive study of the elecay, over 

braaeler ranges of tunnelling parameters anel temperatures, is neeeleel te) better unelerstand 

(lie pheniomcnieHi. In addition, the finite-temperature1 me)eleilling of this system may fond 

insight iiite) the semre'e of this elissipation. using, for example. "ZNG" [172] technique's te) 

simulate the elyimniies e)f (lie system. 
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Fuuikk fj. lu: 13eeay of largo iiiuplitiLck^ population oscillations, (a) "Willi largo initial imbalances, 
decay curves for so -- 2TT X 12 kHz (squares) and So — 2?r x 27 kHz (circles) with 1/c decay times 
r l it) and 720 ins, respectively. (b) Rate of decay (1 /r) vs. tuuuoUiug parameter. J at constant 
temporal ure and AT -- 9100 ± 700. The dashed lino is a lit giving a power law relationship that 
gives the relationship L/r x 'j;iio tunnelling rate is varied by changing the height of 
the barrier, with detailings ranging from 8^ « 5 to 13 kHz. (e) We measure the decay rate as a 
function of condensate fraction by varying the condensed fraction and number. The decay rate1 is 
normalized to the tunnelling parameter for each set of experimental conditions using the power-law 
relationship found in (b). Given a value of J for each experimental point, the normalized decay rate 
is the measured rate divided by the rati' given by the lit in (b) at this value1 of J. 

5.7 PHASE SIGNATURES 

While (lie experimental work discussed to this point interrogates the population differ

ences between wells, the phase difference between the condensates in each we'll can also be 

measured. As discussed in §5.3.2. if the clouds from the two wells are allowed to overlap 

after some' time of flight, interference fringes will be visible along the direction connect-
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Lug the centres of the clouds. The phase of these fringes, with respect to the envelope1, is 

representative of the quantum mechanical phase difference between the clouds. Using this 

information, we have an additional tool for probing the understanding of the double-well 

system. 

A direct comparison of these data to that presented in previous sections is hampered by 

a change in the apparatus between the taking of the data in this section to those in previous 

sections. The phase data presented here were collected before a "'proper" technique was 

developed for compensating gravitational forces, and so there existed in these double well 

traps the "banana" deformation that changes the tunnelling pathways ([15], §2.3.3). As 

a result, though every attempt has been made to match the calibrations from this older 

configuration with the newer results of previous sections, the correspondence between values 

of rtO between sections is not direct . To emphasize this difference to the reader, the detuning 

values in this section will be denoted as e)o-

5.7.1 COHERENCE TIME MEASUREMENTS 

To establish the feasibility of using phase dynamics to reveal the behaviour of the double 

well system, we studied the repeatability of phase1 measurements oven- many realizations of 

a BEC in the double1 well potential. Starling with a single well, the trap is deformed into 

a double well configuration. If the BEC is subject to the same process for each repetition 

of the experiment, the phase difference between the wells should evolve in the same way. 

and the phase measured in the1 momentum distribution should remain constant. If these 

phase1 nieasuivment are re'peatable, we know that the experiment is well cemtrolled. anel 

that reliable1 measureniients of the phase can be eibtainexl. 

Early results are discusseel in Re1!'. [15] (§7.1.2). In the present work, the coherence of the 

relative phase1 between the1 we41s is measured as a function of a he)lel time after the splitting 

proevss. Many phase measurements are1 repe^itexl at eiae*h liolel time, anel the efogree e)f 

repevitabiity is eiuantifieel as the degree1 e>f eeiherenec as measured by the quantity 1Z. which 

is elefineel in §5.3.3. 

Figure 5.17 shews one sue'h nieasureniunit. The usual splitting praceelure is performed 

with lie) init ial imbalance, anel the atemis are held in the split trap for senile variable time. We 

sex1 that the uievm pliaseir lenigth elee'ivase's with time, tliemgh the fall e)ff is e[uite slew in this 

well-ceninee'teel e'emfiguratieni. Alse) shewn are t lirev e'xampfos e)f the inelivielual mevisureniient 

results in Fig. 5.'17(b,e,el) anel the measure oi 7Z anel pp,.. 

These1 results are1 enicemraging, suggesting that well-revsolwel phase numsurcnicnits can be 
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FICUHK 5.17: Coherence time measurements. So = 6.5 kHz (a) Mean pliasor length, 1Z. vs time. 
(b,c,d) Individual phase measurements (black diamonds) plotted at angle do and radius correspond
ing to llie visibility, V. Red line indicates the calculated value of length 1Z at angle <i>fr. Phases 
measured at (b) 10 ms. (c) 75 ms, and (d) 400 ms hold time. 

mack1 oven after relatively long hold times. 

5.7.2 JOSEIMISON DYNAMIC'S 

In earlier sections, the population dynamics of both small (§5.4) and large imbalances 

(§5.5) were studied in detail. In compliment to these measurements, the phase signatures 

of these dynamics can also be measured. Though these were not studied in the same detail, 

this section presents proof-of-prineiple demonstrations of both do- and ac-Josephson effect 

behaviour. 

PLASMA OSCILLATIONS IN PITASIO 

For small initial population imbalances. §5.2.3 describes a harmonic oscillator liainilto-

nian (Eq. (5.35)), in which Z and d) are conjugate variables. In this description, as in a 
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FICUKK 5.18: Plasma oscillations in pop
ulation and phase. System parameters are 
(5o « 2tt x 16 kHz and N = G000. Data 
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simple harmonic oscillator, energy is periodically transferred between the interaction and 

the tunnelling energies, in analogy to the transfer between potential and kinetic energy of 

the oscillating pendulum. 

Using the same techniques described in §5.3.3 to initiate population dynamics in the 

small amplitude regime, we measure both the population imbalance oscillations and the 

conjugate oscillations in phase. Figure 5.19 demonstrates the oscillatory behaviour of both 

Z and 4> for identical experimental conditions. The measured oscillation frequencies from 

these sets of data agree with one another at Wp = 2TT x (115 it 1) Hz for the population 

oscillations and = 2TR X (117 ± 2) Hz for the phase. 

PRIASE WINDING IN MQST 

The1 phase evolution for the large population imbalances, as suggested by the oscillating 

population dynamics observed in §5.5.2, is responsible for MQST. As shown in Fig. 5.2, the 

phase should always increase in this regime, unlike the oscillatory behaviour observed for 

plasma oscillations. In the limit of small change in populations (,J <C U\ Z(t) — const), 

the Josephsou equation holds, and the phase evolves linearly in time, as cf>(t) = UZt. The 

frequency of these phase oscillations is WMQST = UZ, which is just the1 chemical potential 
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FKIURIJ 5.19: Phase winding and MQST. After preparing an initial imbalance of .2(0) = 0.06±0.01 
at Sq w 2?r x 24 kHz with N = 7000, the system is allowed to evolve lor some hold time, after which 
the phase is measured. Solid black points show the average phase as a function of hold time, where 
the open points represent the results of individual measurements. Dashed grey line indicates a fit-
to the data assuming 27r-periodic linear phase winding, giving a frequency W^QST « 2TT X 220 Hz. 

difference between the wells. 

While we were never able1 to capture both the population oscillations for the same 

parameters (and on the same day) as the phase winding dynamics, tliey have been observed 

separately. By creating a large initial population imbalance as described in §5.5, the MQST 

dynamics were initiated. Fig. 5.19 shows the evolution of the phase over across one period. 

The lit to these data yields a frequency of WMQST ~ 2TT X 220 Hz, where the approximate 

equality is because of the uncertainty in fitting to only one period of oscillation. 

The method of phase imprinting could be used as an alternate means to engineer an 

out-of-equilibrium initial condition, with which the dynamics could be initiated. 

5.7.3 PHASE IMPRINTING 

Just as the when there1 exists a number difference Z  ̂  0, the phase difference between the 

wells will evolve if a chemical potential difference is established with an external potential. 

Through precise control of such an external potential, the phase difference between the 

wells could be controlled and the method could be used as a tool to "write" a specific phase 

difference into the system. 
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FIGURE 5.20: Phase imprinting with 5q = 2TTX8 kHz, n = 8000, and balanced populations. Optical 
power, in arbitrary units, was applied for 0.5 ms and the phase observed. The solid points are the 
average of 10 measurements, which are shown individually as the open circles. The rate of phase 
difference accumulation is determine from the dashed grey line fit and gives dd>/ dt — — O.OOTT rad 
per unit optical power. 

Using the same laser beam (ODTl) that biases the wells for initiating population dy

namics. a potential energy difference is established for the z — 0 populations. The BEC 

is released from the double well potential and the momentum distribution is analyzed to 

determine the relative phase between the wells as a fimetion of the strength of this potential 

difference. 

Figure 5.20 shows a measurement of the phase imprinting. Unlike in previous sections, 

we prepare a balanced population in the double well system. For 0.5 ms, we apply a pulse 

of light whose focus is to the outside of both wells, such that the intensity incident on one 

well is greater than the other. As a function of the power of this beam, we measure the 

phase difference between the wells and find that, it has a roughly linear dependence on this 

power. A linear-modulo-27r fit shows that the phase winds with a rate cl(j>/ dt = —O.OOTT rad 

per unit optical power'1. Assuming the atom number is perfectly balanced, the chemical 

potential difference will be entirely due to the potential energy difference between the two 

wells, the difference between the two wells is Vj^/h = 2ir x 450 Hz. 

4The optical power for this experiment was not calibrated, though it is known, that this scale is linear in 
real optical power. 
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5.8 LESSONS FROM A TUNABLE DOUBLE WELL 

One of tlie great advantages of studying many-body problems with a quantum gas is the 

ability to precisely control an atomic system's parameters. Through the combination of 

magnetic trapping and rf-induced internal state manipulation, we exploit this advantage to 

create a tunable double well potential for a BEC, where we can transform the environment 

from a single to a double well. The particular focus of the work presented in this chapter 

is the study of dynamical properties as a function of the barrier height. 

The major result of this work is the observation of the transition between a hydro-

dynamic regime of superfiuid dynamics at low barrier heights and a Josephson tunnelling 

regime at barriers higher than the BEC chemical potential. We see a low-lying mode of the 

hydrodynamic system transform into the Josephson plasma mode as the barrier is raised, 

indicating the continuity of the physics between these regimes. The presence of an un

avoidable higher-lying mode in the hydrodynamic regime indicates that the geometry of 

the system is an important consideration in the design of devices that require a transition 

between these regimes to perform the splitting of a condensate. 

While the TMM describes the frequencies of these dynamics for high barriers, its di

vergence from the experimental results at barrier heights lower than the chemical potential 

warns against using this model too freely when establishing criteria for adiabaticity in split

ting processes. However, in our measurements of MQST, we find that this TMM-derivecl 

Josephson-effect. remains in the intermediate regime of barrier heights and is predicted by 

the GPE. These results establish that the domain of Joseplison-type effects in this BEC 

system extends beyond the regime of validity of the TMM. 

These results both indicate the regimes in which the hydrodynamic and TMM approxi

mations of the GPE are valid, and confirm that the full GPE is an accurate predictor of the 

frequencies and amplitudes of the dynamics in all regimes we consider. The observation not 

accounted for by the GPE is the damping of the population dynamics, which remains the 

most striking open question in this system. Our measurements seem to indicate that the 

damping of these dynamics is independent of temperature, and that the time for damping 

depends only very weakly on the tunnelling parameter, J. While further work may be re

quired to eliminate the possibility that the source of this noise is technical, calculations that 

include temperature and other non-GPE excitations may shed insight into this problem. 

This work, which began in an attempt to understand the parameters U and J and their 

role in the dynamical splitting process on the path to squeezed state generation [15], has 
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demonstrated that the geometry of the system is important, and that the full three dimen

sions of the system must be included in any analysis. We have found that though dynamical 

signatures qualitatively resemble those predicted by the TMM, the parameters of these dy

namics do not necessarily provide a direct measure of the TMM parameters. Instead, we 

see a continuous transformation of the dynamics from a regime where hydrodynamics are 

valid to one where a TMM is valid. These results should better inform future experiments 

employing dynamical splitting processes to perform interferometry [23, 150, 151] or to create 

unconventional quantum states [121, 149]. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 

The foundation 011 which this thesis is built is an experimental apparatus designed and 

built to produce ultracold 87Rb BECs and '10K DFGs, atomic ensembles in which thermal 

motion is negligible and interactions between particles dominate the energetics. The avail

ability of these quantum degenerate? samples inspired theoretical and experimental studies of 

ultracold Bose and Fermi gases in configurations designed to expose particular many-body 

effects, including ferromagnetism, hydrodynamics, and Josephson tunnelling. 

Three principal contributions are presented in this thesis. First, a technique using 

the spectroscopic distinguishability between atomic species to selectively manipulate one 

species in a mixture is developed, and the applications of this tool are discussed. Second, 

the signatures of a ferromagnetic state in a trapped two-component Fermi gas are predicted 

and the foundations for the experimental realization of this transition in an ultracold gas 

of 40K are laid. Third, the many-body dynamics of a 87R.b BEC in a tunable double well 

system are explored, with a focus on the crossover behaviour between hydrodynamic and 

tunnelling transport between the wells. These topics are summarized below, with reflections 

on the prospects for further study. 

SPECIES SELECTIVITY 

Chapter 3 describes a new technique for manipulating a species mixture of ultracold 

alkali atoms. Using the differences in the spectroscopic character between atomic species, 

the effect of an optical field on each species can be tailored through choice of wavelength. 

We show that when this wavelength is chosen to fall between the two strong transitions 

in the alkali atom, there will lie zero potential energy shift for a reservoir species, while 

there remains a shift for a target species. Similarly, the wavelength can be chosen near 
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the strong transition for the target species, rendering negligible, by comparison, the shift 

on the reservoir. Upon evaluating the potential energies and losses associated with these 

schemes in mixtures of alkali atoms, we find that both are experimentally feasible: the 

tune-in scheme is better suited to heavier elements while the tune-out scheme should work 

well for mixtures of the lighter elements. 

With an increasing number of ultraeold gas experiments using two or more atomic 

species [3-5, 56, 58-GO, 173, 174], techniques like this species selectivity make possible the 

exploration new many-body systems. As a tool to reach colder temperatures, selective 

addressability has been used to transfer entropy from a target species to a reservoir species 

[32], providing additional cooling to reach lower energy scales and new regimes of many-

body physics. If the optical field is established as a standing wave, a lattice potential 

can be imposed upon one species, leaving the other dclocalizcd from the lattice sites. For 

shallow lattices, this technique could tune the effective mass of the target species [77] to 

create a more favourable ratio of masses between species. In mixtures of fermions and 

bosons, a bosonic background species could mediate interactions between identical fermions 

on separated lattice sites, through, for example, phonon excitations [51 53,175]. In general, 

species specificity provides access to at least one additional degree of freedom in the system, 

which can be used to implement an increasingly detailed environment for the atoms, which 

might prompt the discovery of new many-body phenomena. 

U LTRACO JJD FER ROM AG NKTISM 

Chapter 4 discusses the signatures of itinerant ferromagnetism in trapped ultraeold 

fermions subject to strong repulsive interactions. At the crossover to the ferromagnetic 

state, mean-field, local-density calculations predict observable discontinuous features in the 

bulk energies of the system, which were confirmed by an experiment [108]. Further calcula

tions show that the energetic costs associated with magnetization gradients give a preference 

to the three-dimensional magnetization configuration that distributes the gradients across 

tlie entire system, in a hedgehog geometry. 

To access the regime of strong interactions with 10K , the experimental apparatus was 

adapted to include optical traps and stabilized magnetic fields. Using a two-state mixture 

of 40I< , strong interactions were observed as a loss feature near the Fcshbach resonance. 

While questions remain regarding its three-body loss rates in the repulsively interacting 

regime, 10K offers advantages over (,Li: its greater mass allows for quieter imaging, and 

its narrower Feshbach resonance implies that smaller, and therefore faster, magnetic field 
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changes are required to change the interaction strength. 

The apparatus is well-poised to continue exploring ferromagnetism in a trapped Fermi 

gas, both to confirm the results observed in (,Li [108] and to complement those results 

by distinguishing between the ferromagnetic state discussed here and other possible effects 

displaying similar energetic signatures [110, 111]. To determine unambiguously if the system 

is ferromagnetic, a direct measure of magnetic properties is required the observation of 

domains or a measurement of the magenetie susceptibility [176] may help to clarify the state 

or the system. 

Exact calculations for strongly interacting fermion systems are beyond the capabilities 

of modern computational methods. A thorough experimental understanding of the ground 

state of this system would constitute one of the first realizations of a cold-atom quantum 

simulator, and could answer questions about the minimal set of conditions required for a 

system to undergo a magnetic transition. By establishing the experimental techniques in 

this system and demonstrating the feasibility of using ultracold gases as quantum simulators, 

increasingly complicated simulations could be performed by, for example1, adding a lattice 

potential to the trapping geometry [13, 177 -179]. 

DO HULK YVICLL EEC DYNAMICS 

Chapter 5 explores the many-body dynamics of a double-well BEC system over a wide 

range of barrier heights. A crossover between two standard paradigms of superfluidity is ob

served as the system crosses over from hydrodynamic to tunnelling behaviour as the barrier 

is varied and the BEC density in the region connecting the wells disappears. For Vj, > 1.1//,, 

we make the first direct observation of tunnelling transport through a magnetic barrier and 

find that the dynamics here are predicted by the two-mode model. Further experiments 

show that the macroscopic quantum self-trapping behaviour expected in the regime of tu.i-

nolling dynamics is found at some barrier heights less than the chemical potentials, as low 

as Vb ~ 0.8//,. 

An awareness of the appropriate description of a double-well BEC system is important 

when determining the parameters of an experiment. Transformations from a single to 

a double-well are often required [23, 121, 149 151], and the hydrodynamic to tunnelling 

crossover is traversed. For the split BEC to remain in the1 many-body ground state, this 

transformation must be adiabatic. The lowest excitation energies of the system in the 

hydrodynamic; regime are smaller than in the tunnelling model, indicating that a more-

stringent, limitation is placed on the limits of adiabatieity than might be assumed in by 
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two-mode model [168]. Our observations that qualitative Josephson-style behaviour exists 

outside the regime of validity of the TMM indicate that the observation of such effects is 

not a sufficient condition for the application of the TMM. We show that a thorough study of 

the system's dynamics can be used to characterize the regimes of validity of various models. 

Double well BEC systems, especially as implemented with an atom chip technology 

as described in this thesis, may prove useful as interferometers [23, 150, 151]. By further 

developing the understanding of the many-body physics in this system, squeezing [121, 149] 

could be improved to increase the precision of these measurements. 

CLOSING RKMARKS 

The relationships between the interaction properties of individual quantum mechanical 

objects and the many-body effects they encourage provide insight into the connection be

tween the quantum mechanical and classical worlds. Using what are distinctly individual 

quantum objects s' Rb and A0K atoms we find that we are able to measure the collective 

parameters of system composed of these1 objects, such as, for example, their phase, mass 

transport or magnetization. Though the specific origins of the many-body effects discussed 

in this thesis depend on the details of the constituent particles and their environments, a 

common property emerges: a system can often lower its energy by having its constituent 

particles act communally. 

In the context of ultracold atoms, the diversity of many-body phenomena predicted in 

the literature is vast. By continuing to reduce the energetic scales characterizing these 

systems, the dominant interactions driving the collective response may expose new classes 

of behaviour. Exploring this variety of many-body phenomena will lead to new questions 

about the quantum mechanical world, while simultaneously increasing our understanding 

of its manifestations in the classical world with which we are more familiar. 



APPENDIX A 

40K HYPERFINE STRUCTURE AND TRANSITION 

MATRIX ELEMENTS 

The contents of this appendix are largely the reproduction of a report prepared as a final 

project for PHY2206S (Atomic and Molecular Physics) in the spring semester of 2006. with 

the more detailed derivations omitted. In the spirit of similar reports prepared by Daniel 

Steele for some of the other alkali metals [62 64. 180]. this collection of data is intended to 

be a useful resource for those working with 40Iv. 

This appendix includes a brief discussion of the fine structure splitting in 10Iv in §A.l. 

The hyperfine structure is discussed for the ground and first excited states in §A.2. and 

is calculated over a wide range of magnetic fields in §A.3. in extension of the Breit-Rabi 

calculations done in §4.6.1. The transition matrix elements for the electric dipole transition 

arc found and tabulated in §A.4. 

A.L FINE STRUCTURE 

To good approximation, the alkali metals are '•hydrogen-like" in that they have a single 

electron in the s-state orbitting a charged core. For hydrogen, the1 core is just the nucleus, 

while for the higher atomic' numbers it is the nucleus surrounded by closed shell electron 

orbitals. The Coulomb interaction of this electron with the core, together with the inter

action between the angular momenta of the electron's orbit and its spin, gives rise to the 

discretization of energy levels for the electron known as the fine structure1. 

For an electron orbitting a charged core, we consider an angular momentum. L. associ-

137 
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Property Value1 Rof. 

Atomic numlxT ( Z )  19 

Total nucloons ( Z  +  N )  10 

Relative natural abundance 0.011 7(1) % [181] 

Atomic mass ( i n )  39.963 998 48(21) amu [181] 

Nuck'ar spin ( I )  •1 [181] 

Dl Transition Wavelcnigth ("'SI/O "Pi/V) 770.10929 urn 

L2 985.170 cur1 [182] 

D2 Transition Wavelength (2SJA> ~P:s/:>) 766.70207 urn 

13 0,12.876 cm 1 [182] 

TAISI.K A.l: Clouoral proportios of I0K 

at eel with (ho orbital angular momentum, and an intrinsic angular momentum. S. due lo 

the spin of the electron. Those are coupled through (he spin-orbit interaction [162]. Adding 

(liese contributions, wo obtain a value for the total angular momentum of the electron. 

J  =  L  +  S .  T h e  v a l u e  o f  J  f o l l o w s  t h e  t r i a n g l e  r u l e  ( i . e . .  | L  —  S \  <  J  <  L  +  S ) .  

In this work, we consider the' two lowest lying transitions. Since, by selection rules. L  

must change by one. the lowest lying transition is from the L — 0 ground state is to the 

L = 1 state. This level is doubly-dc\g(Mierate. due to the two possible values of the spin. 

S = ±1/2. Those two lines are known as the Di and the Do lines, and have total angular 

momenta ,J = ^ and .7=4 respective1^'. 

The fine structure splitt ing is most accurately determined experimentally, and measured 

values will be1 used. Table A.l gives the transition wavelengths for the Dl and D2 lines, 

which arc1 separated by 3 11111 in l0K. 

A.2 HYPERFINE STRUCTURE 

The1 next degree of precision in determining the energy levels of an alkali atom is to 

consider the1 effect of (he UUCICMIS. There1 will bo two main contributions to (lie Hamiltonian 

which describes the oncTgy of the atom: one1 due1 to the effective1 magnetic [icTcl arising from 

the spin of the nucleus, I, the other from the finite extent of the charge distribution of the 

nucleus and the associated higher-order olcK'tric multipole moments. 
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A.2.1 HKKKC'TS OK NT'CLEAR SPIN 

111 the line structure cak'iilatioiis, nuelear spin is neglected because of the large mass of 

the nucleus in comparison to the electron. Moving beyond these approximations, it is one 

of (he primary considerations. The energy shifts arise1 due to the interaction of the nuclear 

spin with the effective magnetic field of either the orbital electron or an external magnetic 

liekl. 

INTIOKNAI, KKKKCTS 

As with the electron spin. S, we can associate1 with the nucleus an intrinsic angular 

momentum, or spin, called I. This spin is the result of the addition of the spins of each of 

the constituent particles in the nucleus, and is determined experimentally. The spin of the 
10 K nucleus is / = I [181]. 

In the absence of an external magnetic field, the term in the Haniiltonian that accounts 

for the energy of the nuclear spin in the magnetic field of the orbit ting electron is 

= -t-jj- • Bj. (A.l) 

where /7,; is the magnetic moment of the nucleus. Bj is the effective magnetic field due 

to the1 orbit ting e^ertrou, dcIineHl by its angular momenilum and J. Whereas with the fine1 

structure, we considered! LS exempting, lun-e1, we1 e'onsider IJ coupling. Separate elect'.rem 

enicTgy levels are1 well-ele1lineiel by the angular nuimeutiini J. anel are much mem1 edosely-

spaevel than the fine1 structure1 emergy levels. In this appreixiuiatiein / and J are1 beitli genxl 

eiuant urn nmuben's. We1 e-an I hen assume the1 nue'lew magnetic uiomenit is prope)rtie)ual to 

its angular nienneuit urn 

/ < •  i  =  f i l l ' : v I. (A.2) 

where e// is the elfevtive g-faelor for t lie iiue'leus, // ,y = \ ) f i /;. is the miclenir magneton. 

f t  l !  —  h c / ' 2 m v  is the Beilir magnet em. and anel fu-e the edex't reuiic anel nuclear masse\s. 

In writing Eep (A.l), we1 assume1 that />,/ acts only in the edevtremie (anel ue>t the1 uue'lear) 

subspae'e1 anel e'an it is propeirtienial te) J. In this e'ase. the liauiiltonian can be writteni as a 

prexlue't e>f twe) opeTalexrs. emcli acting on their own subspae'e1 

• 111!v>I '  J- (A.3) 

where1 .l|,rs expends em elelails of the aleimic structure anel can be calculalexl (sev, for evxam-

ple. Re1!'. [183]). For the purposes e>f" this Appenelix, we use an e,x])eirinieintally eleteu-minexl 

value1, wliie'h is more aevurale1 than the1 calculal ious (Sev Table A.2). 
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EXTKUNAL KI'VKOTS 

in addition lo Hie effects within the atom, the nuclear and electronic spins can also 

interact with external magnetic holds, which is known as the Zoornan effect. The term in 

Hie haniiltonian arising from the external magnetic field is 

^is.ext = (M./'B + (A.l) 

where the terms /'/ = { J J l ' l t J <uid / ' < /  =  f j i l ' i i I define the (/-factors. By invoking the 

projection theorem, expressions for the cjj factors can be obtained: 

. / ( , /  +  1 )  —  S { S  +  1 )  +  L ( L  +  1 )  , J  [ J  +  1 )  +  S { S  +  1 )  —  L [ L  +  1 )  

2.)(.7 + l) + 2J(7TT) |A -5) 

where r//, and gs are experimentally determined values (the Lande //-factors) for the mag

netic clipole moments of the1 electron orbital angular momentum and electron spin, quoted 

in Table A.2. along with the measured values of CJJ, where available. 

Expressions for the strong and the weak field limits of Il/j are common in quantum 

mechanics or atomic physics textbooks (see, e.g. [184]). In the weak field, the sum of 

electron and nuclear angular momentum F = I + J provides a new set of good quantum 

numbers F and /;//.•. The |F. ni/,•) states are the oigenstatos of the system and the external 

ficlcl Haniiltonian can be written 

F • B. (A.6) 

where 

F ( F +  I ) - 1 ( 1  +  1 )  +  . / ( . / +  1 )  F ( F + [ )  + 1 ( 1 + I )  ~  J ( J  + \ )  

2F{,,+ „ + •'« '2F{F + 1} ' (A-" 

In the high Held limit, the effects of the magnetic field oil the electron are far greater 

than those on the nucleus, rendering the coupling between them negligible. Here (and, 

indeed, everywhere), the oigenstatos can bo defined by |./, nij.I. //?/) and the haniiltonian 

becomes 

^ + tf/D -B. (A.8) 

In this work, all magnetic fields are considered and the |J, n i j . F  i n [ )  states are used 

throughout to calculate the energy of the hyporlino interactions, due to the magnetic fields 

being diagonal in this basis. Taking into account all effects duo to the nuclear spin, we find 

a haniiltonian 

I I U  = • J + ̂  (f/./J f ///I) B. 
i i  
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A.2.2 TIIK ELECTRIC QUADRUPOLE MOMENT 

For a complete description of the interaction between the angular momenta of the electron 

and (lie nucleus, a multipole expansion of the charge distributions of both the nucleus 

and the electron is required. The derivation of Eq. A.3, in which we assume both that 

the magnetic moment of the nucleus and the field created by the orbiting electron are 

proportional to their angular momenta, is equivalent to using only the monopole moments 

for both distributions. Fen- electron spins J > 1/2. higher order moments may be important. 

Parity considerations restrict the nucleus from having odd multipole moments, and so the 

quadrupole moment is the next correction to these results [185]. 

Details of this calculat ion can be found, for example, in Pel's. [185. 18G]. The hamiltonian 

containing the quadrupole contribution to the hyperfine splitting is 

t j  _ 
Q 'W7 

3(1. + (A. 10) 
11(21 — 1),7(2,7 — 1) 

The coefficient. 7?i,rs has been measured for the D2 lino in U,K (see Table A.2). This 

quadrupole term is relevant only to the D2 line as both the ground state and D1 lines 

have ,J — 1/2. whose symmetry prevents a quadrupole term from entering the expansion. 

A.3 CALCULATING THE HYPERFINE SPLITTING FOR ALL MAGNETIC 

FIELDS 

Taking into account both the effects of the nuclear spin and the electric quadrupole 

moment, (the latter only for the D2 line), the hyperfine Hamiltonian can be written. 

I I Ms = Ahkl • J + 3 + TifWUJ + grmi)D (A'U) 

where all terms have been defined in §A.2. Experimental values for ,4|,rK, 73i,|-h, and the 

//-factors are given in Table A.2. 
The hyperfine split ting can be easily calculated in either the low magnetic field or the 

high magnetic field situations. In the first, the magnetic field dependent effects are treated 

as a perturbation and the good quantum numbers are given by |F,/;?/,-}. In the latter, the 

electric quadrupole term is treated perturbatively, and the states |,7. /?;,/, 7. ?/?/) define the 

good eigenstates. However, neither approach gives a complete description of the magnetic. 
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Ground (2S|/o) D1 (' 'PI/,) D2 (aP3/a) 

AMh (MHZ) -285.731(10) [187] -34.49(11) [188] -7.48(6) [188] 

D U k  (MHz) n/a n/a -3.23(50) [188] 

Isotope shift, Au (MHz) 125.58(26) [188] n/a n/a 

(relative1 to :is)K) 

[J  J  2.00229421(24) [61] 0.665885t 1.334102228^ 

[J l  0.000176490(34) [61] 

[JS  -2.002 319 304 3622(15) [189] 

[JL  0.99998627(25)* (from [189]) 

TABLIC A.2: Electronic and magnetic parameters for 40K. All values are determined experimentally 

u n l e s s  o t h e r w i s e  n o t e d .  '  C a l c u l a t e d  u s i n g  ( j s ,  ( Jl  w i t h  E q .  ( A . 5 ) ;  *  C a l c u l a t e d  u s i n g  g i ,  =  1  —  

i u ( /  i u t i u c .  

field dependence of the liyperfine splitting. To determine the energies at all values of the 

magnetic field, Eq. (A.11) must be numerically diagonalised[. 

To perform such a calculation, it is accessary to choose a set of states under which to 

write the original Hamiltonian. The | J. nij.I. inj) states arc1 a good choice, as expressions 

for the matrix elements necessary for the calculation can be found. In particular, if we can 

determine the matrix elements with respect to the nuclear spin term of the Hamiltonian by 

considering the operator 

I • J = I~J~ + i(I+J_ +1-J+), (A.12) 

using 

( I .  n i l  ± l|I±|/r n i [ )  —  \ / { I  T  n i f ) ( I  ± n i f  + 1), (A.13) 

and writing down the non-zero matrix elements for the operator (A. 12). The relevant matrix 

'An analytic, solution docs exist for the ./ = J/2 case, and is known as the IJreil-Rabi formula. This is 
Ilu> description for (hp ground state liyperfine characteristics used in §1.6.1. In this Appendix, all values 
are calculated using the numerical method, I hough, of course, (his gives the same results as the Breit-Rabi 
formula for ./ = l/'i. 
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2P 3/2 

2p 
1/2 

"09" 766.702 07 nm 
13 042.876 cm-1 

ir V 

f' = 5/2 [54.51(25) MHz] 

f' = 7/2 [30.55(10) MHz] 

F' = 9/2 [-2.33(22) MHz] 

/*" = 11/2 [-45.69(38) MHz| 

f' = 7/2 [86.23(28) MHz] 

F' = 9/2 [68.98(22) MHz[ 

770.109 29 nm "F)1" 
12 985.170 cm-1 

2S 
1/2 ~t~ 

125.58(26) MHz^ 

f =112 [714.328(40) MHz] 

1285.790(72) MHz 

f = 9/2 [-571,462(32)MHz] 

FIOUHK A.l: Level diagram for l0K; calculated at zero magnetic field. All values derived from 
constants in Table A.2. 

elements can be expressed: 

( J ,  n i j  |I • J| J, m,/, I ,  n i l )  =  n i j n i f  

( , J .  n i j ,  I ,  m i  |I • J| J ,  i n . i  +  1 , 1 ,  m - r  —  1 )  =  -  \ / ( J  +  m . / ) ( J  —  i n . /  +  1 )  

x s / ( I  -  m , / ) { I  +  m , /  +  1) 

( J , m . / , I ,  n i [ \ I -  J \ J ,  t n j  -  1  J .  m r  +  1 )  =  -  \ / ( J  —  m , / ) {  J  +  i n . /  +  1 )  

x A/(/ + m i )  ( I  -  m i  +  ! ) •  

(A. 14) 
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FIGURE A.2: Hyporfinc energy shift for the ground state (2Sx/2) of 10K as a function of magnetic 
field. The highlighted curve is used in the calculation in §. 
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FIGURE A.3: Hyperfine energy shift, lor the D1 manifold (2Pi/o) of 40K as a function of magnetic 
field 

Similarly, for the electric quadrupole term, it is useful to consider the operator 

/ = 3(I-J)2 + |l-J-I2-J2 (A.15) 

and determine the matrix elements with respect to it. These can be found in Appendix C 
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FIGURE A.4: Hyperfine energy shift for the D2 manifold (2P3/2) of 'l0K as a function of magnetic 
field. The highlighted curve is used in the calculation in §. 

of Ref. [185] are are expressed: 

( m j ,  m r \ f \ r n , j . m j )  = [3 m j  - 1 ( 1  + 1)] [3 m j  -  J  ( J  +  1)] 

3 
( m . j , m [ \ f \ r n j  -  l .  m j  +  1 )  =  - ( 2 m , j  -  1 ) ( 2 r n f  +  1 )  

X [(J + m j ) ( J  -  m j  +  1) ( /  -  m i ) ( I  +  m j  +  l)]5 

( m j , m . [ \ f \ m j  +  1 ,  m i  -  1 )  =  ̂ ( 2 m j  +  1 ) ( 2 r r i i  -  1 )  

x [(,/ - m j ) ( J  +  m j  +  1)(J +  m i ) ( I  -  m i  +  1)]1  

( m j ,  r r i i \ f \ m , j  — 2. m i  + 2) = ^ [(J + m , j ) ( J  +  r n j  +  1)( J  —  m j  +  1)( J  — m j  + 2) 

x ( I  — m/)(J — m i  — 1)(I + m i  + 1 ) ( I  + m i  + 2)]2 

3 
( m j ,  n i i \ f \ m j  +  2 ,  m i  —  2) = - [(J - m , j ) ( J  -  m j  -  1)( J  +  m j  + 1)( J + m j  + 2) 

x ( I  +  m i ) ( I  + m i  —  1 ) ( I  —  m i  + 1)(/ — m i  + 2)]2 

(A.16) 
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Finally, the term involving the magnetic field is diagonal in the basis, 

which makes the calculation of the relevant matrix elements relatively simple. 

The actual calculation of the energies can be performed numerically, and was done 

using MATLAB. For each of the three manifolds considered, a vector containing each of the 

possible states was created, i.e. for the 2Sl/a (ground) state, there arc 18 substates defined 

all possible combinations of mj and m,j where —| < nij < | and —4 < mi < 4. The 

Hamiltoniau matrix is constructed by calculating each element individually. For example, 

if the state vector is defined as (using an |??ij,mj) notation) 

mj ,nii 

11/2,4) 

[1/2,3) 

1 1 / 2 , 2 )  

then we may define an 18 x 18 Hamiltonian matrix as 

h\ik — 

(l/2,4|ffhfe|l/2,4) 

(l/2,3|i?h&|l/2,4) 

(l/2,2|f/hfs|l/2,4) 

(l/2,4|ffh&|l/2,3) 

(l/2,3|Hhrs|l/2,3) 

(1/2, 2|iyllfs|l/2, 3) 

(1/2,41^11/2,2) 

(1/2, 3|ffhfe|l/2, 2) 

(l/2,2|iThfs|l/2,2) 

This matrix is then calculated for a value of magnetic, field, b, and numerically diag-

onalised. The energy eigenvalues are stored, and this process is repeated for 10 000 small 

increments in magnetic field. By plotting the energy eigenvalues for all magnetic field val

ues, we find that the low field eigenstates gradually merge into the high-field eigenstates. 

A schematic of the zero-field structure is shown in Fig. (A.l). The results of the full calcu

lations, shown in Figs. (A.2), (A.3), and (A.4) for the ground (2Sj/a)•> D1 (2Pi/a); anfl D2 

(2P3/2) levels, demonstrate the gradual transformation from \F,mp) states to the |rn,j, mi) 

states. 

STATE S ELECJTIVITY 

In the high field, the ground state splitting can be larger than the natural linewidth of a 

transition between the ground and excited states. This allows for the selective imaging of 

one ground state, since the other will be far off-resonance. 

As a practical example, consider the the states that connect to low-field |9/2, -9/2) and 

|9/2,-7/2) states, which have a Feslibacli resonance at 202.10 G. Assuming a~ imaging on 
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the D-2 line, we consider the energetics of three transitions: (1) |F = 9/2, nip = —9/2) —> 

\F = 9/2,trip = -11/2), and (2) |F = 9/2,mF = -9/2) -»• |F = 9/2,mF = -11/2). 

The energetic difference between these transitions is shown in Fig. A.5. At 202.10 G, 

the difference in energy between transitions is Ae = 2n x 34 MHz, which, with a linewidtli 

of R£)2 = 2TT x 6.01 MHz, arc ensure that one can image on one transition while remaining 

several linewidtlis away from the other. 

At this magnetic field, the ground states used in the Feslibach resonance are, written 

in terms of the |nif,rnj) basis, can be found from the numerical diagonalization. and are 

(\F,mF) 177 

19/2,-9/2) ->• |-4,-l/2) (A.17) 

[9/2, -7/2) -> -0.23591 - 4,1/2) - 0.9718| - 3, -1/2). (A.18) 

Likewise, for the excited states (|F',m'F) —> \rn'r,m'j)), 

(11/2. -11/2) -> | -4,-3/2) (A.19) 

111/2, -9/2) -»• -0.0485| - 4, -1/2) - 0.9988| - 3, -3/2). (A.20) 

A.4 TRANSITION MATRIX ELEMENTS 

The charged particles that make up an atom can be manipulated with electromagnetic 

fields. Light at optical frequencies strongly couples energy levels with adjacent values orbital 

a n g u l a r  m o m e n t u m ,  L.  

A.4.1 THE REDUCED MATRIX ELEMENT 

When considering the interaction of atoms and electromagnetic fields, the electric dipole 

term is the largest perturbation to the atomic energy levels [190]. This operator, defined by 

Hex = d • E(0, t) = -er • E(0, t) (A.21) 

where E(0, t) is the time-dependent electric field at the origin, r is the position operator 

at the origin, and d is dipole operator, can be treated using time-dependent perturbation 

theory. Assuming that all transitions will be made with near-resonant light, the rotating 
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a-
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Magnetic field (G) 

FIGURE A.5: State selectivity for imaging 10K at various magnetic fields. The transitions considered 
are indicated to the right., for the D2 transition. The differences in these transiton frequencies art1 

plotted as a function of magnetic field: the solid line indicates the difference between the transitions 
|F = 9/2, nip = -9/2) -> |F = 9/2, mF = -11/2) (1) and |f"= 9/2, rnF = -7/2) -> |F = 

9/2, nip = —9/2) (2). The natural linewidtli of this transition is FD2 = 2TT X 6.01 MHz. Near the 

Feshbach resonance, the transitions are both well distinguished: at 202 G, the difference between 
(1) and (2) is 34 MHz. 

wave approximation (RWA) is justified, and the dipole matrix elements can be expressed 

in terms of the dipole matrix elements, (see, lor example, Ref. [191]) 

Aif = — = W^tldj])l\ (A.22) 
Tnfc iiteahc* 

where rijfc is the radiative lifetime!, u q  is the angular frequency of the electromagnetic field, i  

and / stand for the initial and final states, respectively, and A,-/ is the rate of decay between 

these states. 

To evaluate the matrix element in Eq. A.22, we begin by expressing the dipole operator 

as 
i 

d = - e E r S " e »  < A - 2 3 )  

where the e is the electric charge, r\P are first-rank spherical tensors, and the ef/ are the 

unit direction vectors for each r^K Each of these vectors represents a specific polarization 

of the light field: e±i represent circularly polarized light (or*), while eo is 7r-polarized; these 

vectors form a complete basis in polarization space. Tlu1 dipole matrix element, between 

an initial state (defined by the angular momentum P\ and projection rn,-) and a final state 
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(with Pj-  and projection mj)  can be expressed using the Wigncr-Eckart theorem2 

<i|d|/> = (-1 ft'i-rns+iw (i\\erW\\f) Y,(Pil Pf ) ef/ (A.24) 
q Vmf <1 / 

where (?'||cr^'||/) is the reduced matrix element, which is independent of m,-.y and q and the 

term in round, brackets is the Wigner 3-j symbol, which is related to the Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficient and provides the smn of the three angular momenta. The rate of this transition, 

from Eq. A.22 is 

ai 
(jJr 

37reo/ic3 
(?. Wer ( J )  E 

p, i p, 

m. \ q —mj 
(A.25) 

where the orthogonality of the ef/ gives only the elements diagonal in q.  

In general, the lifetime between specific initial and final states is not resolved; instead, 

a total decay from one excited level to the ground level, A'/ is measured. By 

summing A;j over all possible initial states, 

E 
.qjfii 

pt I ps 

nij  q  —nif  
"g K»ll«r(IJll/)l2 

37T6„/iC:i (2 Pf  +  1) '  
(A.2G) 

where we have used the normalization condition for the 3-j symbols to obtain the (2Pf  +  1)  

factor. 

The reduced matrix (dement can be expressed in terms of = 1/. 

|er(l,ILftl = 
-SirephcHZPf + l)A\f 

1/2  

-  y/2Pf  +  1  /J i f  (A.27) 

where /i,-y is the dipole matrix element described for a two-level system. Using this expres

sion with Eq. A.24, the amplitude of any transition can be expressed in terms of the reduced 

matrix element and a 3-j symbol. Using the lifetimes for transitions between J manifolds, 

the |(./||ftr(1,||J')| can be found, and are shown in Table A.3. 

A.4.2 REDUCING THE DIPOLE OPERATOR 

In small magnetic fields, where many atomic physics experiments arc? performed, the 

eigenstates |F, mp) are good. To express the dipole matrix elements between states in this 

basis. Eq. (A.24) is used 

F 1  F '  
{Fmr\c^\F' ,m'F )  = ( - i f"  (F|K<]>||F'> 

v »' »• // (j iii p 
(A.28) 

1 All sign and normalizal ion conventions follow Re!'. [192], which am also Followed by Mai hemalica. 
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D1 (-P1/2) D2 (aP3/2) Ref. 

^lol 
' life 20.79(7) 11s 26.45(7) 11s [193] 

(J[\er^\ \ ,r)  4.102(5) e • a,{)  5.811(7) fi-ao -

2.906(4) e • a { )  2.901(4) c • a 0  -

TABLE A.3: Lifetimes of D1 and D2 levels and associated reduccd matrix elements tor 10K, where 

{' is the elementary charge and aQ is the Bohr radius. 

The selection rules in the low-field regime dictate AF = 0. ±1, AAIF  = 0, ±1, and F  =  

0 —> F' = 0 transitions are not allowed [194]. The reduced matrix element in this basis is 

not directly accessible. To connect this basis to the J basis, in which the reduced matrix 

e lement  i s  known,  we  cons ide r  t he  add i t ion  o f  angu la r  momenta  de f in ing  the  s t a t e s  in  the  F 

basis. Since F = 1 + J, we can use the Wigner 6-j symbols to write {F\\eriP\\F') in terms 

of {J\\("r\p\\J') [192]. The reduced matrix elements is found to be1 

(F||er^||F') = ( - l f + l + J + W ^ F  +  1)(2 F '  +  1) j  £  ( J \\ct^\\J ' )  (A.29) 

where1 the term in the curly brackets is tlie G-j  symbol. 

To determine the overall transition matrix element for the \F.mF )  states, we substitute 

Eq. (A.29) into Eq. (A.28) and by collect all coefficients (including 3-j and 6-j symbols) 

into one, to obtain the expressions, using two different conventions 

(F. /rnF \er (^\F' ,rn>
F )  = C\ (J .  J / ,  F,  rnj . - ,  F ' ,  rn 'F .  q)  </||ftr(1,|| J) (A.30) 

= C'z{J, Jf, F, mF ,  F' .  w'F. q)  tijj, (A.31) 

where f i j j i  = C\ (J, .//, F,  m, F .  F ' .  m ' F ,  q ) / \ /2J '  + 1 and the coefficients are 

= (- l f"+ J + Fy/(2F + 1)(2F' + 1) j J' ̂  1) f F 1 , ) 
[  F  F'  IJ  \mF  q —mFJ 

(A.32) 

C2(J, J', F, rnF .  F ' .  m'F .  q) = ^(2.7 '  +I )  C, (J, J ' ,  F.  mF ,  F ' ,  m'F )  (A.33) 

depending on total angular momentum. F. hyperfine substate. m/.\ total orbital angular 

momentum, J, and the polarization of the excitation, q. These coefficients were calculated 

with the help of Mathematical with the functions "Three JSyinboF and ''SixJSyinbol." The1 

coefficients C-> are calculated in Mathematical using 

C2[F_, mF_, Fp_, mFp_, J_, Jp_,q_] := 
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(-1) ~ (3 Fp + J + F - mFp) Sqrt [(2 Jp + 1) (2 F + 1) (2 Fp + 1)] 

ThreeJSymbol [{F, mF}-, {1, q}, -[Fp , -mFp}-] 

SixJSymbol[{J, 1 , Jp>, {Fp, 4, F>]; 

whore the variables with "p" stand for the primed equivalents. These coefficients arc1 listed 

for the F = 9/2 —> ,/' = 3/2 transition (Da line) in Table A.4.: the remaining three 

transitions can be calculated in a similar fashion. 

A.4.3 HIGH-FIELD TRANSITION MATRIX ELEMENTS 

In strong magnetic fields, the states defined by quantum numbers |,J. nij. I. mj) are good 

eigenstates. as was seen in earlier discussion. The selection rules are A J = 0. ±1. A L — ±1. 

Am,/ = 0. ±1 and Ami = 0 [194]. We can see this by writing the Wigner-Eckhart equation 

for these states. Eq. (A.24) 

( J .  T T I J . I .  m/|oTy'' |,/'. m' j .  I -rn' j )  = (-1 )2J'~m-'+J+i (J\\(,r^\\J') ( J 1 J' ,  ) { I .  m7|/'. m' j )  
\trij q mjJ 

(A.34) 

where the final matrix element enforces the selection rule m j = m^. since the nuclear part 

is unaffected by the dipole field. The 3-j coefficients give the nij selection rule. 
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TABLE A.4: Coefficients (.7..//, F.nif- F'• rn'F) for liyperfine dipole matrix elements for EM transitions to the Do ("P.-j/oj manifold 

F =° /•>. inFi —*• \F'. m'y). where m'F = niy — 1 for <r+, m'F = nip for jr. and m'F — /«/.• - 1 for a-. 



APPENDIX B 

INTENSITY DEPENDENCE OF OPTICAL DENSITY 

B.L OPTICAL DENSITY FOR RESONANT LIGHT: CALCULATIONS 

15.1. L ATOMS AT RKST 

To obtain quant it ative results from absorption imaging, we measure the amount and 

spatial distribution of light scattered from an incoming near-resonant beam. We compare 

the intensity lor beams with and without atoms and define the quantity, "optical density" 

(01)) for a beam travelling in the •/•;{ direction 

OD(/'i, •/••>) —— In . 
VAiC'i.'-a). 

where [a{f\,r->) is the intensity of the incident beam recorded when no atoms arc1 present, 

and /(n./••_>) is the intensity measured after the light has been scattered by the atoms. 

The rale at which the atoms scatter light from the incoming beam depends on the 

natural linewidth and I he excited state fraction, which can be expressed as 

r ///, n, 

- 1 "I I/ /.Sill ' 

where I is the intensity of the incoming light. at — TT/HT/ILY5 is the saturation intensity. 

A is the1 resonant wavelength and L is the natural linewidth of the transition. 

As a beam travels in the /•;{ direction, the loss in its intensity as a function of distance 

is equivalent to the power scattered from the beam, given by 

jL - O (TT777^) ' 
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where a.'/, is the Iransition frequency oftbe transition uscxl lor imaging, p is tlu> density 

of (lie atoms, and rrsr = 3A~/2TT is the resonant scattering cross section. Integrating this 

equation we lind the implicit expression l'or I (because OD{r\,r->) depends on I and /Q) 

/ \ t /  \  n T s  ,  s  .  I { r \ - r - > )  -  I u { r \ , r - > )  
()D(/-i.  r->)  = C)l)o(/'i. ro)  H - . (B. 1) 

^sal 

where Ol)o(ri./••_>) = —rrS(. / r^) dr$ is the zero-intensity limit of the1 01). When the 

absorption is small, |/ — /o| <C /sa( and the1 second term can be neglected. The lines in 

Pigs B.l (a,b) show the solutions to this equation for three values of ODo. 

B.1.2 Rt'X 'on-INDRCRT) DOPPLKR .SHIFT 

A second consideration in quantifying the optical density is the recoil of the atoms caused 

by the absorption and reemission of photons in the imaging process. The Doppler shift 

associated with this motion will put the atoms out of resonance, modifying the absorption 

characteristics. If we assume1 that the atom's velocity increases, on average, by one recoil 

velocity, ly, every scattering lifetime. 1/7*1-. then the velocity as a function of time is 

« • • ( / )  =  T h e  D o p p l e r  s h i f t  f r o m  t h e  r e s o n a n c e  f r e q u e n c y  i s  ^ / > ( / )  =  k v [ f ) .  w h e r e  k  

is the wavevector of the incident light. Assuming thai laser is set to being 011 resonance, 

a,'/>(/) is the time-dependent detuning for these recoiling atoms. The Doppler-moclitied, 

time-dependent scattering rate is 

Is c,n(0 
r ///. sal 

1 h // /S;il + 
'2 ,7 I / I sat 

A (I F///,.K) ly 1 

(13.5) 

Using the same method of integrating the expression for the scattered power Eq. B.3, 

this time replacing ~;sr by ")s<-.i>- we come to 

()!)(/) = ODQ + —j—— + {ki'i-tV 
I  SiMt  

Asa, 

I + Asal A) + Asa I. 
+ 111 

/ + A, sa! 

h) + A;at 
(13-6) 

where, for clarity, we suppress the (n. /••_>) dependence of / and ./(), Taking the time average 

of this expression, (OD) = /, ( ODd/, where /U)( is the total imaging time. 

(OD) = ODo + i_liil+(A'"''/. »•)' 

Asa I a 

/sa, L sat 

/ + / sal h) + A;al 
+ hi 

/ + /snl 

A) + /sat 
(B.l 

lines in Figs. B.l(c.d) show the solutions to this equation for three ODo. 
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KlCl'liK B.l: Optical density intensity dependence. Measured optical density OD vs. normalized 

intensity, Zn/4;u,. Bala is identical in all plots, theory lines neglect Doppler shift, as in from Eq. for 
(a) and (b); theory lines include Doppler shift for (c) and (d). Theory lines are for ODQ = 0.08 (dash-

dot). 0.0(i (solid) and 0.0-1 (dashed). Left plots are on a linear scale, right plots have a logarithmic 

A)/^sni scale. 

B.2 OPTICAL DENSITY MEASUREMENTS 

Wo measured the intensity dependence of the opticnl density by taking repeated images 

of an ultraeold cloud of *s'Rb atoms. We assume that all clouds are prepared with the same 

density characteristics, and thus a constant ODo. Wo use /Uk = 100 lis pulses, vary the 

incident intensity /Q. and measure OD as a function of To- The results are plotted with 

the curves that- both neglect (Figs. B.l(a.b)) and include (Figs. B.l(c.d)) the Doppler shift. 

Wo see the data clearly requires the consideration of I.he Doppler shift to account for the 

reduction in OD observed as a function of intensity. 

To avoid the olioets of the Doppler shift, we perform all of our experiments iu the 
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small /o//Kni regime, specifically, /o//sai ~ 0.1, which as can be seen in the logarithmic 

plot Fig. 13.1(d). the point after which the intensity dependence of the imaging becomes 

important. 



APPENDIX C 

ATOM NUMBER CALIBRATION 

It is often important to know as precisely as possible tlie number of atoms in various 

experiments. While the use of absorption imaging on the cycling transition should properly 

account lor the number, magnetic fields may slightly point in the wrong direction, and the 

polarization of the imaging light may be imperfect. To calibrate the atom number, we 

use the transition point for BEC and its dependence upon n. Both temperature and this 

t r a n s i t i o n  p o i n t  c a n  b e  d e t e r m i n e d  w i t h  b e t t e r  a c c u r a c y  t h a n  n .  

C.L CONDENSATE FRACTION MEASUREMENTS 

As part of the method to calibrate the atom number, we must determine the conden

sate fraction as a function of temperature, in order to find the temperature at which the 

condensate appears. In a partially condensed cloud, there is both a thermal and conden

sate component. Because the condensate occupies only the ground state, its momentum 

distribution is much narrower than that of the thermal cloud, which occupies many higher 

momentum states. 

We prepare s'Rb BECs in a well defined trapping potential, and measure their mo

mentum distributions by turning off the potential and observing the expanding cloud after 

some time of flight. The momentum distribution is bimodal there is a broad thermal 

distribution with a narrow peak in the centre corresponding to the BEC. Two pieces of 

information are available from this measurement: the number of atoms in each component, 

and the temperature of the thermal cloud. 

To analyze the data, we fit a Bose-Einstein distribution function to the thermal wings 

157 
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of the momentum distribution. The optical density distribution gives yields the two-

dimensional integrated-clensity profile, OD = — ln(//Io) = o"res j p(?) drs, where <7res is 

the scattering cross-section. Figure C.l(a) shows an optical density profile for a cloud of 

87Rb after 8 ins time of flight. The bimodal structure is evident in the left image. To 

analyze the thermal part of the distribution, the central region, containing the information 

about the condensate, is masked out, as in the right image. 

A two-dimeiistional function describing the thermal Bose cloud is fit to thermal part of 

the OD distribution, the fitting function for which is 

ODlh(rhr2) = OD{£ x g2 ^zexp ^"9^^")) + m|T'1 + m'2r'2 + 0Dbi<gd 

(C.l) 

where OD[5^ x <72 (z) is the peak OD, z = exp(/i/A:i>T) is the fugacity, (riif?, n,c) is the centre of 

the cloud, (mi, mz) account for any slope in the background, and ODbkgd is the background 

OD value. The function, ,92 is the Bose-Einstein function, which we approximate near the 

transition point as 

</a(z) = (1 — z) log(l — z) + 1.98z — 0.16z2 — 0.17z'\ (C.2) 

Profiles of this two-dimensional fit arc shown in Figs. C.l(b) and (c), where the image and 

fits have been summed along the perpendicular direction. The red curves show the function 

ODih(ri,r2), while the blue fit is to the entire bimodal distribution. The area under the 

red curves indicate the thermal atom number and their widths give the temperature. 

The temperature of the cloud can be determined from the widths as fc/jT/ = mcufaf/(1 + 

w/f;2), where oj-, is the trapping frequency in the 77 direction. The number of thermal atoms 

can be found by integrating over the part of the ODu, distribution that is due to the atomic 

signal 

A''" -LI Idri odS x 32 (zcxp - ***?*)) • (C3) 

The total atom number, n ,  is obtained by numerically integrating over the entire OD 

profile, after subtracting from the data the background slopes and offset from the fit. Using 

this, the condensate fraction nc/n and temperature are both available1. 
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FIGURE C.L: Condensate fraction measurement. 

C.2 FINDING THE TRANSITION TEMPERATURE 

To determine the transition temperature to BEC, we make BECs at a number of tem

peratures above and below the transition point, which we can find roughly by looking for 

the visual onset, of bimodality in the cloud. The condensate fraction Nc/N, temperature, 

T, and total number N are extracted from each image as described above;. Figure C.2 (top 

panel) shows the condensate fraction as a function of temperature. The bottom panel shows 

the total number of atoms at each temperature point, corresponding to the above data. 

We determine the condensation temperature by finding the onset of BEC using the 

intersection of two linear fits near the transition. Taking into account both finite-size and 

interaction effects [195], the condensate temperature. To for a gas of bosons in a harmonic 
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FIGURE C.2: Number calibration us
ing BEC transition temperature. Top: 
Condensate fraction vs. temperature. 

Linear fits to the coloured points (red 
above Tc, blue below) cross at Tc-
Large green point indicates the loca

tion of the crossing of the fits, Tc — 
640 ± 40 nK. Bottom: Atom number 

as a function of temperature (due to 
evaporation). Large green point indi
cates Tc, where N = 21000 ± 3000 

atoms. 

trap is 

where if, is the critical temperature in the ideal case, a> is the geometric mean of the trap 

frequencies and a;.u- = (ojx+u>y + ojs)/3 is the arithmetic mean, is Boltzmamrs constant, 

C(?i) is the Riemann-zeta function, a is the s-wave scattering length, ano = (h/mw)^2 is 

the harmonic oscillator length of the trap, and n is the number of atoms. 

Given this relationship between temperature1 and number, we translate the measured 

condensation temperature (Tc = 640 ± 40 11K) into a corresponding atom number and 

compare that to the one measured (in the bottom panel). Propagating these1 numbers 

and tlieir uncertainties, we arrive at a calibration factor JVacluai = iVnica8ure{j x (1.3 ± 0.3), 

which accounts for the systematic uncertainty in our atom number, which is, for example, 

n = 6600 ± 1700 in §5.4. 
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